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QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE MEDIUM-ENERGY PHYSICS PROGRAM

FOR THE PERIOD ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1974

I. SUMMARY

Engineering Support

The heads from Tanks 3 and 4 of the 201-MHz

linac were removed and the drift tubes were checked

for optical and magnetic alignment. The drift-tube

stem bellows were found to have been subjected to

serious overheating. A new design was made and work

is under way to replace these bellows during the

January shutdown.

Work on the Weapons Neutron Research Facility

(WNR) line is progressing satisfactorily. Magnets

are being received, tested, and fitted with align-

ment fixtures; stands and other devices are being

fabricated. The floor plates are being installed,

and the vacuum envelope for this line is being fab-

ricated. The slow kicker has been received and it

has been tested up to 200 A. The assembly of the

fast-kicker power supply has begun.

The ion-pump rebuild facility is now opera-

tional. Nine of the large 2400-il/s ion pumps were

rebuilt and eight of these are now in operation on

the accelerator. Although the facility is still

being improved upon, pumps are being rebuilt on a

regular basis.

The klystron-rebuild facility is being im-

proved by new procedures, additional jigs and fix-

tures, a new vacuum system, and additional person-

nel.

Some 20 experiments are currently receiving

support from the design, fabrication, and alignment

sections.

Considerable effort was spent to ready the

bioraedical facility for the first human biology ex-

periments.

Accelerator Support

This is the first report for the accelerator

support group which was formed July 1, 1974. Con-

siderable time and effort has gone into organiza-

tion and staffing of this group. At this time,

these goal., are nearing completion with organiza-

tion established and staffing within about 10% of

the original plan.

The accelerator was operated for over 2100 h

this quarter with about 448 h of downtime. About

two-thirds of this downtime occurred in 201-MHz

systems. The major failures that occurred were a

7835, two 4616s, and three tank windows. The tank

problems contributed most of the downtime because

of problems with marginal vacuum pumps and tank

vacuum leaks during pumpdown after the windows

were replaced. The vacuum pumps are being re-

placed with rebuilt units and this problem should

be eliminated in the near future. The tank leaks

from the soft-to-hard vacuum will be repaired after

the start of the shutdown in late December.

The 7835 had over 11 000 h on it at the time of

failure, which is more than the expected life. Ex-

tra downtime was accumulated here and also for the

4616 failure because of required conditioning of

the new units. This source of downtime should also

be eliminated when the 201-MHz test stand is com-

pleted this winter. This test stand will allow

preconditioning of all 201-MHz spare tubes prior

to installation.

Accelerator Systems Development

A series of high-intensity runs at 100 uA and

200 (JA were conducted. An acceptable beam-spill

pattern in the machine was obtained with the 100-pA

beam. Preliminary alignment checks were made on

the quadrupole lenses in Tanks 3 and 4 and accept-

ance calculations using the observed misalignment

errors have been carried out. Analysis and simula-

tions have been done to try to resolve the problem

of length errors in the 805-MHz accelerator struc-

tures. Several new diagnostic and tuuing programs

have been written and put into service.

A continuing effort has btvn carried out in

obtaining long-term reliability and stability in

the operation of the injector systems. Several

significant faults in the H C-W generator were

found and corrected.

The H beam chopper was put into service this

quarter and is being used for both physics research

and accelerator diagnostic studies. Single-micro-

pulse operation has been demonstrated.
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Work i< continuing on providing beam diagnos-

tics for a high-current H~ ion source test stand

being built by P-ll.

The polarized ion injector program continued

on a low-priority level.

Electronic Instrumentation and Computer Systems

Major effort this quarter has continued in sup-

port of the accelerator control system, continued

development of experimental beam-line controls, and

in support of experimental programs through the

LAMPF electronic equipment pool and experimental

data-acquisition activities.

The upgrading of the existing injector systems

is resulting in better signals for beam analysis and

more reliable operation of the hardware, particular-

ly the C-W high-voltage power supply. New software

was developed for monitoring the flow of programs

through the control computer as part of a continuing

effort to improve the operating system. The hard-

ware and software associated with the accelerator

operator's consoles and with providing operating in-

formation to experimenters continue to be upgraded

to provide easier and more reliable operation of the

facility.

Work was initiated tj upgrade the Line A beam-

diagnostic instrumentation and the handling of data

for presentation to the operator. More requirements

for Line A-l target cell instrumentation have been

received and integrated into the Great Shutdown

planning. The controls for the Area A test channel

off target A-l are being implemented. The instru-

mentation and controls for the Energetic Pion Chan-

nel and Spectrometer Systems (EPICS) and the High-

Resolution Proton Spectrometer (HRS) lines are in

the final design for present criteria. Software for

control of the secondary beam lines continues to be

developed. Applications programs for the biomedical

control systems were exercised during the patient

treatment this quarter. These programs have re-

quired a substantial development in the computer

operating system software which has taken place over

the past two years.

The experimental data-acquisition liardware and

nuclear instrumentation modules have received sub-

stantially more support this quarter, to the benefit

of the experimental activities. An integrated ef-

fort to support existing data-acquisition software

and to design new programs was started.

Accelerator Operations

The accelerator was in operation for the en-

tire quarter. There was a total of 276 shifts, for

an average of 21 shifts per week.

As in the previous quarter, the machine was

operated in 14-day cycles, each consisting of 12

shifts for accelerator development, 6 for tuning

the beam preparatory to research use, and 24 for

research. Of the total number of operating shifts,

S6%, or 156, were scheduled for research. Machine

availability during shifts scheduled for research

averaged 70%.

All existing secondary beam lines, the External

Proton Beam (EPB) line, the Line-B Nuclear Chemistry

Facility, and the Radioisotope Production Facility

(RADIP) were in use during the quarter. The RADIP

rabbit-tube system was employed for transferring

active target foils to hot-cell facilities for the

first time. The most publicized of the research

activities during the quarter were the pion irradia-

tions of tumors on human subjects.

Average proton beam currents of 12.5 yA at 800

MeV were attained during research runs in the latter

part of the period. Proton beams to Area A for ex-

perimental use totalled 6800 MA-h, as measured at

the A-l target station, up 177% from the previous

reporting period. An additional 470 pA-h vent to

Area B. Sixty-six target foils were irradiated for

nuclear chemistry experiments.

Machine time allocated to accelerator develop-

ment was used for continued studies of problems of

high beam-current operation. Tanks 3 and 4 were

opened and alignment of the drift tube.'; was checked.

In the process, a serious corrosion problem on the

drift-tube vacuum-seal bellows was discovered.

During a 30-s, high beam-current test run to

the switchyard beam stop, the average beam current

was increased to 100 uA without tripping loss mon-

itors. The test was terminated after 30 s because

of limited heat-dissipation capability of the tar-

get. The beam current reached 200 JJA on a subse-

quent test, but was terminated after a few seconds

by spill-monitor trips.

Experimental Areas

The emphasis in the experimental areas for the

past few months has been to support a multiple-use

research program and, at the same time, to develop

the plans and the staff required to achieve the



objectives of the Great Shutdown. The typical

number of simultaneous users of the various beams

is six, with occasional simultaneous usage for nine

or ten experiments. About 40 experiments have re-

ceived beam through October 31, 1974, not counting

the biomedical program or parasite physics experi-

ments.

Preparations for the prolonged shutdown are

under way. The staff of the Experimental Areas

Group (MP-7) has been increased, and a large team

of engineers and designers is busy on plans for

the targeting, remote handling, and shielding needed

for high-intensity operation.

The process water systems -?re now operating

smoothly, after difficulties with pump maintenance

and water quality. Three more water systems should

be in operation by early FY 1976.

Tuning procedures for the main beam line have

been improved and systematized. Tne Accelerator

Operations Group (MP-2) is assuming an increasing

fraction of this work.

A thorough study of the switchyard optics,

diagnostic apparatus, and beam properties is under

way. New instrumentation (integrated toroids, fast

wire scanners, and improved profile monitors) is

being developed; some changes have been adopted in

the beam optics which have led to increased beam

transmission in the switchyard.

In anticipation of higher beam currents, more

consideration has been given to the problem of

heating of beam-line components caused by scattered

particles. A computer program for calculating ex-

pected heat loads is in routine use for design

studies.

A coordinated program of beam tuning and optics

calculations is in progress for the Stopped Muon

Channel (SMC). This work is continuing, with some

improvement in channel performance already obtained.

Bids have been accepted for the vacuum system for

this channel.

Substantial progress in installation of the

Test Channel has been made, and preparations for

tuning the beam are under way.

Some progress has been made on the Radiation

Effects and Isotope Production Facility (RADIP).

Several irradiations were made for neutron dosimetry

and checks of the beam position. The neutron dosim-

etry studies gave rise to a predicted neutron flux

of 2 x 1013 n/cm2-s for 1 mA of 800-MeV protons

incident on the beam stop. A demonstration of the

RADIP Facility is planned before the December shut-

down. Improvements in the stringer design are

needed; eventually, it will be necessary to rework

the stringers or to replace them.

Conceptual designs of the target boxes and

collimators for target cells A-l and A-2 have been

completed. The fabrication of the A-l target mecha-

nism is nearly complete, and the A-2 target system

is nearly ready for bid. Design studies for a new

version of the main beam stop are continuing. Design

of tooling and lifting fixtures for remote handling

has started.

The work that is necessary to make Merrimac

operational is proceeding. The hot cells are being

outfitted with manipulators and window assemblies.

The temporary shielding in Area A has been improved

to allow routine operation at 10-yA average beam

current. Design of Merrimac doors, target cell

shielding, and secondary beam shielding is in prog-

ress. A roof was added to the experimental cave of

the External Proton Beam (EPB), and a Faraday cup

was installed in the EPB beam stop. Two major con-

tracts for shielding material (one for concrete and

one for steel) have been negotiated; delivery is

under way.

\n extensive PERT network has been developed to

aid in planning for the shutdown; PERT, which is

not yet complete, contains 800 separate activities

assigned to 47 responsible individuals. About

98 000 man-hours of effort will be required to carry

out the work packages already identified. The goals

are to: stop accelerator operations on December 24,

1974; turn back on for accelerator development on

May 1, 1975; pass beam through Area A on

June 1, 1975; and have the capability of supporting

a high-intensity research program by July 1, 1975.

Large-Spectrometer Systems

Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometers (EPICS)

Channel magnet IP-BM-02 was reassembled during

this quarter. In order to complete the vacuum

system for this magnet, it was necessary to develop

a new seal between the pole tip and the vacuum

chamber.

Substantial progress has been made in preparing

for the major effort in field mapping and measuring

which will be necessary during the next quarter.



The rapid mapper has been reworked and c m now be

run for an extended period. A change ?n the elec-

tronics allows us to make a complete map in two

hours. The alignment procedure has been modified

to include enough redundant information so that the

modest number of errors which inevitably occur can

be found and corrected. The field analysis and

shimming codes have been modified to include all

field-map information. A shimming procedure has

been devised which allows reasonable (two-day)

turnaround so that several iterations are possible.

Finally, we have improved thf stability of the

power supplies and have determined a field-setting

procedure which is rapid anu gives adequately re-

producible results.

The plans for installation of the channel in

the shielding have progressed rapidly. Work is

proceeding on a design for canyon fill. Final

design of all magnet supports has been completed,

and the separator support and removal system is

being designed.

Substantial results have also been achieved on

our lower priority projects. The spectrometer modi-

fications required for in-place assembly and for

utilizing the new vacuum chamber seal are under way

in the shops. A method of shimming the spectrometer

quadrupoles to eliminate the observed octupole com-

ponent has been developed. The assembly stands for

the spectrometer have been completed. A 12.7-cm

l>u:s mount has been obtained to allow H -winding

installation without tying up the crane duriiig the

Great Shutdown.

High-Resolution Proton Spectrometer (HRS)

Beam Line C is essentially complete and could

be used *n deliver full beam to the dump except for

lack of acceptable shielding. Magnet LC-BM-04, the

firs", big analyzing magnet in the line, has been

shimmed to give an effective field distribution

coi-.sistent with design requirements and the remain-

ing beam-running cycles before the accelerator

shutdown will be, used to determine the resolution

of the line and test optimization procedures. The

second spectrometer dipole, LC-BM-O2, has been

cleaned-up and reworked and is now in the final

stages of reassembly. Several modifications and

improvements to this system have been made. Among

other things, a gap-height uniformity consistent

with the design resolution of the spectrometer has

been achieved for the unassembled dipole. Electri-

cal, plumbing, and air-conditioning services for the

counting house were completed and the PDP-11/45 data-

acquisition and control computer was received and

installed. In addition, other items which received

attention during this period include the scattering

chamber and sliding-seal curtain-retractor mechanism,

the NMR drive and control system, tests with strip-

pers and scanners, tests of power supply stability,

and a number of different magnetic field measurements

and calibrations.

Research

A total of 40 experiments had data-taking runs

during the quarter. Among them may be mentioned

Exp. 96 (irp elastic scattering at low energy) (LASL/

Arizona State Univ.) which accumulated over 10 000

events of interest. Data were taken for IT and it"

at 30, 40, SO, and 70 MeV. The results from a pre-

liminary analysis look promising. Experiment 131

(IT d •+ pp) had a successful run (Univ. South Carolina/

ORNL/Virginia Polytechnic Institute/LASL), and com-

plete angular distributions at 40, 50, and 60 MeV

will be forthcoming. The Exp. 34 (Univ. Virginia/

LASL) collaboration maile-measurements of elastic

scattering from deuterium for pion momenta of 350,

450, 540, and 630 MeV/c.

Analysis continued oi; the it-nucleus total cross-

section data (Exp. 2) takers last spring. Results of

preliminary analysis indicate that there are inter-

esting isotopic effects in tho cross sections.

Experiment 80 determines the real and imaginary

parts of the elastic scattering amplitude of pions

from nuclei. At small angles (<10°), the r-iclear

and coulomb terms of the elastic scattering ampli-

tude interfere. The magnitude of the interference

is proportional to the ratio of the real (Ref ) to

imaginary (Imf ) parts of the iT-nucleus scattering

amplitude. The Imf can be obtained from the total

cross section through the optical theorem which

allows the real part of the amplitude to be inferred.

Phase one of Exp. 80 has been completed. Data on TT

scattering from Ca, Pb, and C at energies

from 100-220 MeV on the High-Energy Physics (P )

beam have been taken and are in final analysis.

Muonium measurements (Yale Jniv./LASL/Univ.

Heidelberg) have been continued, resulting in im-

proved precision for the hyperfine structure interval



in the muonium atom ( y e ) ground state. The latest

runs, utilizing the separated oscillating fields

method with low-pressure krypton, give results

accurate to 0.5 ppm.

Calculations on the E2 nuclear resonance effect

in pionic atoms have been performed and several

promising cases have been found. An experiment to

detect the effect was run successfully on the bio-

medical pion channel. This constitutes the first

observation of a nuclear resonance effect for

hadronic atoms.

The neutron spectra and neutron scattering

group (Texas ASM Univ./Univ. New Mexico/P-Div./Univ.

Texas) carried out a number of runs at 647- and 800-

MeV proton energies. Energy spectra for forward

neutrons were obtained for protons bombarding targets

of deuterium, beryllium, carbon, and aluminum. Pre-

liminary spectra are shown in the body of this

report. In all cases, strong peaks are found corre-

sponding to the quasi-elastic np charge-exchange

process. These peaks, interesting in their own

right, make possible mcnergic, low-emittance neutron

beams at 8C0 MeV and lower energies --an important

research facility at LAMPF. In aluminum, a shoulder

appearing below the main peak suggests a possible

interpretation of an excitation of the giant quad-

rupole resonance in the residual nucleus. Prelim-

inary discussions of this work were given at several

scientific meetings last summer.

Neutron spectra were obtained from the reaction

p + p-+n + p+ir in the forward neutron direction

at 766-MeV incident energy. The neutron spectra,

shown in the body of this report, show a peaking of

the (tf ) invariant mass near 1210 MeV, rather close

to the A(1236), and the shape agrees well with cal-

culations by jcephenson, Gibbs, and Gibson.

Experiments by several research teams were

performed during the quarter, dealing with aspects

of the emission of light fragments from nuclei in

connection with the absorption of pions and protons.

The techniques employed were various. They included

observation of the fragments by TOF and energy-loss

measurements, observation of y-ray lines from ex-

cited states of the residual nuclei, radiochemical

separations, and magnetic and TOF analysis of back-

emitted fragments. For interpretation, a variety

of mechanisms were invoked, ranging from simple

evaporation through internucleon cascade processes

all the way to a hoped for scattering for the Lee-

Wick particle "condenson." The enthusiasm among the

practitioners seems to bt infectious.

A paper has been accepted for publication in

Phys. Rev. Lett, dealing with Exp. 137(A), "A Searcl

for Parity Conservation in p-p Scattering" (LASL/

Univ. Illinois). The stated result, namely that the

PNC fraction is (I i 4) x 10" , represents an im-

provement of 4 orders of magnitude over all previous

scattering experiments. It is consistent with pre-

dictions based on modern current-current theories of

the weak interactions and pp phase shifts, but in-

consistent with the (np, dy) result of Lobashov

et al. The work is continuing with the goal of

reducing the standard deviation another factor of 5.

A second experiment (LASL/Univ. Illinois/Univ.

Chicago), carried out with 6.0-GeV/c polarized

protons on beryllium, indicates that the PNC effect

is of the order of 10 or less. This again is con-

sistent with current weak-interaction ideas, but is

the only measurement of the hadronic ncnstrange part

of the interaction available at higher energy.

Calculations by Brown indicate that the proton

energies available at LAMPF are especially interest-

ing for this type oi" experiment. The practical ex-

perience gained in the above experiments is being

incorporated into the design of the LAMPF polarized

ion source.

Practical Applications of LAMPF

During the last quarter major emphasis was

placed on preparing the biomedical facility for

human biology experiments using negative pions for

radiotherapy. This effort included hardware and

software development, beam collimator design and

fabrication, treatment room modifications, and

dosimetry and biology experiments. Three patients

have received fractionated pion radiotherapy thus

far.

Other experimental programs completed or in

progress include microdosimetry measurements in the

pion beam, observations of the mu-mesic x-ray

spectra from various compounds and tissue, biomedi-

cal channel tuning, and the visualization of the

stopping pion distributions. Effort continued in the

development and field testing of equipment for

localized-rf-current tumor therapy and differential

breast-temperature recording.



Management

Starting with this report, there will be a

section devoted to management concerns, administra-

tive policies and procedures, and information of

primary interest to LAMPF users. This section will

specifically address personnel levels, budgets,

safety topics, schedules and related matter, e.g.,

titles of internal reports and of mailings will be

listed so that interested users will know about

them. This will supplement but not displace the

LAMPF user?, Newsletter.
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II. ENGINEERING SUPPORT

IAMPF Accelerator

Accelerator Support

The heads on the 201.25-MHz Tanks 3 and 4 were

removed and all drift tubes in these tanks were

checked for alignment from an optical-reference

line from the 805-MHz linac. An instrument-

monument station was accurately located between

those tanks and- target stations were set up to

establish the reference line through these tanks.

In addition, the drift-tube quad magnets in

Tanks 3 and 4 of the 201-MHz linac were checked. A

special Hall-probe fixture was designed and built

that would slip into the drift-tube bores. Magnetic

integrity of the quads and the relative centerline

position of the bore tubes with respect to the quad

poles was determined using this fixture. In all

cases for Tanks 3 and 4 drift tubes the magnetic

fields and bore-tube concentricities were within

design limits.

Work is continuing on spare drift-tube assem-

blies for the 201-Ml!z linac. Iv'orkstands for drift-

tube inspection have also been fabricated.

The rf bellows on the drift-tube stems were

found to be partially melted and porous. The rf

heating on these bellows was calculated to be exces-

sive for conduction cooling and several alternative

design-5 are being considered to eliminate this heat-

ing problem. Several bellows manufacturers have

been contacted and the bellows will be replaced dur-

ing the shutdown which starts in December.

The beam buncher for the H" injector line is

nearing completion. It is being readied for the

final (', brazing heat and assembly. The monitor

loops, tuning slug, and rf drive loop are on hand.

This unit is scheduled for installation during the

accelerator shutdown.

805-MH2 RF System

The VA-862A klystrons have accumulated more

than 403 000 filament hours while the L-5120S have

accumulated 72 000 filament hours. One L-5120

failed during this quarter as a result of a puncture

in the cathode ceramic occasioned by a modulator

tank arc.

The LPT-44 modulator triodes have accumulated

455 000 filament houvs. A total of 20 reprocessed

LPT-44S have been installed in the accelerator and

the mean time to failure after reprocessing is •v

20C0 h.

Klyatron-Repair Facility

A major effort to improve the klystron-repair

facility was initiated in this quarter. Reciprocal

visits were made between the Stanford Linear Accel-

erator Center and LAMPF klystron groups to compare

rebuild procedures and facilities. As a result of

these visits and discussions, several neiv procedures

were written and these will be implemented in future

rebuilds. An assembly fixture to facilitate the

insertion of the cathode subassembly into the kly-

stron is being fabricated. A new pinch-off tool for

1.9-cm tubing is also being fabricated. Bolt-on,

pinch-off assemblies for 1.9-cin and 3.8-cm tubula-

tions have been designed and will be used as soon as

they are available. These assemblies will eliminate

a troublesome silver-soldering operation on subse-

quent rebuilds. Kovar cups and ceramic rings for

the heater insulators have been fabricated. Trial

furnace runs were made on the individual components

and the assemblies were brazed together.

A substantial quantity of rebuild parts, includ-

ing heaters, cathode and,mod-anode ceramics, and out-

put windows were ordered. The diffusion-pump system

on the bake-out oven has been removed and a turbo-

molecular pump installed in its place. Interlock

systems for both vacuum systems are also being de-

signed. These steps should greatly improve the reli-

ability of the vacuum.

Two klystrons were rebuilt during the quarter,

but neither was successful. The first tube, S/N 103,

developed a leak at the heater insulator which could

not be repaired without disassembly because of the

high operating temperature of the insulator. The

second klystron, S/N 214, had a partially poisoned

cathode after the rebuild. However, it has been

operated at -the O.5-M1V level for rf parameter checks.

Ion Pump Rebuilding

Nine of the ten 2400-Z/s Hughes ion pumps re-

quired for the 201-MHz linac vacuum system have beer

rebuilt and eight of these are back in service. The

cathodes on seven of these pumps were completely

sputtered through, necessitating replacement of all

titanium material.

The small vacuum bake-out oven and automatic

temperature controller to be used for the 600-i/s



pumps was completed and checked for proper opera-

tion.

Magnet Testing and Metrology Lab

All of the bending magnets for the Weapons

Neutron Research Facility (WNR) have been measured

and the tooling holes have been installed and in-

spected. Alignment monuments were fixtured to the

six bending magnets which will go into the waterfall

area.

A 20 OOO-kg ber.Jing magnet which is to be used

on Exp. 160 was processed through the tooling dock.

External alignment marks were placed on the magnet

and a locating boss mounted on to the bottom sur-

face.

The Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometers

System (EPICS) bending magnets, BM-02 and -03, were

inspected and measured in the tooling dock. Infor-

mation regarding the location of small mapping holes

in the pole pieces with respect to the alignment

monuments mounted on the yokes was obtained.

The EPICS magnetic field-measuring assembly was

rechecked and shimmed to proper alignment.

Experimental Lines

Line D--Weapons Neutron Research Facility

The ten tunnel-quadrupole magnets are on hand

and seven are ready for installation. Seven of the

seventeen quadrupole magnets which are required for

the switchyard and waterfall doublets and triplets

were received and are being tested. The support

structure and alignment devices for these magnets

were received and are being assembled. The align-

ment monuments for the switchyard doublets and trip-

lets and for the tunnel quads are being fabricated.

Floor plates for all magnet suppoits in the

waterfall area were installed. The six bending mag-

nets required for this area, along with their mounts,

were placed in position and roughly aligned.

A production-type linear actuator har been

received, inspected, and found to be acceptable;

the vendor has been advised to proceed with fabrica-

tion of 15 units. All wire-scanner components to be

used with these actuators are on hand. Vacuum boxes

for scanners 01 and 02 are on hand and the design of

all other scanner boxes is complete.

Considerable effort was expended this report

period in the fabrication of vacuum envelopes and

related devices utilizing both H, furnace brazing

and inert-gas welding techniques. The Seam stop

along with its vacuum chamber are compJete except

for bellows installation. Vacuum beam pipes for the

six waterfall bending magnets were built and in-

stalled. Fabrication of beam-line tubulation for

the long tunnel run is 90% complete.

The slow kicker for Line D was received and

has been pulsed at low currents (20-A peak) in a

closed-loop mode. The initial tests were very suc-

cessful and a system is now being constructed which

will allow pulsing up to 200 A to test the feasibil-

ity of the modulator and control systems at higher

currents. If these higher power tests prove success-

ful, then a full power system will be built. The

proposed system uses a pulsed-power supply wiih

closed-loop current control during that portion of

the pulse when the proton beam is to be bent into

Line D.

Assembly of the fast-kicker powei supply has

begun and the system controls have been checked out.

All components are presently on hand except for the

charging-supply transformer-rectifier and IVR.

Other units are available which will allow low-duty

testing pending arrival of the final components.

Initial pulsing of the fast-kicker should begin dur-

ing the next quarter and development is expected to

continue for about 12 months.

Work has continued on several types of KNR mag-

nets. Most of the effort has been concentrated on

installation of electrical bus bars for coil power

and water manifolds for magnet cooling. A prototype

steering magnet has been fabricated and tested.

Production work on the h'NR steering magnets is now

under way.

Biomed

The support structure for the "Maxitron 300"

X-ray Therapy Unit was modified and adjusted for

patient use in the biomed area. This support was

moved to the biomed building and installed in an

enlarged room prior to the patient-treatment cycle

which started in October.

A treatment couch from Lovelace Clinic has been

modified to be used at LAMPF during treatment runs.

The final design, fabrication, and installation

of the moderator-collimator, Model A, was completed

and it is now in operation.



EPICS

Alignment measurements were taken on the BM-01

assembly to assist in the alpha-particle tests. An

alignment-inspection fixture for the spectrometer

magnet pole pieces was designed and is being fabri-

cated. This fixture will be used at the Equipment

Test Laboratory (ETL) tooling dock to inspect the

contours of the pole pieces.

Other Beam-Line Support

Two octopoles, a quadrupole, and other beam-

line components were aligned in Line C. Support

was given to the task of measuring the fields of

the two large 57° bending magnets in Area C. One

of the large High-Resolution Proton Spectrometer

(HRS) magnets was disassembled for repairs and an

alignment setup was made to insure proper reassembly

of this magnet.

The residual-gas analyzer was used to verify a

leak in the LD, target in Area B. The vacuum piping

for the Low-Energy Pion Channel (LEP) extension has

been fabricated and installed.

A 32-cm-o.d. x 66-cm-long vacuum vessel with

electrical feedthroughs has been fabricated for use

in detector development work.

Instrumentat ion

An in-house design of an NMR probe to replace

the ones furnished by Cyclotron Corp. has been com-

pleted, and several probes are now in production.

The addition of a Hall probe to the same body as

the NMR unit is under development.

The proton spin-resonance detector for use in

the polarized target facility has been constructed

and should be completely checked out early in the

next quarter.

The V/F converters which are used in the exper-

imental areas were modified to have better line-

driving capability. The circuit was successfully

tested in the experimental area and used with the

CAMAC system.

Electron Prototype Accelerator (EPA)

The machining of the tank-section end segments

to provide a new copper-sealing surface for the

knife edges was completed. The amount of material

removed was between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. The first check

of the individual cell frequencies has been made and

several cells will have to be retuned prior to fur-

ther rebuilding operations. Phase B of the rebuild-

ing contract is now complete.

Experiment Support

Experiments 27/176 (replacing Exp. 81) and 124

were mounted in Area B. The target chamber and a

large bending magnet were aligned. Some hardware

and a magnet stand for the 12D24 were designed for

use on the spectrometer stand dinghy and fabricated

for Exp. 27/176. The following experiment (160)

has been planned and a new magnet stand for the

18D40, which weighs 18 300 kg, was designed and is

presently being fabricated. Layout drawings and

activities lists for these experiments were released.

An aluminum rack for Exp. 142 was welded to-

gether for use in the Stopped Muon Channel (SMC).

Dust covers for the LEP and the south cave of SMC

were fabricated.

During the last quarter, production of the

light-tube facility was 34 light-pipe assemblies

and that of the Multiwire Proportional Counter

(MWPC) shop was 64 wire planes and helix helic

chambers.

The anticounter support stands and a redesigned

target holder were fabricated and installed in sup-

port of Exp. 31.

Some minor changes were made in the target of

Exp. 96 and five additional targets were completed.
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III. ACCELERATOR SUPPORT

201-MHz RF System

An average of 1857 hv hours was accumulated on

each of the 201.25-MHz rf stands during the quarter.

One 7835 triode was lost during the period with

a total of 11 37r h of running time on it. The 4664

in module-1 survivec the entire quarter although it

exhibited some problems with hv breakdowns across

the anode ceramic. Two new 4664s were received from

RCA and appear to be good tubes. The two Omni-Wave

rebuilt 4616s were lost during the quarter; one had

over 5000 h of operating time and the other had only

500 h. The 500-h tube will be run in the test stand

to investigate cause of failure.

Three tank windows were lost before the loop

cooling was changed to colder water. Modifications

to the loop design to improve cooling at the window

are being investigated.

Since the accelerator was operating during the

entire quarter, very little machine improvement work

was accomplished. A prototype controller for module-

1 drive was constructed but not installed; efforts

at improving a troublesome tube socket in the power

amplifier modulator were undertal-.en.

Hardware was ordered and some preliminary mea-

surements were made for equipment to monitor inter-

tank phase on 201.25-MHz tanks and on two or more of

the first 805-MHz tanks.

805-MHz RF System

Routine maintenance, periodic inspections, and

preventive maintenance utilized the greater portion

of the quarter.

A program to assist the accelerator operators

in obtaining maintenance help was written and insti-

tuted on the CCR computer.

The testing and evaluation of klystron hv ca-

bles were begun and will be completed during the

next quarter. The bucket rotator rf system is now

operating into the bucket rotator tank. The klystron

crowbar study for this quarter shows a reduction of

crowbars on Litton tubes (8) from 466 for the 2-month

period prior to this quarter to 116 for this quarter.

There were approximately 60 crowbars on the 36 Varian

tubes during this quarter. Spare rectifier boards

and capacitors were ordered for the 805-MHz hv power

supplies.

Month

August

September

October

Quarter

Downtime
(hours!

14.1

8.4

10.1

32.6

Hours in
Month

744

720

744

2208

The Belden 8871 hv cable under test at the

Equipment Test Laboratory fETL) has 1386 hv hours

and 634-h drawing current.

TABLE III - I

805-MHz RF SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY

Time
Avajlable
(percent)

98.11

99.98

98.66

98.5

These downtime hours include: Steering magnet

power supplies, quad magnet power supplies, ion pump

power supplies for the entire accelerator as well as

all the units charged to the 805-MHz rf maintenance

section.

Low-Level RF System

Construction of the 1-klV amplifier and associ-

ated driver stages for use in proton spin-resonance

studies has been completed. The amplifier operates

at 53 and 106 MHz; it is now undergoing final test-

ing.

A preliminary design for a 201-MHz solid-state

interface amplifier has been completed and the first

unit is under construction. This unit will be tested

extensively as part of the new 201-MHz test stand.

Work on the 201-MHz test stand should increase

during the next quarter. The power supply pad de-

sign is completed and construction is scheduled to

begin during the next few weeks.

Total downtime due to low-level rf problems was

5.6 h out of a total of 2136 h, for an availability

of 99.7%.

Power Supplies

The order for twenty-two 800-A, 59-V power sup-

plies has reached the prototype stage. A prototype

unit will be tested in November 1974.

The seven 150-A, 20-V power supplies for the

foil-wound quads and single-tunnel quads have been

received. Their "on-off" control bins are being

wired.

The 150-A, 80-V power supplies for the tunnel

quads are being built; delivery is scheduler1 for

December 1974.
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The forty-four 1000MCM aluminum cables have

been installed in shaft 03. Installation of the

500MCM aluminum cable from the shaft to the magnet

and power supplies is in process.

Work on the magnet current by-pass shunt sys-

tem is ~50% complete. The copper plates for the

power-dissipating transistors have been received;

water-cooling tubes are being installed. The bins

with plastic cages which hold the copper plates have

been wired and will be installed on the racks soon.

The heat sinks and resistors for the power-dissi-

pating collector resistors are on hand. The small

reference power supplies for the control loop of the

by-pass shunis have been ordered.

Installation work of new supplies and modifica-

tions on many units is almost continuous. A new

over-current system with memory, which monitors the

SCR currents, the ripple current in the capacitor

filters and the dc output current of the power sup-

ply, has been designed and prototypes have been

made. These units have been installed and are under-

going operational tests. All parts have been or-

dered to build 120 of these units; they will be in-

stalled during the six-month shutdown.

The power supplies on the EPICS line are being

made operational.

Mechanical and electrical modifications in at

least 12 areas in the basic power supply units are

being made as permitted by the operation schedule.

Beam Diagnostics

The activities of the beam diagnostics section

during the last quarter have been essentially in

three areas: 1) maintenance and repair of existing

beam diagnostics equipment, 2) organization of main-

tenance activities and procurement of spare equip-

ment, and 3) testing avd improvement of systems and

support of MP-9 machine development activities.

Maintenance

A large amount of time was spent on the main-

tenance of the erojttance syitcm. Activities includ-

ed: repair of driver chassis, actuator water leaks,

jaws which wore shorted to the beam line; adjustwent

of the short actuator brakes; cleaning a'»«l t«hrU;i-

tion of actuators; repair and lubrication of a short

actuator ball screw; etc. The solution of many mi-

nor problems in the system produced esore

operation immediately, but some problems, such as

the brake on the short linear actuator, will require

redesign.

The 495 Hardware Test Program was used to check

out the B05 wire scanner system several times during

this quarter. Problems with a few of the linear ac-

tuator driver modules and wire scanner amplifier

modules were detected and the modules were repaired.

At the first opportunity, all wire scanner linear

actuators will be removed, inspected, lubricated,

and measured.

Maintenance of the switchyard and experimental

area beam diagnostics equipment has been limited by

the lack of sufficient manpower to the repair and

calibration of wire scanner amplifiers (integrating

type) and driver modules. Because of the number of

problems with the amplifiers at the beginning of the

quarter, all amplifiers were removed from service,

repaired, calibrated, and reinstalled.

Organization

Steps i.-sre taken during this quarter to initi-

ate better organization of maintenance activities

which will enable maintenance personnel to do their

jobs quicker and more efficiently. Initial prepar-

ations were made for the construction of three wire

cages adjacent to the work areas to be used for

storage of spares, tools, drawings, check-out equip-

ment, etc. Sparc equipment for some of the beam

diagnostics systems were ordered. Tool boxes, tools,

storage cabinets, etc., were ordered for the ease

areas. The task of writing .̂.lintcmince procedures,

system descriptions, and hardware lists was initi-

ated.

Development

Tests on the bias method for the collector and
absorber system showed that the bias supplies changed
the shiipe of the be»» jmtsc. the Has circuitry «as
changed .out no* has no effect on jnilse shape. Test*
on (he s.t»jilc-;uui->iijJi3 systeia intiivasetS that the
amplifiers were ringing tiurtog ?he fee** j»t»tse. the
prebtea «3s solved tiy a ainer component change, the
bca» diagnostic* section has also fabricated and in-
stalled tstme special «li**g«»sji*j» r*}:(ijMiw»f
with fise*$ s l i t s for JiM-*, «?(c.j ie support at

<ievfli)t>ttettt activit ies.



Vacuum Systems

During this report period, nine of the ten

2400-S. ion pumps were replaced with rebuilt pumps.

Pump 2-1 is the original pump and will be changed

out in the near future. An abnormal amount of ac-

celerator support time has been spent on the 201-

vacuum due to rf window failure, consumed ion pumps,

and soft vacuum-to-hard vacuum leak.

The transition region (TR) vacuum lias been down

numerous times in support of the continuing instal-

lation and development of equipment in that section

of the accelerator. This has been hard on the TR

ion pumps and the pumps have had to be replaced

twice.

The heating, and subsequent loss of seals at rf

window spacers, has been the main problem with the

80S vacuum during this period.

The switchyard vacuum required relatively little

maintenance during this report period. A leaky valve

on the rough port of the col 1imator presented some

problems and is being backed with a soft vacuum pump.

The normal amount of searching for leaks and

plugging holes in the vacuum in Area A and A-fcast

was done and the first evidence of radiation damage

to seals and other organics was observed.

The installation .mil support of experiments has

been the Rtutn activity tit Area H. A turbopump pack-

age was installed in the nuclear chemistry cave to

facilitate the warming up aitii cooting JOHII of tine

liquid deuterium target.

Jtost of the vacuus pinabiuj! was ijt?J;tJ5v4 in

Area C ituri»*K this jH-i-i«J.

Seal design ami JcvciojjfttHE are uiulei" toy to

fin<i an ahusimus vacuum seal design store resistant

to heat.

three »e* !.«yfe#id-$feF:»e«s r*ntjs$*

race J veil »n4 ««4« ready (or us«»

Mechanical Support

The cooling water system for the 201-MHz test

stand at ETL is 75% complete. This test stand water

system consists of valving, flow indication and sys-

tem interlocks for the assorted cooling requirements

for the amplifier tubes, power supplies, modulators,

and water loads. Individual flow requirements for

the various cooling circuits range from 0.03 S./s to

9.5 ?./s and add up to a total water requirement of

32 i/s. This system is interconnected to the ex-

isting demineralized system. Air pressurization and

cooling are also a part of this cooling system.

A Mark II 201.25-MHz tank tuning slug was fab-

ricated and assembled per drawing No. 60V-1241^3.

This unit is presently stored at the ETL as a spare.

We have devoted th2 effort of one man to support of

the MP-8 klystron development and work effort. This

time has been devoted to fabrication of prototype

parts for the klystron gun assembly, 862-A klystron

tube.

The design of two 4664 amplifier output cavi-

ties was finalized this quarter. Bids for fabrica-

tion of this hardware have not yet been received. A

cabinet for this amplifier is being designed. Re-

design of the 201.25-MH- crowbar resistor enclosure

was completed and rnclosurcs arc being fabricated by

the vendor. These enclosures will convert resistor

cooling from air to oil.

Support of the We.tpons Scutron Research Facility

(KXR) bean line taagntt and f̂ jwer supply cooling is

continuing.



IV. ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Accelerator Beam Performance

General

The accelerator was operated continuously from

the beginning of August to the end of September

with H beams used tor production runs and H beams

used for accelerator development studies. The main

emphasis in the development work was to study prob-

lems involved in high-intensity operation. A series

of sport high-intensity runs was carried out early

in September using a graphite plug in Line A as a

beam dump. A 100-yA average beam (2-mA peak current

with 400-us pulse width at 120 Hz) was run several

times for short time intervals (30 s) with a beam

spill acceptable for continuous operation. Tests

were also run with 200-uA average beams at higher

peak current (4-mA peak), but the best runs still

had unacceptable spill at two points in the 805-MHz

linac. The transmission through the accelerator on

these runs was >98%, i.e., within the sensitivity

of the current monitoring system (2%), there was no

observable beam loss. No momentum analysis was

made during these runs. Wire-scan analysis in the

805-MHz linac wr- subsequently done at low duty and

low-intensity halo structures were observed. Efforts

are now being directed at understanding and removing

these structures.

Injector Beams

Significant improvements were made in the sta-

bility and reliability of the anode power supply in

the H C-W generator. No problems with this gener-

ator were encountered in the high-intensity runs

after these improvements were made.

Studies were carried out this quarter to deter-

mine whether longitudinal acceptance of the 201-MHz

linac was affected by operating the beam transport

system in a different mode which produces a smaller

beam size in this transport line. No significant

differences were observed. Studies were also started

to probe the longitudinal acceptance of Tank 1 as a

function of injector beam energy.

The H" beam chopper was put into operation this

quarter and has been used in every production run.

iujrk is still continuing to refine the operation of

the chopper and to simplify its tuning.

Mulching studies for the H~ beam line are con-

tinuing ami will include consideration of the beam

size at the chopping plates as well as at the new

prebuncher.

201.25-MHz Linac Beam

During the preliminary alignment work carried

out this quarter on Tanks 3 and 4, quad gradients

were measured and compared with design gradients;

the agreement was good. The measured gradients as

well as the transverse misalignments observed for

these quad lenses were put into calculations using

PARMILA and admittance effects were studied. The

results were inconclusive.

Numerical and experimental work continued on

Tank 1 and acceptance studies were continued in an

effort to finalize the phase scan parameters.

Transition Region (TR)

Considerations of the effects of off-momentum

particles on emittance measurements in the TR have

been carried out to explain the differences observed

at the various emittance stations in this region.

805-MHz Linac Beam

Investigations continued this quarter on the

problem of errors in the lengths of the accelerator

structures and possible solutions to compensate for

these errors. A rough estimate was made of the

portion of the tank length and spacing errors

caused by septum-bending during the original struc-

ture tuning for Modules 5 through 12. In addition,

data from the original tuning were used to make a

rough estimate of parameters relating field tilt to

septum movement. The parameters so obtained were

then used to obtain an estimate of the corrections

in tank lengths which might be obtained if these

tanks were returned. It was concluded that these cor-

rections were insufficient.

Numerical simulations were also continued this

quarter in hopes of finding a satisfactory solution

to the problem caused by the length errors in the

805-MHz tanks. A possible solution is to modify

some of the drift lengths underneath the bridge

couplers. This could involve as few as 2 or as

many as 15.

Accelerator Systems Development

Machine Alignment

During this quarter, alignment measurements

were made on the interior drift tubes of Tanks 3

and 4 and are shown in Fig. IV-1, based on the
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Fig. IV-1. Tanks 3 and 4 drift-tube alignment data.

LAMPF Coordinate System (a 731.S-m earth chord pass-

ing through TRQD04 for vertical, and a straight

line between 805-quad-doublets 5QD01 and 7QD02 tor

horizontal). These measurements were made during

a single machine-development period and required

removing the adjacent heads on Tanks 3 and 4 so a

man could enter the tanks and insert plug targets

in the drift tubes. Optical lines of sight were es-

tablished using a monument between Tanks 3 and 4

and targets positioned in beam boxes at the opposite

ends of these tanks. These lines of sight were es-

tablished to be colinear with the average axis of

the front end of the 805 linac. The important drift-

tube positions are those containing quadrupole mag-

nets, shown as small circles in Fig. IV-1. Large

deviations exist between the drift-tube positions

and the lines of sight. However, since these lines

of sight were somewhat arbitrarily chosen, a better

evaluation of the alignment is to compare with smooth

curves through Tanks 3 and 4 which blend in with the

805. In this case deviations are less severe, vt0.4

mm. This is still greater than the ±0.1 mm required

for good beam dynamics, and all the drift tubes in

the 201 linac will be realigned during the long

shutdown.

The decision has been made to establish a per-

manent monument system based on our knowledge of the

present positions of the components of the linac.

Adhesive targets, placed on the wall adjacent to

selected quad doublets along die 805 linac and on

the floor 1.016 m south of the beam line, will be

labeled with their XVZ coordinates relative to the

established LAMPF coordinate system used in previous

alignment work. In sector A, vertical stickers fol-

lowing the earth's curve will be used and the same

horizontal line as used in the 805 linac will be

continued. Future alignment efforts will be simpli-

fied by referencing specific components to the near-

est wall and floor stickers rather than to adjacent

components as has been done in the past. The estab-

lishment of this system will be completed during the

shutdown.

Construction of the electronic circuitry for

the LBL pulsed-wire alignment system has been
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started. This circuit can deliver a 1-kV short pulse

to a taut wire stretched through the drift tubes. A

resulting kick of the wire occurs in a magnetic

field which can be used to determine the magnetic

center of the drift-tube quads to very good preci-

sion. Since the mechanical and magnetic centers

of the quads are within 0.1 mm, this method will

be used as a consistency check after realignment

using optical techniques.

Operations Support Development

Operations/Maintenance History Data Base.

During the quarter, the format of the Daily Opera-

tion and Maintenance Report has been changed to

include section leader numes for all equipment

assigned to MP-11 and assignment to specific indi-

viduals of selected other units. Adding names to

all reports will be completed as soon as definite

responsibility can be determined. Blank question-

naires were distributed for obtaining injector

equipment information and a meeting was held with

responsible personnel to insure accuracy and uni-

formity of responses. The returned information will

not be entered into GIRLS, but will be saved for

System 2000.

Several requests for special retrievals of

stored data were received. These included availa-

bility by systems on a weekly basis from January

through September, on a run cycle basis (production

or accelerator development) from July through Octo-

ber, for specific locations and selected units for

MP-11 section leaders, and for injector equipment

for MP-9 and MP-1 personnel. Minor modifications

to existing programs had to bo written for some of

the retrievals.

System 2000 Data Base. Preliminary defi-

nition of the operation-maintenance data base for

System 2000 h.is beet; accomplished. A FORTRAN pro-

gram has been written to translate key-punched

operations and maintenance cards to formats accep-

table to System 2000.

Control Computer^ and Development

Applications I'roRrams.

The g;>tn-c:il ibration program for the beam

current aonitors was aodifted to jit'rnit calibration

ni' any P-irt oi' it beam-line and was updated to corre-

spond to the current hardware configuration.

The «t tuncuji procedure progras was ex-

tended to automatically set the phase of any speci-

fied module. This program has been used routinely

by operations personnel to tune the entire 805-MHz

linac in about two hours. The next step will be to

completely automate the tuning.

The program which reanalyzes the emit-

tance data was changed to read the total current on

the collectors with amplitude above a noise thresh-

old, the total current on the collectors with ampli-

tude above an analysis threshold, and the total cur-

rent on the collectors above an analysis threshold.

Total current here means the sum of the current on

the 40 collector wires at each of the 100 scan posi-

tions.

The 201 phase-scan series of programs

was modified to use the calibration data on the

phase shifters of the 201 tanks. A calibration

scheme for Tank-1 amplitude which will be used by

the Tank-1 amplitude-scan program is still to be

written.

Accelerator Long-Term Stability Studies.

The rf stability study and other stud-

ies accumulate such a large amount of data that it

is a burden on operations and maintenance personnel

to plot and assimilate all the information. A pro-

gram was written and is now being tested which sifts

through the information collected in order to point

out the most interesting items, such items then to

be subject to further analysis.

A program was written to plot data collected

fc-r a study of phase agreement between rf signals

from Modules 5 and 6.

Diagnostic Equipment Development

limittance-Measuring (EM) Devices.

An analysis of the EM sample-hold electron-

ics resulted in improvements to certain tine con-

stants which eliminated attenuation and ringing

problems.

High-power UM3 jaws were installed and put into

service after final alignment machining and bench

tests were completed. Initial tests showed that the

previous difficulties experienced with inconsistent

enittancc data in the X and V transverse planes

were largely eliminated. No operating difficulty

has been experienced with bean power up to 100 w.

Instrumentation.

the cause of small (3-5°) phase drifts in



the At system was found this quarter when it was

discovered that small variations in defective fila-

ment poiver supplies for the rf amplifiers caused

the drifts. The power supplies were failing be-

cause of the elevated temperature of the At racks

and .lack of air circulation. Fans were installed

in the racks and on the power supplies to correct

the problen. New, aiore accurate temperature con-

trollers with a smaller control range have been

ordered.

New At loops were installed after Tanks 2 and

3 for continuous phase monitoring. The loop assem-

bly after Tank 2 is a unique design because of the

small space available for installation.

A new fast-protect arc detector and counter is

being designed for the H injector.

The electron trap signal amplifier still fails

on arcdowns. A tube-type amplifier has been in-

stalled and will be used.

Injector Programs

Ion Sources

H" Ion Sources. The H~ ion source has

been ran for all production runs this quarter with

typically 600-ViA operation at 5% duty factor. The

only major maintenance on the source has been the

replacement of the expansion cup which greatly en-

larged and melted when a cooling line failed Trip-

out of the extractor power supply occurs approxi-

mately once a shift and has yet to be resolved.

H" Test Stand. Most of the parts for the

beam diagnostic system on the P-ll test stand have

been fabricated and installation on the best stand

is in progress. Initial beam tests await further

work on the source.

Polarized Ion Source. Procurement of

various parts of the polarized injector continued

this quarter, "lost of the long lead items for the

accelerating column and many of the ion source power

supplies have been ordered. The cryopump has been

received. Work is still continuing on design of

the spin processor system.

Beam Chopper. The H~ bean chopper was

put into operation this quarter and has been used

to provide several modes of beam chopping. A sche-

matic of the basic system is shown in Fig. IV-2.

The chopper deflects the 750-keV ll~ beam with both

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION
PLATES

HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION
PLATES

BEAM
DIRECTION

PATH OF BEAM
SPOT ON SLITS

Fig. IV-2. Schematic layout of H~ beam chopper
system

vertical and horizontal deflection plates so that

the beam follows an elliptical path on an aperture

plane having a square hole formed t>y the EMS scan-

ning jaws. The chopper is located about halfway

between the linac and the accelerating column as

shown in Fig. IV-3.

Fig. IV-3. Dual-beam transport system in the injec-
tor complex. The chopper is located
halfway down the long p.^allel section
of the H* beam transport system.

A block diagram of the electronics is shown in

Fig. IV-4. The 201.25-IWz linac frequency is di-

vided by 16 to provide M 2 —Ml: chopping frequen-

cy. A variable-width-gate generator is triggered

from the timing pulse to conm 1 the pulse width of

the 12-Mls amplifier and of the 0-2 kV pulse gener-

ator. The beam-deflecting plates form part of the

resonant circuit and are tuned by suitable external
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Fig. IV-4. Block diagram of beam chopper electronics,

components mounted just above these plates. When

only the vertical plates are driven by the rf sys-

tem, there are two beam pulses produced every 12-MHz

rf cycle (producing pulses with 40-ns spacing).

When both sets of deflection plates are properly

driven, the beam is swept in an elliptical path and

only one beam pulse is transmitted every 12-MHz rf

cycle (producing pulses with 80-ns spacing). The

0-2 kV pulser is used to offset the renter of this

elliptical pattern so the beam goes through the

square hole proper!/.

The EM5 jaws are used to form the square hole

for the beam chopping. This choice of aperture plane

is convenient since it is then possible to tune the

beam for the desired phase-space orientation at

this point by using the EM5 scanning station. The

desired beam has a waist of "\<5 mm vertical x 10 mm

horizontal at this point. Drive voltages of 3600-V

and 1200-V peak are required on the vertical and

horizontal plates respectively; the 12-Wz rf system

can provide up to twice these amplitudes.

Amplitude stability has not been examined, but

appears to be adequate. Phase stability is usually

better than ±0.5 ns per day, but there have occasion-

ally been large sudden shifts. A closed-loop phase-

control system is now under consideration to reduce

this variation and to simplify the tuneup procedure.

There are four possible operating modes for this

chopper:

1) Single micropulses (<5-ns pulse width)

spaced every 40 ns or 80 ns for as large a

fraction of the macropulse as desired.

2) Single micropulses (<5-ns pulse width)

spaced every 10 ps or more for as large a

fraction of the macropulse as desired.

3) Macropulses of 100-ns pulse-width minimum

spaced at least 10 vs apart or more.

4) Macropulses of adjustable pulse length from

20 to 420 us.

Most operation so far has been in the first

mode with a chopping length of SO us. The beam-

time spectrum in the experimental area has been

found to contain <1% of the current in the adjacent

S-ns micropulses. This impurity may be due to the

5% component of the H ' beam arising from the pro-

tons in the charge-exchange canal which has 10-keV

additional energy. This difference in energy re-

sults in a 2.8-ns debunching at the U n a . Thus,

some of this component would be expected to be cap1

tured in the preceding micropulse. In order to ob-

tain a cleaner time spectrum, some suppression of

this component is required.

To date, the determination of the beam-time

spectrum has only been done at the linac exit by

the experimenters involved in using the chopped

beam. A photodiode with a fast scintillator has

been installed in the injector beam line so that

direct observation of the chopped beam on a fast

oscilloscope is now possible near the entrance to

the linac. If such a device could be installed

at the exit of the linac, chopper tuneup could be

greatly facilitated. The results obtained to date

give a FWHM of the chopped beam of a5 ns. Tests

with a faster scintillator diode "system are planned

in the future to try to determine if this time

spread is real or associated with the measurement

process.
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Cockcroft-Walton High-Voltage Generators and

Accelerating Columns

C-W Improvements. Work has continued

this quarter to improve the stability and relia-

bility of the C-W generators. A major fault in

the installation of the anode power supply on the

H injector was discovered and corrected when it

was found that the original 440-V power wiring to

this power supply was defective. One line of the

three-phase power distribution had completely melt-

ed and the other two lines were found to be improp-

erly connected. Also, excessive ground currents

were present in the neutral line which had been

improperly connected in the grounding system. This

power supply was retuned and now operates in the

same manner as that on the H injector.

Another long-standing problem in the operation

of the H C-W generator was found and corrected

when tests on the grid-bias supply for the main

drive tubes in this generator showed low output

voltage which resulted in excessive sensitivity of

the anode supply to overload under transient condi-

tions. The cause of intermittent dropout of stand-

by power was also discovered when it was found that

an improper substitution of a control relay had

been made in this unit. A more modern, solid-state

grid-bias supply was built from modular power-pack

units and is being tested as a replacement for this

original supply.

The series tube in the bouncer failed again

after six months. Discussions with the tube manu-

facturer indicated that short lifetimes had been

observed in these tubes under similar pulsed appli-

cations and that spark-gap protection might be ad-

vantageous in prolonging tube life. A spark gap

was installed at the cathode of this tube so as to

bypass the high transient currents that result upon

arcdown of the equipment dome.

The first hv fault in the H" C-K generator

since the installation of the new control system

occurred this quarter and was diagnosed and correct-

ed with the new voltage-monitoring system. This

system provides independent measurements inside

and outside the voltage stabilization loops and

permits necessary modifications to be made to the

voltage setpoint during a production run to give

the proper operating voltage. The fault was sub-

sequently traced to corona on the compensated

voltage divider, which was corrected after the pro-

duction run was completed.

Accelerating Tube Bonding. Tests to

eliminate voids in the bonding of accelerating

tubes are continuing. The problem of shrinkage

and splitting of the sprayed Lexan polycarbonate

film as it dries has been solved by using a combina-

tion of solvents. Tests on full-size ceramic rings

can now be started. The bonding of the accelerating

tube for the H+ injector is expected to be done in

December.

Injector Vacuum Systems. The first ion

pump to be operated only at low voltage in the H

dome was replaced; the lifetime of the pumping

elements was only six months at these higher gas

flow rates. The total throughput of gas pumped

was approximately the same as that which resulted

in previous failure of similar elements at lower

gas-flow rates. Thus, the total throughput of gas

pumps appears to be the important factor in deter-

mining lifetime of these elements.

The first beam line pump in the H transport

line failed from hydrogen-induced warping of the

pumping elements. Hydrogen elements will be in-

stalled in this pump in the future.

High-voltage conditioning of the hydrogen ion

pumps in both injectors continues to be useful in

extending the operating lifetime of these pumps.

The capacitance of the 7.5-keV hv capacitor-dis-

charge supply has been reduced from 9 uF to 2 uF

with no decrease in performance.

The contaminant-free-roughing (CFR) system for

pumping down the accelerating columns has been

modified by replacing the three titanium alloy

filaments with two titanium cartridges. This system

now has 30g of usable titanium in the cartridges as

compared to 4.5g for the filaments.

Collaborative Programs

Biomed Pion Range Shifter.

Fabrication of the range shifter and jib-boom

components is nearing completion. A test stand to

support the boom has been designed and is being

fabricated. Final assembly of the unit and instal-

lation of the necessary services is being included

in the Biomed PERT system. Testing will take place

at the Biomed facility and is expected to start

next quarter.



Fig. IV-5. Separator system on test stand.

carriage attached to the door and rolled partly

out of the flux box. The magnet uses a current-

sheet field-coil wrap with an aperture of 81 cm.

The total weight of the rollaway unit arid flux box

when fully assembled is about 12 000 kg. The 4.3-

m high-voltage line, shown in Fig. IV-6, is de-

signed to carry an internal pressure of 689.5 kPa

SF,. It attaches directly to the lower outer feed-
6

through flange on the door. The electric flux box

with the bar electrode cathode and biasing elec-

trode is shown in Fig. IV-7. The subassembly of

the equipotential shields and the vacuum brazed dis-

tributed-voltage insulators is shown in Figs. IV-8

and -9. The shields are stainless steel; the rod

connecting the two insulators connects the proper

Fig. IV-6. High-voltage line,

EPICS Particle Separator

During this quarter final assembly of the

separator has been completed and the electrodes and

equipotential shields have been installed. Photo-

graphs of the separator system are shown in Figs.

IV-S through -10. In Fig. IV-5 the unit is shown

on its test stand in Area A without the electric

flux box and electrodes, but with the magnet on its

Fig. IV-7. Electric flux box with bar electros
cathode and biasing electrode.

Fig. IV-8. Subassembly of equipotential shields
and vacuum-brazed distributed-voltage
insulators.
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Fig. IV-9. Same as Fig. IV-8, full view. Fig. IV-10. Electrode assembly with 320-kV elec-
trode in center surrounded by nested
equipotential shields.

potential from the voltage divider inside one in-

sulator to the appropriate voltage distribution

ring on the other insulator since the shields con-

nect only every second ring. In Fig. IV-10 is

shown the electrode assembly with the 320-kV elec-

trode in the center surrounded by the nested equi-

potential shields. This assembly fits inside the

electric flux box. The electrodes lie in the ver-

tical plane and the primary magnetic field component

is also vertical.

Another complete set of magnetic field measure-

ments has been made in an attempt to clear up dis-

crepancies found in the set done last spring. Some

differences have been resolved but others stil" per-

sist such as the longitudinal shift of the fi^id

peak from the geometric center of the flux box.

This shift is 2-3 cm and is now attributed to the

field-coil wrap.

The terminations for the hv flexible cable

have be"- designed and are being fabricated. Two

of the three insulator stacks for the voltage di-

vider have been brazed. All other components of

the voltage divider are complete.

The rigid hv line will be shortened to accommo-

date total horizontal removal of the separator unit

with the line attached. Certain other changes were

made in the flux-box door seals -to minimize mainten-

ance time. Present plans allow for removing the

separator for aintenance once a month at which

time all radiation-sensitive components can be re-

placed.

The C-W 400-kV power supply has been run up

and functions properly. It is expected that this

unit will be moved to Area A just before the end of

the year and testing of the complete separator will

begin shortly thereafter.

Reference

1. D. A. Swenson and D. J. Liska, Los Alamos Scien-

tific Laboratory, personal communication, October

1, 1974.
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V. ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Accelerator Instrumentation and Control

Injectors

Work on the H ion source and C-W hv power

supply was largely limited to maintenance and spare-

component testing. Device spares for both the ex-

tractor power supply and light-link system have been

made ready for maintenance use. In an effort to in-

crease the signal-to-nois« ratio of measurements in

the ion source, a transient current-limiting balun

was in-stalled on the input of a compensating feed-

forward amplifier and a loose mains connection was

isolated in the C-W power source. Lie latter fault

has probably caused problems for some time.

A new design of an arc magnet supply was com-

pleted for the ll~ source. This circuit will be in-

stalled during the forthcoming shutdown and will

provide a better signal-to-noise ratio for monitored

data. In addition, a joint MP-l/MP-9 effort towards

improved operation of the VAC-ION pumping electronics

was completed.

In an effort to provide better Central Control

Koom (CCR) operation of the injectors, a program was

provided on the control computer to display the

status of the injector modulators and to permit an

operator to either reset or crowbar the modulators

by interacting with the display.

A high-temperature sensor and power shutdown

unit has been received from the LASL Electronics

Division. This unit will be installed on the

Injector Control Koom (ICR) NOVK computer to provide

protection for power supply overheating—a major

problem with NOVA computers.

A low-level effort to develop controls for

Injector C (polarized ion source) is being carried

out. The transport area controls have been in-

stalled for quadrupole magnets, vacuum, and Run-

f'ermit. Remote controls for vacuum and magnets

have also been installed in ICR. Wiring schedules

and some trunkline wiring have been completed. Some

dome controls have been ordered, and the dome racks

are to be wired in the near future.

Central Control

Control Computer

The main control computer has, on the whole,

run well during the accelerator run which began in

July. Failures have occurred in the RIU, in disk

units, and in some modules of the new memory which

was installed during the midsummer shutdown, but no

failures have resulted in extended downtime. A cycle

counter was built and installed in the computer. It

is a counter which is incremented at each computer

cycle and can be read under program control. It has

already received extensive use in timing the execu-

tion of various pieces of software. These timing

studies are a part of a continuing diagnostic effort

which serves to guide both hardware and software

efforts to improve response and efficiency of the

control system. Design studies, to improve its per-

formance, were begun on modifications to the SEL 840.

Those features which prove to be effective and capa-

ble of implementation at reasonable cost 'ill be in-

stalled during the long shutdown.

The Priority Interrupt Status Display/Encoder/

Program Sense Register addition to the control com-

puter is in the final stages of construction and will

be installed next quarter. The device will provide

system programmers with a more powerful means of

interrupt"handling and an additional register to aid

in software diagnostics.

Control Consoles

The man-machine interface for the operation of

the facility is a continually developing system.

With improved software, one of the console graphic

scopes was reactivated to evaluate its effectiveness

as an interactive control device for use by opera-

tors. An effort to utilize graphics for control will

continue. Development of a more reliable keyboard

interfaced through CAMAC as an independent console

unit is being carried out. An experimental touch-

panel obtained from CERN is being interfaced to the

computer through CAMAC. The panel mounts over the

face of a TV set displaying programs available for

operator usage and selectable by touching the panel.

In order to make developments on the control

consoles available to other areas of application,

the proposed IEEE/ANSI-IEC interface-bus standard

for all future console device hardware will be used.

The standard bus, reported on last quarter, will be

controlled from a CAMAC module associated with either

the IDS computer, in the case of CCR, or a computer

system for data acquisition and control, in the case
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of beam-line installations. System design will be-

gin next quarter and extend through the year.

A special, hard-wired alarm panel for critical-

system surveillance (tritium gas, for example) has

been installed in CCR. HarJ-wired status and alarm

devices are considered good practice where personnel

safety is paramount. Information from this system

will also be provided to the control computer for

use under program control where desired.

Information Display Systems (IDS)

Hardware has been ordered to implement a com-

puter-driven status display for the experimental

areas. Information about the current status and

operating parameters of the accelerator will be

available for TV monitors wherever required. A set

of CAMAC modules at the control computer will convert

the information to TV signals which will then be

routed to monitors in experimental areas.

Computer System Software

A system for loading the memories of the remote

PDP-lls from the SEL 840 control computer was de-

signed and is being checked. Eventually, each PDP-11

will have a read-only-memory bootstrap which will

signal the 840 to transmit its normal software load

over the CAMAC data link. The 840 will maintain on

its disks a copy of the software for each remote

PDP-11. The requirement for access to the control

computer from consoles on remote computers at the

High-Resolution Proton Spectrometer (HRS") and Weap-

ons Neutron Research Facility (WNR), and the accom-

panying requirement for programs running in the con-

trol computer to be able to operate CAMAC-interfaced

devices through these remote computers, have gener-

ated a need for a system of message traffic between

the control computer and various remote computers.

The requirements of these systems have been defined

and a scheme of message formats and protocols is at

an advanced stage of design. Documentation has been

completed for the new graphics language ami for the

current data-link software and message protocol.

Accelerator Application Programs

The fast-protect system display was modified to

use the space on the character scopes normally occu-

pied by operator notes in order to guarantee that it

can always find space to display fast-protect fault

messages. A program which maintains a list of

people to call for emergency help was implemented.

A modification was made to the master timer and to

system software which permits the reading of timed

data as much as 75 us before T_. Further revisions

were made to a series of data-system diagnostic pro-

grams to improve their performance and minimize core

storage.

Control System Interface Hardware

This equipment has always provide-.i an accelera-

ting pulse source to drive stepping motors to full

speed to avoid losing a step. Recently, problems

arose with stopping high-inertia loads without losing

steps. The driver was modified to provide a decel-

erating pulse source to control the slowdown ofthe?e

loads without loss of steps.

A minicomputer, teletype, and CAMAC interface

have been installed in the laboratory for continued

development of CCR-associated hardware and related

accelerator control devices. In addition, a port-

able 500-character/s paper-tape reader has been set

up for use with the several minicomputers used as

satellite systems to the control computer. All such

minicomputers contain only CAMAC interfaces and no

other peripheral ••.

A new CAMAC data link has been conceptually de-

signed to replace the existing link between the con-

trol computer and satellite minicomputers. The new

data link will contain a 512-word RAM buffer memory

and automatic features for message transfer.

Experimental Areas

Line A

Software to display the Area A and ^ea A-East

Run-Permit status on a storage scope was completed.

Considerable groundwork was done on the wire-scan

program in anticipation of the fast wire-scan hard-

ware. The program was modified to permit simulta-

neous operation from more than one console. Eventu-

ally, it is expected to be run from HRS and ivTv'R as

well as from CCR, The remote computer interface has

been designed and is now being written. A diagnostic

and exerciser program was also written for the fast

wire-scan hardware. A simple data-acquisition and

display program for the new integrating-beam-current

monitors was written, and the Line A PDP-11 software

was modified to acquire and sum the data. The exist-

ing software permits checking out of the hardware
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while the requirements for a much higher level of

software are being worked out among interested

groups.

In order to upgrade the existing major Line A

instrumentation and provide additional diagnostics

instrumentation for high-intensity operation, a

major effort has been initiated in the areas of

hardware and computer systems: the wire-scanner

profile monitors presently interfaced to the control

computer via RICE data terminals will be moved to a

minicomputer and CAMAC-baseH satellite system cou-

pled to the SEL 840 via fast data links. The system,

called the Fast Wire Scanner System (FWSS), will

speed profile acquisition and overall response to

beam-tune changes.

A current-monitor improvement program has been

initiated and will bo completed near the end of the

fiscal year. Current-monitor outputs are integrated,

converted to a pulse burst, and scaled in CAMAC

sealers located in satellite computer systems in the

experimental area. The information is then sent to

CCR via fast data links for use in beam-line tuneup

;ind operations.

Finally, -. proposal has been made to provide an

input to the Run-Permit interlock chain from the

Area A satellite computer based upon fast scans of

magnet currents, current monitors, and signals from

collimator-like beam collectors. The interlock

would be designed to prevent equipment damage due to

an off-target, high-intensity beam.

Planning and preparation continue toward the

shutdown, which will bring Line A up to high-

intensity operational level. New requirements for

operational systems continue to be brought forth.

These new systems include the following:

1. Vacuum-to-water interlocks. Several vacuum

detectors (now on order) will be used to detect the

line pressure near the targets on the beam stop.

Upon loss of vacuum, the system will automatically

turn off the water to those beam-line components and

trip the Run-Permit.

2. Water-cooled shielding overtemp interlocks.

Several strings of high-temperature thermal switches

will be installed in each area having cooled shield-

ing. These thermal-switch strings and new flow

switches will be utilized in a two-of-three logic

scheme and used as Run-Permit inputs. Nearly 200

thermal switches are on order for this application.

3. Shielding and beam-stop thermal measurements.

As many as 200 copper-constantan thermocouples in a

stainless steel/magnesium-oxide rad-hard configura-

tion will be installed at critical locations in the

shielding around the targets, on beam-line compo-

nents, and in or near the A beam stop. The thermo-

couples are new salvage from the Ro\*er Program and

are in-house. However, their installation may be as

much as $20.00 each. In addition, some readout de-

vice will have to be designed, fabricated, installed,

and checked out. The readout scheme has not been

defined. Work is in progress on this definition.

Beam-Line Software

The general magnet-setting program was revised

to permit on-line entry of solution vectors (ex-

pressed in field, current, or voltage) and to reduce

the number of character scope lines required by the

program. In addition, user documentation for this

program was produc?d and consid rable design work

was done on extensions which will enable the prograr,

to set up beam-line magnets which are under tht

physical control of remote computers and interfaced

via CAMAC systems, either parallel or serial. These

extensions will permit the magnets of any secondary

beam line, or Line D, to be controlled by the rela-

tively complex software of the control computer.

The switchyard beam spill display was expanded to

plot all experimental area beam spill.

Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometers (EPICS)

A major effort continues toward making the

EPICS line and spectrometer operational by the end

of the shutdown. Preliminary operation and testing

of various components has resulted in numerous

changes to the control system, ihe magnet-pole-face

(Ht) windings power supplies have undergone exten-

sive modification, and a number of power supplies

have been added. Additional signal and control

channels have been assigned to the computer necessi-

tating some reassignment of existing channels, af-

fecting both hardware and software.

The controls system for the scattering chamber

target has been designed and drafted. The design of

the spectrometer main-frame and curtain-drive con-

trols systems has also been completed.
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User documentation for the EPICS control soft-

ware as it presently stands has been issued. A

general program characterized by considerable opera-

tor control and little automatic operation was writ-

ten to control the EPICS main magnet. Operation of

the magnet under this program is expected to provide

the information necessary to design a program which

will provide support for the automated mapping of

the fields of the beam-line and spectrometer magnets.

Test Channel

The installation and checkout of the controls

for the experimental test channel off of target A-l

are proceeding as rapidly as the electricians can

complete their work. This will provide experiment-

ers with an inexpensive means for detector checkout

prior to full secondary beam-line operation of their

experiments.

Operational Secondary Lines

The Stopped Muon Channel (SMC), High-Energy Pion

Channel (P3), and the Low-Energy Pion Channel (LEP)

all require attention during normal experimental

operation. The SMC also requires completion of the

display and logic system for key release to the ex-

perimental caves and the beam-plug operating system.

Also, the SMC magnet control program was augmented

to provide a tuning file, and documentation on the

use of the program was completed.

Area A-East

Area A-East contains the biomedical channel and

the radiation damage, isotope production, and the

neutrino areas. Design of the controls for the

various systems associated with the Radiation Damage

and Isotope Production (RADIP) area is essentially

complete. The control hardware is being fabricated,

and installation should be started late next quar-

ter. Several equipment tests in this area are being

supported which might lead to changes in existing

designs.

Biomedical Area

Primary activity in this area was readying the

control system for initial patient treatments, A

Scriptographics Data Tablet, for use by medical

physicists, has been interfaced to the biomed con-

trol computer. The system provides a digitized x-y

coordinate over a large scanning area on demand of

the operator. This device will be used in patient

treatment and planning.

The basic operating software of the control com-

puter at the biomedical channel was changed as a new

release of RSX-11D was received from the manufacturer

and installed on the machine. Local enhancements in-

volving the ability to control the systems from any

terminal and to permit different users to use the

same operating program simultaneously were installed

in the new version. The core storage of this machine

was increased to 96 000 words, and improvements were

made in the subroutine library, file-allocation pro-

cedure, and allocation of disk space. Software was

completed to permit FORTRAN read-and-write statements

to apply to the character scope, and the character

scope light pen was supported in software, although

it still has certain hardware difficulties. Software

for the dosimetry instrumentation multiplexer was

installed. The beam-line magnet-control program was

augmented to provide operator interaction through the

character scope. An active task-list display was

implemented; this display provides considerable in-

sight into the activities of the computer at any

given instant and provides a visual pattern of activ-

ity which can provide reassurance as to the normalcy

of operation or an indication of abnormal conditions.

Treatment-control software was installed and used in

the exposure of the first patients to the pion beam.

The software forces the personnel involved in a

treatment to proceed in a standard way with input of

patient data and treatment parameters. It checks

the parameters for consistency and checks the dosi-

metry setup before permitting target insertion.

During the treatment it monitors the treatment and

dosimetry setup, logs dosimetry data on a disk stor-

age unit, and maintains a display of dosiiaetry and

treatment information of interest to medical per-

sonnel. At the end of the treatment, the log is

printed. While this program was quite useful in the

initial treatments, many ways were noted in which it

can be improved; it is expected to evolve for some

time, as experience is gained in this operation. A

channel-status monitor program was installed. It

provides two levels of alarm, depending on how far

from the target value the monitored channel has

drifted, but it makes no attempt to correct for

drifts. A utility program to provide backup disk
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HRS control console.

Support of the MRS magnet-mapping effort con-

tinues in the form of control and data-acquisition

hardware maintenance.

Hxperimental Data Systems

Experimental Area Computers

The general support of the on-line computers

does now, and will always, require a substantial

effort. In addition, upgrading of existing systems

and development of new ones is a major function.

In the software area, user documentation was com-
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Another user survey «ill be conducted in the near

future to determine if the units meet the varying
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An additional lAMI'F-dcs'.gncd MKPC encoder read-

out module has been fabricated. The nodule is used

in acquiring data from up to eight MKPt: encoders in

a computer- and CAMAC-bascd experimental setup.

A computer-driven general-purpose CAMAC nodule

tester has been completed. This unit will be used

in testing new and existing modules tor both LAMPF

Electronics Equipment Pool (LEEP) and beam-line

control uses.
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Professional Activities

Several of the technical staff attended pro-

fessional development and current technology semi-

nars during the quarter. These included courses in

logic design, microprocessors, human factors engi-

neering, and data communications. In addition, two

members of the staff delivered lectures on CAMAC

instrumentation and human factors engineering.

Groups from Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin,

Germany, and CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, visited the

facility in a continued interchange of information

dealing with computer control and data system;.
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VI. ACCELERATOR OPERATIONS

General

The accelerator was in operation for the

entire quarter. There was a total of 276 shifts,

for an average of 21 shifts per week.

As in the previous quarter, the machine was

operated in 14-day cycles, each consisting of 12

shifts for accelerator development, 6 for tuning

the beam preparatory to research use, and 24 for

research. Of the total number of operating shifts,

1S6 (56%) were scheduled for research. Because of

machine component failures and turn-on and tuning

difficulties, only 124 shifts (45% of total shifts)

saw beams of suitable quality for research purposes.

Machine availability during the 124 research shifts

averaged 70%.

All existing secondary beam lines, the external

proton beam (EPB), the Line B nuclear chemistry faci-

lity, and the radiation damage and isotope produc-

tion (RADIP) facilit} were in use during the

quarter. The RADIP rabbit-tube system was employed

for transferring activs target foils to hot cell

facilities for the first time. Also, during this

quarter the first pion irradiations of tumors on

human subjects took place.

Average proton beam currents of 12.S uA at

800 MeV were attained during research runs in the

latter part of the period. Proton beams to Area A

for experimental use totalled 6800 uA-h, as measured

at the A-l target station, up 177% from the previous

reporting period. An additional 470 uA-h went to

Area B. Sixty-six nuclear chemistry target irradia-

tions were performed for Exps. 104, 105, 106, 111,

123, 150, and 161.

Machine time allocated to accelerator develop-

ment was used for continued studies of problems of

high beam-current operation. Tanks 3 and 4 were

opened and alignment of the drift tubes was

checked. In the process, a serious corrosion

problem on the drift-tube vacuum-seal bellows was

discovered.

During a high intensity test run to the

switchyard beam stop, the average beam current was

increased to 100 uA without tripping loss monitors.

The test was terminated after 30 s because

of limited heat dissipation capability of the

target. The beam current reached 200 uA on a

subsequent test, but was terminated after a few

seconds by spill monitor tiips.

The following is an accounting of actual use

of machine time during the period:

Scheduled operating time

Turn-on and tuning

Accelerator development

Research

Total operating tine

Accelerator downtime

Total

Machine a v a i l a b i l i t y over the period averaged

69%.

TABLE V I - 1

SUMMRY OF uA-h OF PROTON BEAM CURRENTS AND THE HOURS OF GOOD
USABLE RESEARCH BEAM TIW IY EXPERIMENTAL STATION AND EXFEMICNT
NIMBER

ExperUental
Station

UP

SMC

t*

TTA

Bioaed

EPB

AB Ntutvon

Experiment
NO.

25

67
96

m

37

100
163
60
166

S2
34
67
99

123

S6
143
44

151
167

84

196

US

fl
27

125
56
1S9
124

No. Of
Shifts

11

11
•3

1L1
123.5

73.S

16
11
10.5
13.S

124.5

26
62
13.5
12.5

4.S
1M.5
35
*0.5
4

1
11
6
3

I

108.5

67
50.5

117.5

25
32
45
14

116

Ti»e<M 1

S8

72

501

122
753

4S7

105
57
63
83

765
154
383
86

76
27

726
268
490
24

6
84

38
16

J«
674

402
310

712

160
179
296
91

726

Integrated
tcu CurrentOiA-h)

470
635

4270
1130
6»5
3730

•35
405
525
630

6120

1210
3105
670
665

.Hi
5865
2055
1050

160
30

41S
90
85

JOS
1935

~•_
—

105
100
210
55

470
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Support Activities

Demand for closed-circuit television-monitoring

systems grew rapidly during the period. The denand

was met with some equipment found locally; other

equipment was obtained from Nuclear Rocket Develop-

ment Site (XRDSJ surplus. Monitoring systems were

supplied for Exps. 50, 96. 131, and 143. The Exp. SO

installation required three cameras.

Personnel-safety systems were installed in Area

C and the new Area A test cave.

Upgrading of primary beam current monitors in

the experimental areas is in progress. Toroid pulse

signals are converted to pulse trains by means of

V/H converters and connected to the control computer

system via CAMAC interface. Beam current measure-

ment capability to > 19« accuracy is expected.

Administrative

During this quarter, two accelerator operators

were promoted to senior accelerator technicians and

assigned as operating shift supervisors. Three new

accelerator operators reported for work durine the

period, bringing the present total to 14. Four

more have been hired and will be reporting during

the next few months. Recruiting efforts for two

more are in progress and if and when they are suc-

cessful will fill the complement of twenty.

Two accelerator support electronic technicians

were hired and two were lost by termination or

transfer. We now have three people in this category

and are looking for two more for a total of five.
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V I 1 . I-XPER (MENTAL AREAS

G e n e r a l

The enphasis in the experimental areas for the

past few months has been to support a Kiultiplc-use-

rcscarch program and, at the sanie time, to develop

ehe plans and the staff required to achieve the ob-

jectives of the long shutdown scheduled to begin in

December. During beam-on cycles the low-energy j>ion

channel (LiiP), the high-energy pion channel (" ),

the stopped union channel (SMC), the external proton

beam I-PB), the neutron area (AB-Ncutron), and the

biomedical pion channel (Biomcd) have been operated

with high reliability. In addition, occasional use

has been made of the thin target area (TTA), the neu-

trino area (Meutrino-A), and prototype components of

the isotope production am* radiation damage facility

(RADIP). The typical "multiplicity," or number of

experiments simultaneously using the beam, has been

six, with a peak of nino or ten. By making effi-

cient use of the second c.ivt- at LEP, the dual caves

at the SMC and the PJ areas and by taking advantage

of floor space available in Area B, as many as 10

physics experiments have been mounted on the floor

in Areas A and B at the same time. Approximately

40 experiments have received beam through 31 Octo-

ber 1974, not counting the bioraedical program or

parasite physics experiments.

Preparations for the shutdown are occupying

an increasing fraction of the manpower of the Ex-

perimental Areas Group, which has been organized

into appropriate sections; the staff level has in-

creased 30% since the beginning of the fiscal year.

In addition, a supplemental design team consisting

of borrowed personnel (mostly from the Engineering

Department) and numbering about 10 engineers and

10 designers/draftsmen has been assembled to aug-

ment our staff. This design team is assigned tasks

directly connected with the targeting, remote han-

dling, and shielding needed for high-intensity

beam operation.

Operations

The Experimental Area Manager's Office con-

tinued its supervision of maintenance and operation

of the major service systems and support of experi-

mental setups. Routine maintenance and minor im-

provements of the experimental area support systems

were carried out. Considerable effort was devoted

to improvement of record-keeping and reporting pro-

cedures. Routine liaison with Croups f-XC-4, Q-26,

and numerous experimenters was continued in the

genera! support of the experimental program

Water Systems

The process water systems presently in service

have inadequate capacity for the cooling load re-

quired for full operation of the experimental areas.

Four more 1.5-MK systems are needed; three of these

should be in operation by the- sunnier of S975. Seme

modifications have been made to help stretch the

present capacity, but any serious Maintenance prob-

lem results in loss *>f service until repairs can be

made.

The pump in the X05 process cooling water cir-

cuit was replaced with a larger capacity pump. The

•iddition of this pump made it possible to connect

magnets for EPICS and Exps. 37, 50, and 99 to this

water system.

The installation of the cross-connect between

X01 and X09 was completed and the switchyard power

supplies are being supplied with cooling water from

the X09 system. This modification has made more

X01 power supply cooling water available for use in

Area A.

In August, major maintenance work on the pro-

cess cooling water svstems included the removal and

reinstallation of both the X03 and X05 pumps. Both

pumps were rebuilt with new bushings and seals.

During September, the pump shaft seal of X05 devel-

oped leaks. The pump was again pulled, disassem-

bled, and cleaned. A careful inspection located

small metal chips in the impeller housing that had

apparently broken loose from the inside of the

casting. After reinstallation and turn-on of this

system, excessive vibration indicated further prob-

lems. The pump was again removed from the pit,

disassembled, and rebuilt. The usual extreme care

was tak<?n in reinstallation, and numerous checks

were made of the vertical alignment before and after

turn-on. The X05 system has been running for seven

weeks without further problems.

As a result of deterioration of water quality

in the secondary loops of the process systems, ef-

forts were made to strengthen the clean-up loops.

Resin changes were stepped up and the X04 deionizer

loop was activated to operate in parallel with the

X06 system.
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Work is continuing in the LASL Shops on two

new vertical heat exchangers. Several test samples

were evaluated to determine the proper clearance

for tubes in the tube sheets. Tubes with 0.2-mm

clearance install easily and form leak-tight joints

when rolled. These joints were checked with a he-

lium leak detector. One sample tube, rolled into

a short length of pipe sealed on both ends, was

themally cycled many times to 11S°C. This sample

did not leak water until the temperature-cycle was

raised :o over 1SO°C. A load test on the tubes

with O..;-mm clearance indicated that the tubes

would f. il before the rolled joint won id leak.

Cryogenics

The major cryogenics work was the installa-

tion, operation., and changing of cryostat systems

in the various experimental lines. Operations with

the Cryodyne refrigerated liquid hydrogen target

for Exp. 52 were completed in early August and the

system was removed from PJ-west and installed on

the EPB line for Hxp. 81.

This system was operated through the middle of

September for Exp. 81, removed from the KPB line on

P September, and installed in P -west for Exp. 99

by 11 October. Operation is continuing in this lo-

cation. Support from Q-26 has been received on

this cryogenics work.

During October the Area Manager's Office,

along with personnel from H-Division, LAMPF Safety

Office, ENG-4, and Q-26, was extensively involved

in the installation and checkout of the Exp. SO

tritium system.

Main Beam Lines

Tuning and Operations

This quarter saw several projects begin to pay

off in main beam line operations. Of significant

benefit to experimental area operations was the

reduction in typical switchyard start-up time

through systematizing tune-up procedures and ob-

taining better magnet set-points.

Critical tuning locations are found to be the

front of Line A and the end of Line X. With the

starting beam carefully touched up at these loca-

tions, an on-axis beam through LX and LB is easily

achieved. Figure VII-1 shows X-B wire scans on a

good tune.

Reproducibility and systematization were consid-

ered part of the task of passing switch/ard tuning

over to the Operations Group (MP-2). A inanual of

switchyard procedures has been compiled and contains,

in addition to the tuning procedures, roadmap ami

operating hints on the beam line instrumentation,

control program guides, etc. Much of the documenta-

tion on control programs was previously nonexistent.

A fallout of this effort was the assignment of a

programmer to review the operator interaction with

MAGSET.

A checklist for monitoring important operating

parameters was developed and serves to familiarize

operations personnel with switchyard instrumenta-

tion, as well as ensuring proper operation. Use cf

the checklist has further relieved the MP-7 beam

tuners from time-consuming chores.

Further experience and better beam diagnostics

are needed before changes in beam energy can be

quickly accommodated in the experimental areas with

assurance of a good cune. Considerable fine ad-

justments were necessary in scaling magnet currents

to 647 MeV from good set-points at 800 MeV. Pion

fluxes observed in four secondary lines at 647 MeV

varied in an inconsistent manner from fluxes ob-

served at 800 MeV. These difficulties are not un-

expected on initial operation at a new energy.

SaScS sunovHts HIRE a m reoriLB

Fig. VII-1. Switchyard wire-scan profiles at crit-
ical LX, LB locations during good tune
conditions.
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Switchyard

To achieve and maintain the quality of the

beam line tunes with less time and energy expended,

it is necessary to improve the beam-profile moni-

toring capability. The most cost-effective route

in the switchyard appears to be upgrading the ex-

isting wire-scanner system to a higher stroke ve-

locity and data rate; this idea is now a joint

MP-l/MP-7 project under the title "Fast Wire Scan-

ner System" and is expected to form the basis for

the high-intensity switchyard beam-instrumentation

system.

One design problem faced for the planned high-

intensity operation is detailed knowledge of the

beam emittance, particularly in the outlying tails.

Measurements on the existing beam were made with

the switchyard wire scanners to provide some input

on this operation, as well as to see what level of

beam intensity could be measured. The profile mea-

surements on three wire scanners in a drift space

were parameterized as percentile widths (Fig. VII-2)

and used in an emittance-calculating program which

computed the idealized beam-ellipse parameters (Fig.

VII-3) corresponding to the observed projected

widths. A plot of emittance vs percentile width

indicated near-Gaussian behavior of the outlying

beam intensity up to 98% with rms or 16-84% emit-

tances normally about IT/30 cm-mr.

Beam transport studies indicated that a dif-

ferent configuration of strippers and quadrupole

magnets in the front of the switchyard would result

in improved transmission (larger admittance) into

Line A without compromise of Line X and Line C re-

quirements. The new configuration is nearly ap-

proximated by a simple retune of the existing LA-QT

magnets, with the interstripper magnets LA-QT-1,

-2, -3 tuned off and LA-QT-4, -5, -6 tuned to low
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value for good LA and LX acceptance; this tune is

presently being employed on a trial basis.

Magnet Maintenance

One of the target cell triplet magnets on the

main beam line (downstream of target A-l) developed

water leaks during this period. It was replaced by

a spare during a normal shutdown, and examination

of the failures is under way. The leaks developed

in the nickel ends of ceramic-to-metal seals used

as insulators at the ends of coil sections in the

magnet, and all the leaks found to date are on the

anode (positive) ends of these seals. This and the

internal inspection of the seal suggest that the

failures are due to electrolytic corrosion enhanced

by low water resistivity (as low as 10 kfl-cm on oc-

casion). Further examination of the seals is pro-

ceeding to determine what steps can be taken to pre-

vent a recurrence. The water resistivity is now

being maintained at ~1 Mfi-cm. Meanwhile, the failed

magnet will be repaired. One month after replace-

ment, the radiation fields around the magnet are

10-50 mR/h. During the shutdown, insulators from

other beam line magnets will be examined. Most of

these magnets are cooled by different water systems

and have not been subjected to the very low resis-

tivity water.

Instrumentat ion

Coordination of the integrating toroid system

for measuring main beam line current has been suc-

cessful. The preliminary measurements indicate

that short-term stability is >1% but could be as

good as 0.1%.
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Fig. VII-2. Profiles and computed 16-84% spot
sizes on LA wire scanners for emit-
tance measurement.

Fig. VII-3. X and Y emittance ellipses and compu-
tations for wire-scanner spot sizes in
Fig. VII-2. The ellipse is computed
for the location of LA-WS-19.
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Substantial effort has been put into the de-

velopment of a nonintercepting centroid monitor lor

the main beam line. Unlike previous attempts that

were sensitive;to the microstructure of the macro-

pulse, the new device is designed to be sensitive

to the envelope of the macropulse. This allows us to

use slower, readily available operational amplifiers

rather than high-speed tuned circuits. We have

bench-tested a prototype and achieved some success.

We have wrapped 100 turns of wire around a ferrite

block and have simulated the main proton beam using

a bare copper wire. By injecting a current pulse

into the wire that closely approximates the macro-

pulse, the response and signal-to-noise ratio of

our pick-up coil and amplifiers car. be tested.

Preliminary results indicate that a signal-to-noise

ratio of 10/1 for a 10-ys rise and a 100-uA peak

current pulse can be obtained. A prototype unit

will be installed in the main beam line to see

whether the sensitivity is sufficient.

Heating of Beam Line Components

The MELT'cM program, used for calculations of

the heating of beam line components, has been re-

activated, documented, and is now in routine use.

To date, calculations have been done for mass slits

in PJ, LEP, and the beam stop area.

Crude measurements have been made of the heat-

ing of a bloc] of copper in the A-2 target cell

with the present beam. The measurements agree with

the calculations to within 30%, which is considered

adequate in view of She simplicity of the experi-

ment. Work has started on modifying the program to

use it to calculate activation of components. This

probably will not be completed until early 1975.

Secondary Beam Lines

Stopped Muon Channel (SMC)

Two remotely operable beam plugs were designed,

built, and installed, thus simplifying the person-

nel-safety system for the SMC. The shielding of

the west cave was rearranged ar.d the gate was en-

larged. A helium gas system was built and install-

ed for the whole line. The parasite cave (Cave C)

was readied for parasite operation of i;xp. 149. A

shield cover was installed over the decay section.

\n order for the vacuum system has been placed.

Work has started on outlining the jobs which must

be done before full beam intensity.

By varying magnet gradients manually, one at a

time, the muon flux for a backward tune has been

improved by a factor of 4 from the previous best

tune. Much of the improvement has occurred in the

analyzer portion which had been failing to accept

many of the muons at the end of the decay section.

A PDP-11 program (SMCMAG) was developed by

M. Kellogg of MP-1 for channel setup which will

eventually allow a user to select the momentum beam

he needs and turn the problem of setting the mag-

nets over to the computer. In its present version

the program allows direct setting and monitoring of

the magnets. Work has also continued on the on-line

beam-tuning program (TUNE), originally developed by

R. Stambaugh of Yale Univ.

The actual beam-tuning efforts have been di-

rected toward two different classes of experiments,

mesic x-ray experiments and muonium experiments.

The current requirements for the first class

are maximum u~ intensity in a spot of 100-cm

area or smaller, typically 60 cm away from the last

magnet. Consequently, considerable effort has gone

into developing a "high" momentum tune with maximum

possible total flux. In particular, Exp. 60 achiev-

ed a stopping rate in excess of 40 kHz with a 7-

uA proton beam. This was in a target area of 50
2 2

cm and a thickness of 2 g/cm . Some effort has

also been devoted to developing a forward decay

tune which is expected to have 3-5 times as much

intensity. To date, the intensity increase has been

less than a factor of 2 and the large electron con-

tamination has made this beam unattractive for ex-

periments.

The second class of experiments has rather dif-

ferent requirements. The target (gaseous) is -200

cm in area but is located 1.5 m from the last mag-

net. Because of the nature of the experiment, an

extremely clean beam is desired; not only is pion

and electron contamination undesirable, but the

ratio of muons stopping in the thin gas target

(0.27 g/cm ) to those stepping in scintillators

must be kept as low as possible. This experiment

has been running successfully with a 78-MeV/c muon

beam which gives a v stopping rate of 3 kHz in the

gas target and a range curve 1 g/cm wide.
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In an extended study of SMC characteristics,

the limited angular acceptance of the decay section

of ~5° was found to have two consequences: (1) The

aiuon spectrum width is about the same as that of the

pions in the decay portion. (2) Because the maxi-

mum laboratory decay angles arc much larger than

the acceptance angle for the whole practical range

of 7r/u momenta, the tunes were found to scale (ap-

proximately). That is, if a set of quadrupole gra-

dient values at a given ir/u momentum are at a local

maximum in the muon flux then the same will be true

approximately at a different momentum if the fields

are changed in proportion to the momentum. The

iiL./on flux peak is larger at the higher momentum

case because more particles decay into smaller lab-

oratory angles.

The present pion collector tune is an achro-

matic design which was intended to produce a wide

pion momentum spectrum width (a FIVHM of 8% has been

achieved). By reversing some quadrupoles in the

pion collector and reoptimizing the gradients with

the SMC optimizer program, a narrow pion (and hence

muon) spectrum width was achieved which may be use-

ful for some experiments. This was achieved with

no loss in the number of muons per MeV/c as com-

pared with the wide tune but, unfortunately, no

gain was achieved for this tune.

The analyzer was found to have a wide momentum

acceptance (FWHM of -18%) so that the muon momentum

width is about the same as the pion width, not just

at the end of the decay portion but even at the

very end. Because of the limited transverse phase

space acceptance, tuning of the channel to produce

good phase space at the end of the decay section is

very important.

Calculations of the SMC beam are continuing in

conjunction with the tuning efforts. Programming

efforts have been divided between improving the

program and investigating possible tunes. Walter

Lysenko, a Visiting Staff Member from Yale Univ.,

has done the major portion of this work. The em-

pirical tune in use on the channel has been veri-

fied in the calculations, but it is still hoped to

find a better one by continued searching. A write-

up of the calculations is 70% complete.

As part of the program modifications, the

phase space and beam spot plots were improved to

produce accurate plots of phase space or beam spot

density. An approximate value ot the peak muon mo-

mentum spectrum value (dNj/dP^), corresponding to a

flat input pion momentum spectrum, is now calculat-

ed in the program. Since this approximation in-

volves the use of a single pion momentum value,

considerable saving in computer time results.

A new optimizer was developed for determining

a set of magnet parameters that maximize either

pion or muon flux. This second-order optimizer was

found useful for tuning the pion collector portion

where muons are not involved. It has not yet been

tested on muons because of the large amount of com-

puter time involves.

Other changes are the addition of a printout

of the muon flux at each element in the channel and

the addition of an option to start tracing muons

beginning with a given element (typically the first

element of the decay section).

Low-Energy Pion Channel (LEP)

Only temporary repairs have been made on LEP

as the vacuum system, beam plug, collimators, and

absorber wheel all required maintenance. Revisions

and permanent repairs will be made during the shut-

down. Experiment support mostly involved assistance

with preparations for the tritium experiment (Exp.

50).

High-Energy Channel (PJ)

Repairs were made to adjustable jaws MS02; the

dc cabling was completely redone, upgrading cabling

to actual power supply capacity. Experiment 52 K3s

reconfigured in the west cave to the TT-8 decay phase

of the experiment; after an August run, it was re-

moved and Exp. 99 was installed in its place. Ad-

ditional experimental shielding was added at vari-

ous places. A vertical steering magnet and its con-

trols were installed after BM02 in the PJ channel.

For approximately 2-3 shifts per accelerator

run cycle, the east leg of the P"3 beam channel was

studied with regard to pion rates as a function of

momentum and slit settings. In addition, contami-

nation from electrons, muons, and protons was mea-

sured as a function of pion momentum. Conventional

TOF and scintillator pulse-height-spectrum methods

of particle identification have been employed.

Test Channel

The beam jaws and the beam plug were designed,

built, and installed for the test channel. Power

supplies (for BM01, QD01, QD02) were connected to
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the magnets and ac power was supplied by the crafts.

The control and interlock cabling was pulled to the

devices. The instrumentation, controls, and person-

nel-safety systems were designed, installed, and

checked out. Significant amounts of shielding were

stacked Jt the output of the channel. Preparations

are under way t J time the channel.

Area B and the External Proton Beam (EPB)

l.xperiment 81 was removed and Exp. ^7 was re-

motmtej in its place on EPB. Experiment 124 was

set up at two different angles in the Area B neu-

tron facility.

Shielding was stacked in Area B to reduce radi-

ation from hot spots, -\fter a hole was found in

the Line B beam stop, additional shielding was

placed between the I'-DOR trailer and the Line C

service .tisje.

in conjunction with the vacuum crew, many im-

provements were made to the Line B/EPB vacuum sys-

tem:

i .ii As safety items, a pressure switch op-

er.it int; the fast valve in Line B and pressure rup-

Uirv lisks were installed in the LDi vacuum section

of f ine B.

ih) A turborcolccular pump was installed in

the nuclear chemistry cave to help overcome con-

tinuous problems in the vacuum system near the LD2

target.

icl Plans were made to install vacuum ion

gauges at various locations in Line B/EPB; one was

installed in the nuclear chemistry cave.

(J) A gate valve was installed which iso-

lates the laraday cup at the end of EPB. This will

.1! levi:ite putnpilown problems when the vacuum system

for I.PB is let up to air.

[' 1 "Knostic Apparatus for Secondary Beams

A prototype system of two helical chambers

hus bven tested and used as a means for secondary

foe.ira line tuneup. The computer programs have been

written and tested on a PDP-11/45 computer. The

system was put in the second cave of the EPB line,

where scattered protons from a thin target were ob-

served. The program took the coordinates from each

chamber and calculated the target coordinates,

scattering angles, and x and y intercepts. All

parameters were histogrammed and any two parameters

could be displayed on a storage scope in the form of

a two-dimensional dot-plot. The program was success-

ful, and the beam spot could be determined at count-

ing rates up to S00 kHz (instantaneous). However,

modifications had to be made to the program for use

on the PDP-11/20 computer. In so doing, some soft-

ware problems developed and prevented any meaning-

ful testing. Work will continue on the system.

Magnet Measurement

Measurements have continued on the magnets for

the Weapons Neutron Research facility (Line D).

Since April, fourteen P6III58/4, one H4II12/4, two

P7II68/5, and five 3Q12/4 bending magnets, and the

five tape-wound 2Q6/6 quadrupoles have been mea-

sured. A 12QE18/12 quadrupole was remeasured with

chamfered pole ends.

Magnet-measuring service to experimenters also

continues. Equipment has been moved to Area C for

measurements on the large-bore octupole magnets,

which are measured in both steering magnet and quad-

rupole configurations. The EPICS separator magnet

was remeasured after its move to the experimental

area. The 30D40 magnet was mapped in its C-config-

uration.-

Standardization of current measuring elements

has continued, especially in Line C, using the

Guideline 9940. A check of the regulator stability

on one of the EPICS power supplies was also made

with this instrument.

Polarized Proton Target Development

Modification of the prototype cryostat is now

essentially complete; material procurement and fab-

rication caused some delay. The second test cycle

will begin soon.

Arrangements for the loan of a magnet from

AM. have been made. Fabrication of a cryostat for

the split-solenoid superconducting magnet is pro-

ceeding. The construction of the NMR detection

system has been delayed due to a shortage of man-

power .

Radiation Effects and Isotope Production Facility
(RADIP)

Progress in the construction of this facility

is now more apparent. The stringer housings have

been realigned, and trial installation o.~ the

stringer-drive gear boxes has been made. The con-

trols platform and the ra.ks for the control



electronics are in place, The clutch assemblies

for 12 stringers are assembled, and remote tool-

ing to handle the first targets has been fabri-

cated. The viewing periscope and the target-trans-

fer cart (to move radioactive targets to the ship-

ping flask) are ready.

The first two dosimetry packages were irra-

diated in the RADIP cavity and several aluminum

foils have been inserted in the proton beam using

a stringer to check the proton-beam instrumenta-

tion. Good agreement exists between beam profiles

and autoradiographs of the foils. Autoradiography

of the foils can be accomplished on-site, giving a

check on the harp beam position and profile, and

on the alignment. The first neutron dosimetry in-

dicates a neutron flux at the R-10 stringer posi-

tion of 2 x 1013 n/cm2-s for 1 mA of 800-MeV pro-

tons incident on the beam stop.

Immediate requirements for this facility by

users are now shifting from completion of the full

capability to a demonstration, with restricted cap-

ability. Since the usefulness of the facility is

obviously tied to LAMPF beam intensity, it is pro-

posed to demonstrate isotope production and han-

dling ability before the shutdown, and to continue

dosimetry and spectrum studies in the RADIP cavity.

Essentially all of the hardware for this is on

hand, but improvements are needed in the stringer

design. Eventually, the stringers will have to be

reworked or replaced. A water cooling system will

be required; solenoid control valves for the first

three stringers are on hand for this purpose.

Remote-Handling and Targeting Systems

Target Cell A-l

The final design work of the target box, col-

limator, and connections to LEP and EPICS is in

progress. Additional study is under way on the

joint between the front and rear vacuum chambers,

both for target cells A-l and A-2. A mockup of

the EPICS window cone is being made. Vacuum and

heat-conduction tests will be performed on the

mockup to verify the design prior to manufacturing

the final window parts.

Fabrication of the A-l target mechanism is

nearly complete. The shielded drive-system design

for the A-l target is complete and ready to be sent

out for bid. The shielding plug which permits the

removal of the A-l target mechanism and the EPICS

separator box is being designed. The in-cell

shielding design has also started.

Lucite covers for the target box and the pro-

file monitors were replaced with stainless steel

plates.

Target Cell A-2

The collimator for Line A and the heat shields

for both P^ and SMC have been worked out in concept

with acceptable material temperatures. A design

review will be held in a few days on the A-2 cell

concept. Conceptual designs have been completed on

the access system for the target box and the removal

casks for the target and target mechanism. The de-

tailed designs of both the A-2 target mechanisms and

the shielded drive system are nearly ready to be re-

leased for bid.

I-ucite covers for the target mechanism and

profile monitor were replaced with stainless steel

plates.

Area A-East

The work to be accomplished on target cell A-5

CBiomed) was PERTed; the actual design has been

started, with the addition of an engineer assigned

to this project.

A new hydraulic pump was installed in the Bio-

med target system. A complete pump package was al-

so installed as a back-up unit, but is not yet op-

erational.

The conceptual design of the neutrino shutter

at the main beam stop (A-6) is complete, and the

detailed design has started. Conceptual designs

for the beam stop translation mechanism and the

harp and current-monitor vacuum boxes have been

completed. Calculations on the beam stop are m

progress.

The ivater-cooled copper beam stop sprung an

irreparable leak. A temporary unit with 10-klv'

cooling capacity was designed, fabricated, and in-

stalled.

The conceptual design of several universal

tools for remote handling of main beam line com-

ponents by Merrimac has been completed. Detail
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designs will start soon. The designs of the lift

fixtures for the Line A quadrupoles and the LEP

first doublet have been completed. Designs are in

progress on the remote-handling fixtures for ad-

ditional secondary line magnets.

Merrimac

The work necessary to make Merrimac operation-

al is proceeding well, although most of the effort

to date has been a review of and familiarization

with the various systems as they stand. Two ball

lead screws that lift the box were damaged in oper-

ation and replacements have been ordered. A com-

plete wiring diagram is being generated by tracing

the existing wiring. Additional pass-throughs to

assist in magnet handling have been designed and

the fabrication has started. A qualified techni-

cian has been hired to be in charge of Merrimac.

Hot Cells

lour hot-cell window-box assemblies were com-

pleted, filled with ferro-phosphorous ore, and set

in place. Manipulators were installed and the north

hot cell now has a limited-use capability.

Eight CRL Master/Slave Manipulators were ac-

quired from the New Brunswick AEC Laboratory.

Six Master/Slave Manipulators from the NRDS

K-MAD Building were decontaminated and completely

overhauled. The manipulator hoist system was in-

stalled in the hot-cell area. A qualified techni-

cian has been hired to supervise work in the hot-

cell area.

•Shielding

The major shielding effort in the experimental

areas was to close off weak areas in the temporary

shielding around the target stati. T covers to de-

crease the general background on the experimental

floor. Che weak areas are located in Area A where

the in-cell shielding and Merrimac doors covering

the cells have not been installed. The improved

shielding allows routine operation at 10-uA average

current.

Design work continued on the Merrimac shield

doors for Targets A-l and A-2. Most of this has

been completed for A-2, and a major redesign of A-l

doors was accomplished to eliminate special con-

crete battery plates. These plates turned out to

be extremely expensive with too long a lead time

for fabrication. Sufficient design work has now

been completed to start the fabrication of the steel

door boxes.

Parallel design efforts have been started on

the canyon-fill shielding for the secondary beam

lines and for the in-cell fill around the Line A

targets. Engineers and designers from the LASL En-

gineering Department are assisting in this work in

order to complete design and start fabrication be-

fore the shutdown.

Installation work in Area A during the past

quarter included replacement of the shield cover of

A-2 target box. Part of the A-l cover was removed

to permit replacement of the main beam line triplet.

Some temporary shielding was added near the

front of the SMC. A concrete block cover was in-

stalled above the first 10 magnets of this beam

line.

At A-l, the shield cover above the upper part

of LEP was removed for hardware modifications. Ad-

ditional shielding was installed in the LEP canyon

and between the line and the LEP counting house.

Additional concrete shielding was placed on the

EPICS face of the A-l shield.

Because of gamma activity in the process water

systems, concrete shielding was placed in front of

the exposed valve caves. Permanent covers have been

designed for these caves, incorporating the remote

valve actuators and instrument-line penetrations.

These will be installed during the shutdown.

Numerous changes have been mad2 in the experi-

mental caves at the ends of the secondary beam chan-

nels. Cave walls and entrance mazes were built for

Exp. SO on LEP and for the test channel. Both the

east and west caves for the SMC were modified. The

east cave of P^ was extensively modified and en-

larged to accommodate Exp. 34, and the west cave

was adjusted for Exp. 99.

In Area A-East, Target Stations A-5 and A-6

were opened for hardware modification. No change

was made in the shielding configuration. During

the shutdown, additional shielding will be installed

at A-6 and around the A-5 target box.

Major changes in the shielding in Area B were

made on the EPB line. The shield for Exp. 26 was

removed and the EPB beam stop was modified to in-

corporate the Faraday cup. A concrete roof was

placed above the upstream section of the EPB line



to reduce the background in the Area B service

building. Shielding was placed alongside the P-DOR

trailer to provide additional protection from the

Line B beam stop.

Major installation work in Line C beam stop

has been completed.

All scrap shielding is being collected and an

inventory is being made; procurement of new material

is under way. A contract has been let for concrete

blocks and delivery has started. An order for 10

kg ot steel slabs was placed with U. S. Steel at

the high price of $230/1000 kg. Most of this mate-

rial has now been delivered to Los Alamos and will

soon be fabricated into sections of the large Mer-

rimac doors.

Switchyard Improvement Program

A switchyard improvement program is under way

with the objective of ensuring that the switchyard

will transmit a 1-mA beam (100 times the present

beam) while keeping the beam spills to present lev-

els. At 1 mA the maximum tolerable spill is 100 nA.

The program, which began in August, consists of:

1) Optics calculations and design studies; 2) beam

measurements and beam experiments; and 3) beam diag-

nostic instrumentation development. Some progress

has been made in each area.

Optics Calculations and Design Studies

These studies are guided by two major criteria:

to increase and optimize the acceptance of Line A,

and to decouple Lines A and X as much as possible.

The surest way to minimize spill problems is to

have as much acceptance as possible. Decoupling of

Lines A and X will simplify control and tuning and

allow more flexibility in utilizing the areas serv-

ed by each.

Early in the studies it was realized that the

acceptance of Line A could be doubled by retuning

the Line A triplets. One weakly focusing triplet

or doublet is sufficient. These tunes are accom-

panied by a reduced sensitivity of spot sizes and

centroids to small percentage changes in quadrupole

currents. These tunes are better matched to Line D

than the previous design. They are also well

matched to Line X requirements. The optics of

phase-space tailoring for Line C are changed but

still meet the Line C requirements.

For some time we have realized that it is dif-

ficult to meet Line C requirements at LX-ST-02 be-

cause only a doublet is available for matching Line

X to Line C at this point. Transport studies show

that four quadrupoles are needed for optimal match-

ing.

Other studies are under way or are planned.

These include new layouts for beam control and beam-

diagnostic instrumentation, acceptance calculations

for Line X ana Line C, and calculations of aperture

losses due to misalignment and steering errors.

Beam Measurement ar.d Beam Experiments

A program of measurements and experiments has

been planned to answer the following questions about

the beam:

1. What transverse phase space contains all

but 10~4 of the beam?

2. What is the momentum spectrum of the beam

emerging from the linac? Once again, one

is interested in the "tails" that are

10"4 of the total beam.

3. How accurately can TRANSPORT describe the

real transport of beams in the switch-

yard?

4. How much beam is presently spilled in the

switchyard?

Careful work with switchyard wire scanners

yields information on transverse emittance. Comput-

er codes are being assembled to fit the wire-scanner

data so that the distribution in transverse phase

space can be estimated. Repeated measurements of

spot sizes indicate an rms emittance of 0.03 TT mr-cm

for both x and y. Assuming that it is Gaussian

means that only 66% of the beam lies inside a TT/10-

mr-cm ellipse in (x.x1) and (y,y') phase space.

This suggests a great deal of beam must be stripped

away to meet Line C requirements.

A study of beam halo utilizing a movable scat-

tering target is planned. Spill monitors will mea-

sure the amount of scattered beam. Calibration

would be achieved by moving the scattering target

sufficiently into the main probe where the loss

could be measured by current monitors. We hope for

a sensitivity of 10 of the main beam.

Time-of-flight measurements are under way to

study the momentum spectra of proton beam in Area A

and the switchyard. These studies utilize a portion
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of the beam which is chopped and has either 40 or

80 ns between micropulses. In Area A the time of

arrival is marked by the appearance of an electron

in a secondary beam line and time is measured with

respect to 201-Mlz rf signal which is counted down

by a factor of 16. The dogleg in the switchyard

passes a beam with AP/P = 5 to 10°»; the rest is

lost. Time-of-flight data from the P channel, in

a recent run, showed 0.5 to 1% of the beam in a 5-

ns "shadow" due to incomplete chopping. "Only about

2 x 10" of the beam occurred beyond that in TOF.

Translated to AP/P, 0.02% of the beam had 1.7% <

AP/P < -1%. Steps are being taken to reduce the

amount of incomplete chopping. Another TOF experi-

ment is being planned for the switchyard to look at

the arrival time of protons before the first bend-

ing magnet. Here there will be no cut off due to

the momentum pass band of the deflecting system.

Beam-Diagnostic Instrumentation Development

A coordinated effort between several MP-Divi-

sion groups has been started for instrumentation

development for all the proton beam lines, not just

the switchyard. Developments are being initiated

to rad-harden Area A harps and toroids, to improve

the accuracy of current monitors, to speed up wire

scanners and prepare them for high-intensity opera-

tion, and to devise a diagnostic system which can

quickly sense a beam hitting components, other than

production targets, in the target cells.

A fast-wire scanner has been developed and is

ready to be installed and tested in the switchyard.

Computer programming modifications are necessary.

Progress on toroid integration and centroid monitor

development has been reported elsewhere. Heat

transfer calculations for harp and wire-scanner

wires being heated by intense beams are under way.

Planned Improvements

As a result of the studies and measurements

described above, the following additions and modifi-

cations to the switchyard are planned:

1. LAQTs - One triplet will be removed and

••he other one moved to a more or less

central location between the end of the

linac and LA-BM-01, -02. It would be

operated in a low-field mode to optimize

transmission through Line A.

2. LA-BM-01. -02 - These would be moved to-

gether as close as is practical. Their

combined centei of bending would, however,

remain the same. The purpose of this move

is to allow the Line D kicker to be moved

farther back while still keeping that beam

cut of the LA-BM-02 fringe field. LA-BM-

02 might be displaced to the side to fur-

ther benefit Line D.

3. Collimator - The collimator and special

vacuum plumbing between LA-BM-01 and the

collimator would be removed and replaced

with straight pipes 7.5 or 10 cm in diam-

eter. Graphite would be stacked around

these when and where needed.

4. Line A Direct Beam Stop - A Line A graph-

ite beam stop capable of ham1'ing 10 uA of

beam for several hours and 300 uA for

short periods of time is needed. It is to

be movable so that a Line A direct beam

can be sent into Area A after some modest

rearrangement of components. The beam

stop would normally be outside the switch-

yard vacuum and have a shielded box for

containing it when people are working in

that area. To change from the Line A di-

rect mode to delivery of beam to Area A

would mean lowering the beam stop, going

into the switchyard and closing two valves,

inserting a straight-through vacuum pipe

where the beam stop normally resides, and

reopening the valves to the switchyard

vacuum.

5. LX-BM-01 - A hole will be placed at the

end of this magnet to permit oppositely

charged beams to exit to a new Line X beam

stop.

6. New Line X Beam Stop - This stop will ac-

cept beams stripped in Line X after LA-BM-

02. It will be sized for 10-uA-average

current.

7. LX Quadrupoles - Two new quadrupoles

should be added to the output of Line X

for best matching to Line C requirements

at LX-ST-02. These should have apertures

larger than 5 cm. The 4016s obtained from

CEA will work fine. Two of these would be
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placed nearest LX-BM-04. Stands and power

supplies will be needed.

8. Strippers - The two Line A strippers would

remain in the region between the end of

the linac and LA-BM-O1, -02; two strippers

will go in Line X between LA-BM-02 and LX-

BM-01. Both sets can be used to tailor

the phase space for Line C. Having two

sets gives maximum flexibility. A ir.inimum

of three strippers will be required. When

it is important to have a Line A beam de-

void of any component, 180° out of phase

with the main beam, all the stripping

would be done in Line X. The present

strippers do not allow continuous control

of the amount of beam to Line X; vertical

alignment is also a problem. A new design

utilizing the overlap of two V-shaped

foils is being implemented for LB-ST-01;

LA-ST-01 and -02 should be of this new

design. A prototype of the new design

will be installed and evaluated before

the shutdown.

9. Steering Magnets and Beam-Diagnostic In-

strumentation - A detailed plan for lay-

out of steering magnets and beam-diag-

nostic instrumentation in the improved

switchyard is being prepared. Improve-

ments in the instruments would be the use

of fast-wire scanners, toroid integration

for the current monitors, the use of cen-

troid monitors if the developments prove

out, and the sizing of wire-scanner wires

or foils for high intensity.

10. Switchyard Vacuum Plumbing - Some improve-

ments are planned. Switchyard ion pumps

need to be rebuilt. Certain pieces of

pipe, bellows, and spools will be increas-

ed in size. The problems with thermal

cycling of aluminum 0-ring seals are still

being evaluated; replacement by copper

seals may be the answer. The window in

the switchyard near the TTA must come out.

The transition from the relatively poor

Area A vacuum of 5 x 10" torr to the

good switchyard vacuum of 10" torr is a

problem which needs to be solved. Dif-

ferential pumping and conductance-limit-

ing baffles are being considered.

HiKh-Intensity Modification Program

During the extended shutdown, temporary equip-

ment and shielding will be replaced with updated

equipment. A list of the major items to be conflict-

ed in tne experimental areas is given in Table VII-

I. As an aid to planning completion and replacement

schedules, a PERT network is being developed.

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)

The PERT system is a computer-aided method used

for planning, monitoring, and evaluating projects.

This program resides on disk at the LASL computing

center and is quite easy to use. Four conditions

must be satisfied before PERT can be used:

(1) A "game plan" must be developed. The game

plan is a sequence of all the activities that must

be performed in order to accomplish the project.

The shutdown schedule contains, at this stage of de-

velopment, 800 separate activities that consume tine

and require manpower resources. An additional 350

activities that consume no time or resources are re-

quired to satisfy the logical constraints of the

game plan. As the game plan is enlarged to include

accelerator and switchyard modifications and second-

ary beam line radiation hardening, another 200 ac-

tivities can be expected.

(2) An individual must be assigned as the per-

son responsible for the successful completion of an

activity. This has the considerable benefit of let-

ting everyone know who to turn to for informaticn

about that activity. This individual usually has

provided the information that is utilized in creat-

ing the PERT network, and therefore feels a sense of

responsibility for completion of the activity as

outlined.

(3) An estimate of the time duration of each

activity is required. The PERT program follows

along each path of the game plan and adds up the

time duration of all the activities. The longest

path determines the earliest that the project can be

completed. This is known as the critical path. The

program then calculates backward from the completion

date by subtracting the durations of all the activi-

ties along each path. Two dates are then associated

with the completion of each activity. The earlier

date is the date the activity is expected to be com-

pleted if the game plan is followed. The second

date is the latest one that is allowed for comple-

tion of tho activity before the path containing that
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activity becomes the critical path. The time dif-

ference between these two dates is known as "slack."

Activities lying on the critical path have zero

slack. Negative slack is created when the game

plan predicts that scheduled completion dates will

bo missed. The shutdown PERT has slightly negative

slack along paths within the EPICS beam line. The

goals are to shut the accelerator off on 24 December

1974; turn it back on for accelerator development

1 May 1975; pass beam through Area A on 1 June; and

have the capability of supporting a high-intensity

experimental program by 1 July 1975. The EPICS

spectrometer should be finished 1 November 1975,

and the remote-handling tooling should be conroleted

1 March 1976.

(4) An estimate of the manpower required for

the completion of each activity may be included.

The PERT program uses the date that each activity

is expected to be completed, along with the re-

sources required by that activity, and a manpower

loading report is generated. This report lists the

man-hours required each month for each skill by

activity number and gives the slack that exists for

that activity. The ability to provide management

with information that enabtes manpower leveling to

be accomplished is one of the most useful features

of PERT. The shutdown PERT is dominated by the

skill requirements outlined in Table VII-II.

Table VII-II, plus lesser manpower require-

ments of other skills, totals 120 500.

PERT therefore provides management with in-

formation on schedules, resource requirements, and

a means of monitoring progress. It enables manage-

ment to determine the effects of varying the game

plan and to assess the consequences of setbacks

such as strikes, technical failures, and fiscal

restrictions.

The implementation of a PERT system is a pain-

ful process and falls somewhat short of the ideal-

istic picture painted above. Time-duration and re-

source-requirement estimates must be made for activ-

ities that have never been attempted, and are often

made by people who have had little experience in

estimating.

No matter how bad the game plan or how poor

the estimates, PERT still provides an overall pic-

ture of the work that needs to be done, approximate-

ly how long it will take, and what is required to

do it. As the project progresses and people gain

experience, the PERT system will be continually up-

dated to reflect the true state of the project.

TABLE VII-I

MAJOR ITEMS TO BE COMPLETED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

DURING THE LAMPF SHUTDOWN

-Switchyard Revisions and Line D Installation

-New Target Systems, Vacuum Enclosures, and Col-
limators for A-l and A-2

-New Target Box and Collimator for the Biomed Beam

-Main Beam-Stop Replacement

-Radiation-Hard Power and Control Cables

-High-Intensity Beam-Diagnostic Instrumentation

-Remote-Handling Fixtures

-EPICS Beam Line Installation

-Secondary Beam Line Improvements

-Water-Cooled Shielding in Target Cells

-Merrimac Doors

-Full Shielding Cover

-Radiation Damage and Isotope Production Facility

TABLE VII-II

SKILL REQUIREMENTS DURING LAMPF SHUTDOWN

Skill

Alignment Crew

Draftsmen and Designers

Electricians

MP-I Electronics Technicians

Pipe Fitters and Plumbers

Ironworkers and Welders

MP-7 Mechanical Engineers

Mechanical Technicians

Crane Operators

Physicists

Machinists

Total Manpower
Required
(man-hours)

2 873

18 858

9 292

2 408

5 856

23 884

10 094

25 500

5 830

4 040

1 360
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V I I I . LARGE-SPECTROMETER SYSTEMS

Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometers (EPICS)

Construction

Magnet 1P-BM-02 was scheduled for completion

early in this quarter. However, after about six

weeks of work, we were unable to make the vacuum

chamber leak-tight. At this point, construction was

stopped. The pole tips and vacuuir chambers for

magnets 1P-BM-02 and 1P-BM-03 were sent to the shop

for modifications to improve the seal. The new seal

is made with 1.5-mm (type 316) stainless steel rather

than the 0.5-mm (type 310) previously used. One of

the three welds was eliminated to simplify construc-

tion. Using the new seal, the vacuum chamber for 1P-

BM-03 was completed and the magnet was l-eassembled.

No difficulties have been observed. All remaining

magnets will have the new seals.

Bending-Magnet Field Analysis

A version of program MOTER has been prepared

which uses a numerical midplane field map as a basis

for field computations. The code has been debugged

using a map generated with Enge-type field formulas.

The new method allows for fields which include terms

up to eighth order in y (distance from the midplane).

Tests indicate that fourth order is the maximum re-

quired. At this order of accuracy, the computing

speed using either the map or the field formulas is

essentially identical.

We are now engaged in normalizing the existing

raw data to the NMR in order to correct long-term

drifts in integrator gain and magnet current. The

next step will be to use maps from magnet 1P-BM-01

to compare with alpha-particle data.

Field Mapping

At the beginning of this report period, the

decision was made to overhaul the rapid-mapper field-

measuring device and to implement some modifications.

The project, carried out by personnel in MP-7, in-

cluded precision alignment of the positioning gear

rack and a signal cable take-up system with a hanging

weight. The required braided signal cable was made

at LASL. These changes brought the napper back to

very good order.

Field-mapping studies were made on channel mag-

net BM04 during September and October. A new shim-

ming method was tried which involves bolting flexible

1010-steel shims to the field-clamp noses to pro-

duce a desired magnetic "effective field boundary."

This "efb" was measured with and without the shims

on one side of BM04 to determine if a reasonable

amount of shimming material could make the adjust-

ments required to bring this magnet to design per-

formance. More experiments need to be made but the

results so far indicate this method could prove

effective.

Field maps of BM04 were made to be used in the

ray-tracing code. These maps will be the first to

be analyzed at the counting house. This procedure

accurately calibrates mapper data to NMR data in

a way that should also allow easier matching of

entrance and exit field maps. The coding for this

procedure is being debugged.

Measurements have also been made with the

remotely controlled NMR probe. In September the

magnet-setting program, written by C. Morris of

Univ. of Virginia, was tested and parameters were

adjusted with the result that the magnets can be

set in a reproducible way in 5-10 min. The

path of the NMR probe relative to the BM04 magnet

has also been measured. This allows the H -

winding adjustment program to calculate and try

to produce nonuniform field distributions. In the

latter part of October H -optimization showed that

high field distributions could be reproduced at low

fields and the distribution at 17 kG could be made

uniform. The techniques evolved in this work will

be used to try flattening the 18-kG field. An at-

tempt will again be made to produce sextupole

components.

The computer control of the H regulators and

main power supply in the measurement area has been

accomplished through the efforts of MP-1. The

system is working and is used routinely.

As a part of the continuing effort to upgrade

the quality of the field-map data a study has been

made on the "pin-find alignment procedure." Data

were taken which enabled the coordinates of three

pins instead of two to be determined. We decided

that the procedure warranted a high degree of con-

fidence but more care would be needed in the drill-

ing of the pin holes. This exercise also led to

the discovery of a step-size problem in the mapper.

Work to correct this problem is under way.
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Particle Separator

Power, water, and controls for the separator

magnet have been installed in Area A. A new set of

maps of the separator magnetic field has been made.

Preliminary analysis of these maps indicates that

t.ie magnetic field center is shifted by i« 7,5 mm

from the geometric center of the separator box,

along the beam direction. A full analysis of these

maps and a reanalysis of previous data will be com-

pleted after several improvements in the analysis

code are made.

The Cockcroft-Walton hv generator has been test

run at 400 kV for several hours without problems.

An overcurrent protection circuit which provides

automatic shutdown of the OH when its output current

exceeds a specified value has been designed and

built. When tests on this module are completed,

the CW will be moved to Area A, installed, and

tested again.

The separator hv electrodes have been assembled,

installed, and aligned. The hv cable terminations

have been designed and are being fabricated. Braz-

ing of two of the three hv insulators is complete.

The separator vacuum box has been tested to

3 x 10" torr which is adequate for the hv tests.

All of the components which will carry SF, insulat-

ing gas have been pressure tested at 8.S atm.

Alpha-Particle Test

During the previous quarter a large amount of

et-particle data was taken on dipole magnet BM01.

During this quarter, particle trajectories were

calculated using field-map data with the program

MOTER. There were large discrepancies between the

calculation and measurements. Although some dif-

ferences can be attributed to alignment mistakes

which were found, the discrepancies are still out-

side of acceptable tolerances. The magnet is now

being prepared for alignment rechecks, and, if

necessary, for new field measurements.

Magnet-Setting Rate-Dependent Studies

Studies were made using the 6 coil in BM04 to

determine a setting procedure for the EPICS channel

magnets. The eddy-current decay-time constant was

found to be on the order of 20 at low fields. Based

on these measurements, a magnet-setting program was

written which takes care of magnet cycling and over-

shoots. Further studies showed the rates could be

set higher than expected from the B coil studies

while still maintaining good field reproducibility.

Quadrupole Magnet Mapping

Water and power have been supplied to the EPICS

quadrupole magnet EA-QM-01. Initial measurements of

this magnet have been made using the EPICS three-

dimensional quadrupole magnet mapper. The initial

performance of the mapper indicates that field-

measurement reproducibility of several parts in 10

or better are possible.

Alignment

During the past several months some preparations

have been made for the final alignment of the EPICS

channel magnets. These magnets must be installed to

within 0.5 mm of their intended positions in order

to avoid any degradation of the design resolution.

Alignment fixtures have been attached to the exterior

of the magnets. Small pins have been placed in the

pole faces to serve as a reference for the magnetic

field maps. Direct measurements have been made of

all distances between alignment fixtures and mapping

pins. All of the above data have been carefully

checked for self-consistency and reproducibility.

Variances between independent measurements are

*• 0.08 mm.

With this survey data it was possible to calcu-

late the positions of the mapping pins in the ef-

fective field boundary coordinate systems to an ac-

curacy of 0.12 mm for BM02 and 0.1 mm for BM03. It

was possible to calculate where the alignment fix-

tures should be positioned to an accuracy of 0.1S mm

(BM02) and 0.13 mm (BM03). If an accuracy of 127-

254 tun is assumed for final placement and survey of

these magnets, then all errors combined in quadra-

ture should be 0.25-0.40 mm. Similar results should

be obtained shortly for BM04. For BM01 some of the

above-mentioned surveys were not carried out, and

the accuracy of that alignment is in doubt.

EPICS PERT

The EPICS PERT network was revised several times

in order to represent more accurately the work re-

quired to complete the channel in time for beam turn-

on next spring. The delays experience in assembly

of 1P-BM-02 and 1P-BM-03 and the necessary rework to

adapt the other magnets to the new seal technique

were also added. The most recent update indicates
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that work on the channel is about one week behind

the target date for beam-on in Area A, while work on

the spectrometer is three weeks behind the scheduled

completion date of 1 October 1975.

EPICS Multipole Magnets

A design was adopted for three small multipole

correction magnets that will be used to trim the

channel optics. In particular, these magnets have

the ability to correct for the observed gradient

which appears in the bending magnet field at ex-

citations above 16 kG. In addition, stronger higher

order corrections can be made than are presently

possible with H windings. Two such magnets are

under construction at the Univ. of Colorado and the

third is being designed.

EPICS Fixed Collimator

The design of the EPICS front end has been re-

vised to simplify installation and maintenance,

improve shielding, and allow space for the new

multipole magnets. The early design for the fixed

collimator has been scrapped. Poor experience with

the Granville-Phillips valve caused us to eliminate

this item. The space vacated has been filled with

a larger water-cooled collimator which fills all the

space between the beam pipe and the target box.

This new collimator is built entirely from steel to

eliminate the difficulties with a tungsten-to-steel

vacuum joint observed earlier. The hole in the

collimator has been made "v 1.0 cm larger than the

beam in both directions. Calculations indicate that

this design minimizes slit-scattered background in

the beam and will allow modest misalignment without

cutting down the solid angle or increasing back-

ground. This new collimator will be fabricated by

the Univ. of Virginia users group.

EPICS Beam Line Component Rearrangement

In order to make room for the three new multi-

pole magnets, some changes in the beam line compo-

nents were required. The most significant change

is that the y jaws of the first four-jaw slit

(1P-4J-01) must be replaced with a small vacuum

pipe. In addition, four-jaw slit 1P-4J-O3 must be

moved to the location vacated when 1P-4J-05 was

given to the HRS group last year. Calculations

indicate that these modifications do not change the

slit-scattered background for any cases considered

to date.

In addition to the above, we have made provi-

sion for a small-y steering magnet to be placed

near 1P-4J-04 in order to allow modest misalignment

of the bending magnets upstream. A pump-out port

will be provided at the exit of 1P-BM-03 to allow

for an additional vacuum pump, if needed. The beam

line layout is now frozen and no more changes will

be permitted until the construction is complete.

High-Resolution Proton Spectrometer (HRS)

Beam Line C

The only remaining magnet to be installed in

Line C, LC-QM-12, is in the midst of a series of

measurement, chamfer, and shimming operations which

should reduce the various integral field-harmonic

contributions to <0.1% of the primary quadrupole

field. Magnet QM12 will be put into place and its

water, power, and controls will be installed and

checked out. Shimming operations will be done on

BM05 during the shutdown period. Other beam line

modifications, necessitated by changes in the switch-

yard, will also be carried out during the shutdown

period; the taut-wire system will be added, and the

beam line can then be considered in final form.

Although we have not yet demonstrated a "zero-

phase-space" beam with the strippers in the switch-

yard, we have obtained distributions which are

adequate for beam line tuning purposes. Figure VIII-l

shows an example of an on-line data plot (large

points) and Fermi-function fit to the data (dots)

for beam scanner LC-SZ-03 located about 10m down-

stream from a 50u x 50urad beam. The raw data are

in the upper plot and the corresponding linear piece-

wise derivative is shown in the lower figure. The

data are tabulated in the columns to the right, and

the peak centroid and first, second,and third

moments, etc., are printed in the lower figure in

units of 12.5 urn so that the peak is located at

3.272 cm (the beam pipe is 5 cm in diameter) and the

FWHM is 508 urn.

Magnet measurements on LC-BM-04, the 57° analyz-

ing magnet upstream of the Line C shield wall, are

essentially complete. Shimming in the uniform field

regions has given an effective field boundary having

the desired shape on the order of +_ 0.1 mm peak-to-

peak across the gap from 5-15 kG, Runs have also

been made to study the effect of Ht excitation on

the effective field boundary. Beam-running cycles
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until the accelerator shutdown will use reduced

beam currents and zero phase space to determine the

resolution of the line and, if possible, test beam

line optimization procedures.

Other progress made during this quarter in-

cluded redesign, fabrication, and checkout of the

NMR drive mechanism and control electronics. All

beam line NMRs will be converted during the next

quarter. Spectrometer NMRs will be converted on a

noninterference basis. In addition, a consider-

able amount of design work was accomplished on

Line C ISICS, the sliding-seal curtain-retractor

mechanism associated with the scattering chamber,

and the dc cable layout for the spectrometer.

Work was completed on the counting house and orders

for all of the racks, the console, and the electron-

ics were placed. Three IBM-729-VI surplus tape

drives have been received and installed as has the

PDP-11/45 data-acquisition computer.

Spectrometer Dipoles

The second 75° spectrometer dipolc, HS-BM-02,

which was disassembled and cleaned during tin. pre-

vious reporting period subsequent to finding shorts

in the upper H windings, is now in its final stages

of reassembly. Several improvements have been made

this quarter in a number of different areas that we

hope will finalize the design and thereby permit

rigging both dipoies in the spectrometer frame this

fiscal year.

The upper ten H -coils have been fabricated and

installed using a different method which virtually

eliminates any possibility of Ht shorts to the pole.

After preforming and fitting the conductors to their

respective pole slots they were deburrod, cleaned,
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primed, and painted with two ; .n coats of Plasticil

which is water resistant .is well as flexible. A

check for foreign matter and thin spots was made

arj they were touched up and allowed to dry. They

were then covered with fiberglass sleeving, given

another coat of epoxy resin, and allowed to dry. At

this point, the slots were carefully deburred,

cleaned, and filled with epoxy and the II -coils were

inserted so that they were completely immersed.

After allowing the epoxy to set, the filler strips

were fitted and the slot and strips were again

cleaned, with epoxy added prior to final insertion.

The resistance to ground of the final configuration
q

was measured to be 10 Q without water flow in the

coils.

In order to reduce the possibility of an ex-

ternal water leak resulting in a short, we have

eliminated the center water manifolds. The result-

ing system has only brazed joints over the body of

the magnet except at the entrance and exit mani-

folds where all connections are made away from the

magnet. As a result, any leak can be contained and

isolated from the body of the magnet.

In addition, since we were able to trace the

gap-height variations in the assembled magnet to

correlated variations in the thicknesses of the two

pole pieces, a hand-grinding operation on the two

pole surfaces was undertaken during this period.

Based on mechanical and field contour maps, a grid

of 585 points was laid out on each pole face surface

(y 5- x 10-cm mesh). The grinding operation then

consisted of removing, to as close a tolerance as

possible, the amount of material as specified by

the calculations about the grid point in such a way

as to blend into adjacent mesh points. Successive

iterations between measurement and grinding resulted

in the following distribution of differences |AY|

between the desired and measured gap-removal amounts:

Range

<|AY|

1 <|AY|

3 <|AY|

5 <|AY|

12 <|AY|

25 <lAYl

C m)

*S 1

< 3

=S 5

<12

<?25

<38

No. of Points

281

208

82

11

2

1

If these deviations are integrated through the

homogeneous field region at each radius, the result

implies a field uniformity of +_ 10 which is con-

sistent with the design resolution of the spectrom-

eter system. Although it is too early to state

whether we can actually reassemble and mount the

magnets and obtain this kind of gap-height uniform-

ity in the final system, we believe that this is a

valid method applicable to the design of other high-

resolution systems which, in many instances, will be

much less expensive than other possible alternatives.

Other modifications which were carried out during

this period include the welding of the pole-end tips

onto the main pole piece and provision for the addi-

tion of pole-face shims and antiscattering fixtures

to the entrance and exit of each dipole.



IX. RESEARCH

General Experimental Activity-

Secondary Beam Profile Monitor

The beam profile monitor is now in routine use

on Exp. 99. The instantaneous visual presentation

provided by the monitor has considerably simplified

the set-up and study of the beam. It also provides

a continuous monitor of the beam steering and spot

shape. A photograph of a profile display obtained

recently in the high-energy physics-west (P -west)

is shown in Fig. IX-1. Each major division of the

oscilloscope graticule corresponds to 13 mm in space.

The beam intensity is ̂  2 x 10 particles/s (aver-

age) . The chamber is running at 2500 V with a 70-

30% mixture of argon and carbon dioxide.

Development has started of a similar chamber

system which is separated from its electronics by a

3-m umbilical that allows the profile monitor to be

placed close to targets or in restricted spots.

Programming for Experiments

The off-line analysis program for Exp. 96 was

modified to include both the upper and lower scat-

tering chambers and scintillation counters. Histo-

grams of target positions, slope, and lab angle

were produced using recent data. A program was de-

veloped to plot various scalar ratios vs run numbers.

The TRANSPORT code for the 7600 was converted

for use on the 6600 under the KRONOS operating sys-

tem. Several smaller codes were converted from

SCOPE to KRONOS.

A computing section was written for the users

handbook telling what general-purpose computing

systems and software are available at LAMPF, how to

Fig. IX-1. Secondary beam profile monitor.

choose a system for a particular job, how to set up

simple FORTRAN jobs, and how to submit jobs through

the remote batch or keyboard terminals.

Experiments

Experiment Preparation

Lepton Conservation Law (Exp. 31)

(Yale Univ., LASL, Saclay, NRC of Canada)

Preliminary testing of the 1000-kg water Cer-

enkov counter has been completed, and final assembly

is now taking place; 48 of the 96 phototubes have

been installed and will be tested shortly. The

computer-run light-emitting diode-phototube calibra-

tion system is complete and has been tested. Four

of the 60-cm x 255-cm x 2.5-cm scintillation coun-

ters for the cosmic-ray anticoincidence system have

been installed under the Cerenkov counter and are

being tested in place. By November 15 we hope to

have all 96 phototubes on the Csrenkov counter and

to have four more scintillation counters installed

above the Cerenkov counter. Detailed measurements

of accelerator-associated neutron backgrounds could

then be made during the December run. The water

from the X01 magnet system will be filtered a sec-

ond time before it enters the Cerenkov counter.

This will be accomplished by installing a "polish-

ing" unit at the X01 outlet in the biomedical area,

and piping the water from there to the neutrino

house. The water, once in the counter, will be

circulated through a particulate filter.

Gamma Spectra from Pion-and Proton-

Induced Reactions (Exp. 62/121)

(Utah State Univ., Univ. Texas, LASL,

Florida State Univ., Coll. of William and

Mary, ANL)

Extensive preparations for the November-Decem-

ber run are under way at Argonne; perhaps of most

importance is a new beam-monitoring method. Local-

ly, the pulse-height analyzers and paper-tape

punches have been fixed and tested. Preparations

are under way to plot data immediately after each

run with the help of the PDP-11 in the low-energy

physics (LEP) counting house, a crucial conven-

ience we sorely missed in June.

Minor mechanical modifications to the dewar

and shield of one of the GeLi detectors are com-

plete.
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P-P Elastic Scattering (Exp. 132/160)

(LASL, VPI, Univ. of Pennsylvania, State

Univ. of* New York at Geneseo, Texas ASM

Univ.)

We are now in the final stage of assembly for

our detectors and the carbon polarimeter in prepara-

tion for mounting the system in the external proton

beam (EPB) for preliminary runs during November and

December 1974.

Our main objectives, in addition to testing all

components and the data-acquisition program, are

threefold:

1} To test the momentum resolution of our

magnetic spectrometer.

2) To verify that a momentum cut by the mag-

netic spectrometer is equivalent to the

coplanarity cut for rejecting quasi-

elastic p-p scattering contributions.

3) To evaluate the performance of our polari-

meter under realistic operating conditions,

especially with respect to the selection

of the range of scattering angles for the

p-C scattering.

There has been little progress on the polarized

target this quarter.

Production Cross Sections of Multiply

Charged Fragments from Light Nuclei

(Exp. 179)

(LASL, Calif. Inst. of Tech., Univ. of

'jew Mexico, Washington State, Munich

Tech. Univ.)

Work is proceeding on the heavy ion secondary

emission-time pick-off system. The design of the

isochronous electron acceleration and transport

channel has been improved. A prototype magnet has

been constructed. The engineering design of the

electrostatic accelerating structure is under way.

The channel-plate electron detectors and two of

four silicon heavy ion detectors have arrived. The

intrinsic time resolution of the TOF electronics

has been measured to be 8 ps. The test chamber is

complete, except for installation of a vacuum pump.

Tests and Data Runs of Experiments

Pion Total Cross Sections (Exp. 2)

(Univ. of Montana, Univ. of Washington,

New Mexico State, LASL, Univ. of Basel,

Stanford Univ.)

The initial run of this experiment took place

during April and May. Measurements of total cross

sections for both TT and IT" were made on various

nuclei, ranging from He to Pb, at energies

between 30 and 200 MeV. Data were taken simulta-

neously, both with wire proportional chambers and

with an array of transmission counters. The inter-

nal consistency of the data has been studied exten-

sively. Programs have been written to correct for

accidental counts, counter efficiencies, pion ab-

sorption, pion-decay-rate effects, coulomb scatter-

ing, and coulomb-nuclear interference, statistical

correlations in the data, and other effects. Plans

for the next run are also being made for modifica-

tions of the experimental apparatus and the tech-

niques used.

p.p Spin-Correlation Experiments (Exp. 27)

(Case Western Reserve Univ., Univ. of

Southern California, LASL, Univ. of Idaho)

Measurenents of differential cross sections

for elastic scattering of protons by protons have

been made at incident beam energies of 647 and 800

MeV. Multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) detec-

ted the scattered and recoil protons in coincidence

over the laboratory angular range from 10 to 40°.

The data will be reduced to yield cross sections at

^ 2 intervals over this range. Polyethylene foils

from 3.5 to 18.7 mg/cm served as targets and back-

grounds were measured by thin carbon foils of

equivalent thickness. The beam intensity was moni-

tored by a Faraday cup and an ion chamber. Prelim-

inary analysis indicates that absolute cross sec-

tions have been determined to better than ±5%. We

expect the final analysis will reduce the uncer-

tainties to ^ ±3%.

Pion-Beta Decay (Exp. 32)

(LASL, Temple Univ.)

The calibration of the it detector has been

completed. The IT detector consists of two y-ray

detectors, each consisting of a charged-particle

veto counter, a lead converter plate, trigger

counters, MWPC planes, and lead-glass shower coun-

ters. Since this detector requires the gamma rays

to interact in the lead converter plates, its effi-

ciency is the product of its geometrical acceptance

and the probability of the gamma rays interacting

and their showers being detected. The calibration
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has made using the I'eaction TT~ + p •* TT n. To allow

snore efficient measurement of the detection proba-

bility, data were recorded for events having a neu-

tron of the appropriate kinematics to indicate a IT

t>f the desired direction and energy and signals from

the lead-glass counters in either half of the detec-

tor, in addition, to simplify the geometry calcula-

tions and directly measure the gamma-ray conversion

probability, lead frames were installed to limit the

detector area to that of the lead y-ray converters.

I'he neutral pion was detected and completely ana-

lyzed in enough events to provide an efficiency

calibration to the 3% level.

After completion of the calibration runs, the

vacuum chamber was installed to look for the reac-

tion signal anu background sources in the reactions
, , + G + - 0 - _

under study IT ->TT + e + \) or IT •*• TT + e + v .y e e

A variety of P" output tunes were tried in an effort

to minimize beam interaction with the collimator

while at the same time optimizing beam flux. Both

it and IT" beams were studied.

With a reasonably loose trigger, the trigger

rate was "v 100 times the expected TT-B decay rate.

Cuts on y-ray energy, coplanarity, timing, and

cosmic-ray vetoes eliminate most of the background.

Singles rates in the counters contained a high

fraction of real charged particles. Some came from

the rear flange and window. The last runs utilized

a configuration of the MWPC designed to locate the

source of charged particles. These tapes are being

analyzed at Temple Univ. The bulk of the charged

particles appears to come from either the collimator

or the decay region itself, possibly from IT _ events.

In order to run this experiment at 300 uA, the

charged-particle background from the collimator

must be reduced considerably.

Elastic Scattering of TT from Deuterium

(Exp. 34)

(Univ. Virginia, LASL)

Since the middle of the summer we have been

collecting data on TT -d elastic scattering at four

pion-incident momenta: 350 MeV/c, 450 MeV/c, 540

MeV/c, and 630 MeV/c. The differential cross sec-

tion has been measured at angles ranging from 30

to 120° in the laboratory, with data taken typically

at 10° intervals in 4° bins. The statistical accu-

racy ranges from 5 to 20%, with the lowest accuracy

occurring at the larger angles at 630 MeV/c incident

momentum.

The apparatus consists of a magnetic spectrom-

eter to measure the momentum and angle of the scat-

tered pion and a deuteron recoil spectrometer that

measures the angle of the recoil deuteron and iden-

tifies it with ar. E-AE system. The targets have

consisted of various thicknesses of CD and D,0, so

that background from carbon or oxygen is present.

This has been measured by taking data with CH~ and

H20 targets. To serve as an absolute calibration of

the apparatus, background measurements were also

made on ir-p scattering. Relative monitoring is pro-

vided by an ionization chamber and a nuclear-scat-

tering monitor which are consistent with 1-2%.

Helical-wire proportional chambers are used for

measurement of particle trajectories and have per-

formed to our expectations (giving a resolution of

the order of 1 mm). Consequently, the accuracy of

the trajectory measurements is limited by multiple

scattering and background.

Cross sections are not available yet since off-

line computer analysis of the data is required. A

number of corrections must be made, the most signi-

ficant being corrections for pion decay in the

spectrometer, for deuteron break-up in the E-AE sys-

tem, and for chamber inefficiencies. Data-taking

is nearly complete. Data are yet to be taken at a

pion angle of 155° at all four momenta. In addition,

we will make some measurements of deuteron break-up

cross sections at various energies.

Low-Field Muonium (Exp. 37)

(Yale Univ., LASL, Univ. of Heidelberg,

Univ. of Bern, Univ. of Wyoming)

The low-field part of Exp. 37 is a high-preci-

sion measurement of the hyperfine structure interval

Av in the ground state of the muonium atom (u e~).

Muonium resonance lines were observed in two low-

pressure krypton runs using the separated-oscillat-

ing-fields method at 1.8 and 5.1 atm. These data

were taken during the run cycles of August 10-19

and August 25 - September 2 and represent about

220 h of beam time.

Because of the necessity of extrapolating the

data to zero gas density, it is desirable to take

data at as low a target gas pressure as possible,

and the 1.8-atm krypton run represents the lowest
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pressure to date at which muonium resonance curves

have been observed.

Extrapolating these two low-pressure points to

zero gas density, the following results were ob-

tained: Av(o) = 4463.29835i().00253 MHz (0.57 ppm) .

When these two points are combined with earlier,

higher pressure krypton data and fitted to a func-

tion of the form

Av(P) = Av(o) [1 + aP + bP2],

the following extrapolated value is obtained:

Av(o) = 4463.30090 ± 0.00204 MHz (0.46 ppm).

While this represents the most precise measurement

of the muonium hyperfine structure interval in

krypton to date, our goal is to achieve 0.2 ppm.

In addition to the work with the separated

oscillating fields method, two run cycles (Septem-

ber 8-11 and October 25-29) were spent observing

resonance curves from "old rauonium," that is,

muonium atoms whose decay positrons were gated be-

tween 3 and 6 us. This technique has the advantage

of narrowing the Lorentzian line shape, and, in

fact, produces lines two to three times narrower

than the standard method of observing inuonium.

The target gas used for the first "old muonium"

run was 5.1 atm of krypton,"and for the second run

was 2.3 atm of krypton. To date, only preliminary

analysis has been completed on these runs, and the

results indicate this method to be a useful, inde-

pendent measurement of Av and a check against the

systematic errors of the separated oscillating

fields method.

Neutron Spectrum and Neutron Scattering

(Exp. 56/125)

(Texas ASM Univ., Univ. of New Mexico,

LASL, Univ. of Texas)

The major activities this quarter were con-

cerned with two 800-MeV runs which represented con-

tinuation of Exps. 56 and 125. In preparation for

these runs, improvements were made in the LH

scattering target and in our on-line and off-line

data-handling programs. Data analysis has continued

on results obtained earlier; these are noted below.

Three papers " were presented at the Conference on

Few Body Interactions in Quebec in late August of

this year.

647-MeV Neutron Spectra at 0° (Exp. 56). We

have obtained data on neutron spectra produced by

proton bombardment of .deuterium, beryllium, carbon,

and aluminum at 0 neutron angle and incident ener-

gies of 647 and 800 MeV. Preliminary analysis of

the data at 647 MeV has been accomplished. The raw

relative spectra for four cases are shown in Fig.

IX-2 at 647-MeV incident energy. Corrections have

not yet been made for variations in the n-p charge-

exchange differential cross section as a function of
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IX-2. Raw neutron spectra from proton bombard-
ment of D2, Be, C, and M at 0° neutron
angle and 647-MeV incident energy.
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energy or for nonelastic effects in the LH, scatter-

ing target. The spectra are normalized to the same

relative scale. The comparison shows that of these,

deuterium has the cleanest high-energy peak and is

relatively intense. Beryllium, which may be con-

sidered to be two alpha particles and one neutron,

shoivs high peak intensity, but with more low-energy

neutrons than deuterium. The peak from carbon is

much reduced compared to beryllium, as befits a

structure which has properties of three alpha

particles. In the aluminum spectrum, a shoulder

appears below the peak; we speculate that this may

be associated with excitation of the giant quadru-
4

pole resonance in the residual nucleus.

The peak differential cross section for the

process p + d •*• n, 0° at 647-MeV incident energy, is

estimated to be 16 mg/sr. In the vicinity of the

LH- scattering target the radius of the neutron beam

is ̂ 2 ctm at 0.10 of maximum intensity. The corre-

sponding neutron beam intensity is 4 x 10 /s-pA. At

800 MeV the peak production cross section from deu-

terium appears to be 40% greater.

Preliminary Results Concerning the Process

n + p » tr We have recently analyzed neu-

tron spectra obtained from the reaction p + p ->

n + p + IT* for 0° neutron angle and incident energy

of 766 MeV. Neutrons were detected, as in the pre-

ceding section, by measuring the momenta of proton

recoils induced by n-p charge-exchange scattering.

Systematic errors will arise because of the energy

- 5
g
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Fig. IX-3. Raw neutron spectrum from the process
p + p •+ n + p + TT+ at 0° neutron angle
and 766-MeV incident energy.

dependence of the n-p charge-exchange cross section

and from recoil protons generated in pion-production

processes in the LH2 target. Firm corrections for

these effects have yet to be made. Figure IX-3

shows the raw uncorrected neutron-spectrum data on

an arbitrary scale. The solid curve in relation to

the right-hand scale provides values of invariant

mass for the residual p-ir pair. At the peak of the

spectrum the invariant mass is near 1210 MeV, rather

close to that of the A(1236). The dashed curve shows

calculations of Stephenson, Gibson, and Gibbs of

group T-5, which reproduce well the qualitative

aspects of the spectrum. Other comments on this

process appear below in the report on Exp. 124.

Preliminary Results on N-P Charge-Exchange

Scattering at 800 and 647 MeV. In the past quarter,

progress has been made on measurement of the n-p

elastic-scattering cross section in the charge-

exchange region at 800 and 647 MeV. On August 14

and 15 additional data were taken at 800 MeV for

9la)} between 0° and 56° in 4° steps.

Significant progress has been made in the com-

puter analysis of existing n-p cross-section data

at 647 MeV for proton recoils in the range 0° to 4°

(lab). The detection of deuterons from the reaction

n + p •* 7T° + d along with the charge-exchange pro-

tons provides a convenient basis for an absolute

normalization of the n-p cross section, good to

"v 7%. Data were obtained from independent runs at

a laboratory scattering angle of 0° for six differ-

ent magnet currents. The results are shown in Fig.

IX-4. The error bars are statistical and do not

include a 7% normalization uncertainty. A background

subtraction has been made for protons and deuterons

observed when the liquid hydrogen target was empty.

There is considerable disagreement between

previous cross-section measurements in the neigh-

borhood of 650 MeV, some of which are shown in the

figure. The Dubna values at 630 MeV are higher

than the recent PPA values at 647 MeV, while meas-
Q

urements at Saclay at ̂  645 MeV fall somewhere in

between. The disagreement is well beyond the nor-

malization uncertainty assigned to each experiment.

Our cross sections fall between the PPA values

and the Dubna values, and fall on the lower edge of
q

the error band of the LLL phase-shift analysis

which was based on the Dubna data. In the cm.

region 172-176 they appear to be in agreement with
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Fig. IX-4. Preliminary data for extreme back-angle
n-p scattering near 647 MeV.

a parameterization of the Saclay results, but near

180° our values are somewhat higher.

Chemical Effects in the Capture of Nega-

tive Muons (Exp. 60)

(LASL, Princeton Univ., Munich Tech.

Univ., SIN)

Experiments carried out at the stopped muon

channel (SMC) since June included the following

targets: water (liquid and solid), carbon (hexa-

gonal and tetrahedral), boron nitride (hexagonal

and tetrahedral), para-chloronitrobenzene and para-

nitrotoluene, alkaline-halide salts, and the oxides

V-0-, V_05, CaO, Cr,0,. Much of the data has been

analyzed to some degree, and preliminary results

are discussed below.

The series water vs ice and the graphitic vs

diamond-like forms of carbon and boron nitride

dealt with the effects of physical structure. It

appears that spectral differences outside of statis-

tical error exist for water vs ice: the K line is

relatively stronger in water, but all other meas-

ured K and L lines are relatively stronger in ice.

The carbon data are in the process of being analyzed.

The boron nitride data show a relatively stronger

B-K line in the graphitic form and a relatively

stronger N-K line in the diamond-like structure.

The ratios of captures by boron relative to nitro-

gen are 0.28 and C.24 for the graphitic and diamond-

like structures, respectively. These capture ratios

are to be compared with the (incorrectly applied)

Fermi-Teller Z-law value of 0,71.

Preliminary results for the alkaline-halide

salt targets indicate a decrease in the rate of cap-

ture by the cation relative to the anion when going

from a solid target to an aqueous solution; however,

there is no noticeable concentration effect over

moderate concentrations. The results are what one

expects on the basis of the shielding effect provid-

ed by the surrounding oxygen atoms from the water

molecules. Further details, such as the influence

of the type of anion on the relative capture by

cation to that by oxygen, are being analyzed.

Upon comparison of the results for V 0 and

V-0,., we find the relative capture by vanadium to

that by oxygen to be 'v 20% higher in the valence-5

case (V2°r) tnan *-n tne valence-3 case. The other

oxides have yet to be analyzed.

Plans for the remainder of the calendar year

include the folio, ing targets: several oxides in-

cluding V.O., gold-silver alloys of three different

mixtures, at least two amino acids, and an organic

calcium complex.

Development of Pion Beam-Monitoring

Techniques (Exp. 67)

(LASL, BNL, ANL, Carnegie-Mellon Univ.)

The data-taking for the first phase of this

experiment is nearing completion. This involved the

measurement of the absolute cross section of the

C(if,ir~n) C monitor reaction over the useful en-

ergy range of the P channel (100 to 550 MeV with

the ir~ beam and 100 to 470 MeV with the IT* beam) and

over the low-energy range of the LEP channel (50- to

220-MeV TT and ir"). A three-eliment scintillation

counter telescope feeding into fast MECL III dis-

criminators, sealers, and logic circuits was used to

count the particle flux passing through thin (3-mm-

thick) plastic scintillator target disks. The re-

solving time of the system was 6.5 ns (FW»4 of delay

curves). After a 20- to 30-min irradiation the

target disk would be rushed to the LAMPF Nuclear
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Fig. IX-5. Preliminary cross sections for the

C ->• C reaction. Each point repre-
sents the average of two or more meas-
urements, made on either the P* or LEP
channel.

Chemistry Laboratory where it would be coupled to a

phototube, positioned against a Nal(Tl) scintilla-

tor; and the absolute activity of the induced C

would be determined by S-Y coincidence counting. At

least duplicate measurements were made at each pion

energy; one irradiation generally was made at a high

particle rate (̂ 2-3 x 10 /s) and one at a low rate

(<105/s). Beam contamination (electrons, muons,

and protons) was determined either by a TOF measure-

ment employing a midchannel scintillator in conjunc-

tion with the triple coincidences from our counter

telescope or by a dE/dx measurement with a single,

thick plastic scintillator at our target location.

A plot of our preliminary data is shown in

Fig. IX-5. The 12C 5 n c excitation function is

in good agreement with the earlier work of Reeder

and Markowitz,10 while the 12C 3 H C excitation

function is substantially lower than most previously

determined values. The peaks of the 3-3 resonance

appear at distinctly different pion energies, "V190

MeV for IT" and ̂  160 MeV for TT . The much-discussed

ratio of the cross sections OTT'/OTT at the pion-

nucleon 3-3 resonance appears to have a value of

M . 5 , between the oft-quoted ratio of 1.0 deter-

mined by Chivers et al. and tne free-nucleon ratio

of 3.0, but in agreement with the ratio calculated

by Sternheim and Silbar. A crossing over of the

two excitation functions appears to occur between

50 and 100 MeV. Cross-section values are currently

being more accurately corrected for systematic er-

rors and the uncertainties involved are being eval-

uated.

The second phase of Exp. 67 has commenced and

it involves the measurement of the Al •+ F cross

sections relative to the C -*• 11C cross sections.

Since 18,,F has a relatively long half-life of 1.83 h

compared to 20.4-min C, and s'ince our preliminary

measurements to date indicate that the excitation

function for the Al •* F reaction exhibits a

broad maximum over the 3-3 resonance, this reaction

will serve as a good pion beam monitor.

Elastic-Scattering Amplitude of Pions from

Nuclei (Exp. 80)

(Rice Univ., Univ. of Houston, LASL,

Columbia Scientific Lab., Washington

Univ., M. D. Anderson Hospital

Experiment 80 determines the real and imaginary

parts of the elastic-scattering amplitude of pions

from nuclei. At small angles (<10°) the nuclear

and coulomb terms of the elastic-scattering ampli-

tude interfere. The magnitude of the interference

is proportional to the ratio of the real (Ref ) to

imaginary (Imfg) parts of the ir~ nucleus-scattering

amplitude. Imf can be obtained from the total

cross section via the optical theorem which allows

the real part of the amplitude to be inferred.

Phase one of Exp. 80 has been completed. Data

on v* scattering from Ca, Pb, and C at ener-

gies from 100-220 MeV on the P beam have been taken

and are in final analysis. Figure IX-6 shows the

experimental setup. The -Incoming particle angle

and position are measured by the two multistrip

scintillation counters (MSSC). The magnetic spec-

trometer consisting of six 2-D MWPC, Ames-C magnet,

and 30D40 magnet was used to measure momentum and

angle of the scattered particles. The momentum

resolution of the spectrometer was 1.3% FWHM; the

P beam has a momentum spread Ap/p = 2% FWHM. The

scattering angle is determined with a resolution of

0.2S° FWHM. The spectrometer's effective solid

angle allowed the measurement of angular distribu-

tions with a width of 5°. Thus a complete angular

distribution from 5°-24° typically required four

spectrometer settings (7, 12, 1? and 22°).
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" TARGET

LB-HP-05

LB-BM-05

P I * CA40 ISO MEV

TITANIUM WINDOWS

HAVAR EXIT WINDOW

-FRONT COUNTERS

BACK
COUNTERS

Fig. IX-6. Setup for Exp. 80. (P,-P6 are two-
dimensional MWPCs; T is the scattering
target; S, and S~ are fast plastic
scintillators (NE-102) which are used
as a fast trigger for the MWPC readout
logic. The MSSC consist of fifteen
0.3-cm-wide scintillation strips in x
and y; they are used to define the in-
coming pion trajectory.)

40,
Figure IX-7 is an angular distribution of IT -

Ca scattering at a pion kinetic energy of 190 MeV.

The differential cross section da/dJ2 is in arbi-

trary units because final calculations for the sol-

id angle and purity have not been completed. The

Imf was determined by measuring the total cross

sections for TT+- Ca and IT+-C over the same energy

range. Analysis of the small-angle data is con-

tinuing, with completion and publication expected

in the near future.

10

10

10

II

10 20
LAB ANGLE I N DEGREES

30

Fig. IX-7. Preliminary results of IT - Ca elastic
scattering at 190 MeV.

Study of Neutron-Proton and Proton-Proton

Coincidence Spectra from the P + D •»

N + P + P Reaction (Exp. 81)

(Rice Univ., Univ. of Houston, LASL,

Columbia Scientific Lab., Washington

Univ., M. D. Anderson Hospital, N'SF)

Measurement of n-p and p-p coincidence spectra

from proton-induced deuteron break-up will yield

valuable information on the mechanisms for nuclear

reactions with three particles in the final state.

Both the final state interaction (FSI) and the quasi-

free scattering (QFS) processes were studied. The

same experimental setup was also used to study the

pion-production reaction p + p + n + n + TT.

The experimental arrangement consisted of a

liquid hydrogen target placed in the EPB line. Data

were taken with a magnetic spectrometer arm in coin-

cidence with a TOF arm. The proton trajectories

were determined by MWPC. A neutron counter was

placed behind the TOF arm. The neutron counter was

in coincidence with the spectrometer arm. The p-n

and p-p coincidence spectra were measured simul-

taneous ly.
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TABLE IX-I

ANGLE PAIRS FOR P + D •+ N + P

QRS

e2

30

34

40

44

48

52

32

30

25

+ P DATA RUNS

FSI

91

_E

28

36

44

52

60

e29p,n

82.0

66.5

54.0

42.8

32.0

Because of the relatively low duty factor of

the LAMPF proton beam, the August runs were intended

to be an exploratory experiment to identify prob-

lems and assess the feasibility of the technique.

Considerably more was accomplished. The low duty

factor did result in such severe accidental prob-

lems that the proton beam had to be reduced to 5 pA.

Furthermore, pile-up rejection circuitry was needed

to eliminate double tracks within the 200-ns live-

time of the MWPCs. Within these limitations, ade-

quate count rates could be achieved and data were

accumulated for the angle pairs shown in Table IX-I.

Thus the QFS and FSI experiments at 800 MeV have

been completed and analyses of the data are under

way. Preliminary results show a strong FSI peak.

A short series ofp + p + n + n + ir runs demon-

strated the feasibility of this experiment with the

present equipment.

Counter Experiments in the Thin Target

Area (Exp. 86)

(Texas ASM Univ., ORNL, BNL, LBL, LASL)

Double differential cross sections gggjy have

been measured for helium, lithium, beryllium, and

boron nuclides produced in the interaction of 800-

MeV protons with a 3.5-mg/cm self-supporting ura-

nium target (made at LBL) in the Line A Thin Target

Area (TTA), which is located in the proton switch-

yard. Individual nuclides were identified by means

of energy loss and total energy measurements in

silicon detector telescopes located in evacuated

detector boxes 4.6 m from the target. The

multiparameter data were stored event by event on

magnetic tape, and subsequent off-line processing of

the data resulted in adequate particle identification.

Preliminary results indicate that the energy

spectra of helium-boron fragments peak at somewhat

higher kinetic energies and fall off more steeply

above the peak than earlier results from comparable

experiments at 5 GeV at Berkeley. Angular distribu-

tions and production cross sections will be obtained

from the data.

Additional equipment will be installed in Novem-

ber to provide the capability of measuring the flight

times of nuclear fragments over a 25-cm flight path.

This will allow energy distributions to be measured

to lower energies and thus unique particle identifi-

cation for nuclear fragments heavier than boron will

be possible.

Low-Energy trp Elastic Scattering (Exp. 96)

(LASL, Arizona State Univ.)

The summer data run of Exp. 96 has been com-

pleted. The LEP channel was used from the end of

July to mid-October (except for one cycle in August)

to accumulate elastic wp scattering data at 30, 40,

50, and 70 MeV. Over 10 000 events of interest were

accumulated at each energy and polarity. Figure

IX-8 shows a schematic of the apparatus which was

used. The scattering system consisted of an up-down

symmetrical arrangement of detectors which viewed

events which came from the region of the H2 target.

Both the up and down scattering systems contained

three MWPCs with wire spacing of 2.0 mm and nine

scintillation counters (SCINT) arranged into three

groups each with two energy-loss counters and a

total energy counter. An incoming beam particle

Cm3orf'"" I* Sea"»""a »y»'«m d*Dicay mwlfor-J

SCINT

Fig. IX-8. irp elastic-scattering experimental set-
up.
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was signalled by a 0.4-mm-thick scintillation coun-

ter(B). Halo counters(H) eliminated those particles

which were outside of the main beam.

The decay monitor consisted of three MWPCs and

a total-energy scintillation counter. A counter

directly behind the energy counter eliminated those

particles which were not stopped by the total energy

counter. This system measured the number of v •* yv

decays which came from a vacuum tank drift region at

the end of the LEP channel. The composition monitor

consisted of three energy-loss scintillation coun-

ters. It measured the number of pions, muons, and

electrons in the beam.

Hvents of interest were recorded on magnetic

tape when a particle satisfied a 2/3 chamber plane

requirement in each of two orthogonal MWPC planes,

a 3/3 (sometimes 2/3) scintillation counter require-

ment (two energy loss counters and a total energy

counter), and a beam counter but no beam halo re-

quirement. Chamber information, counter pulse

heights, and register information were recorded on

every taped event. All chamber, counter, channel

setting, and target parameter voltages were recorded

on tape every 10 min; all sealers were put on tape

every 10 s; and beam composition and pion-intensity

monitoring was interspersed with normal logic events

at a rate of approximately one monitor count to every

10 scatter-type events.

All equipment, with the exception of the H,

target, gave excellent reliability. The H^ target

was run typically at ̂  1.5 atro of pressure and at

temperatures between 20°K and 30°K. The improved

H2 target flask, of approximately elliptical cross

section of 8 cm x 14 cm, greatly reduced the number

of background events from the side walls compared

to what was seen by a smaller flask (see LA-5580-PR,

Quarterly Report on the Medium-Energy Physics Pro-

gram for the Period Ending January 31, 1974). The

MWPCs amplifier and encoder systems, once debugged,

worked quite well. The scintillation counters and

LEP channel proved to be almost trouble free.

Currently, the analysis program is being de-

veloped. The data look good. The agreement between

the two systems for beam monitoring is good, and all

aspects of the pion flux decay monitor are being

scrutinized for eventual sole use at higher beam

intensities.

Fig. IX-9. Profile of v pions (of 240-MeV momen-
tum) scattered from a polystyrene target.

The tr~ + p ->• TT~ • IT + n (Exp. 99)

Colorado Coll., Univ. Virginia, LASL,

Univ. Wyoming

At the beginning of this quarter tests of the

spectrometer using an Am a source were performed.

With a 1-mm-high source a resolution of 0.17% was

obtained. The effects of detector placement and

slit setting were observed as well, to be compared

with similar data taken with a real pion beam and

target.

Experiment 99 is now installed and running.

Shakedown and calibration of the equipment using a

solid target is nearly complete. We plan to install

the liquid H2 target and begin data-taking early in

November. We are currently waiting on the construc-

tion of an iron shield house on the magnet.

The spectrometer and detector system have per-

formed as expected. A profile of positive pions

(of 240-MeV/c momentum) scattered from a polysty-

rene target is shown in Fig. IX-9. The two peaks

are due to pions elastically scattered from carbon

and from hydrogen at 37°. In this case the resolu-

tion is dominated by the momentum acceptance of the

pion channel, and contributed to by the vertical

spot size. (The ninth detector is not operating in

this picture.) A series of profiles of this genre

has been recorded for various settings of the en-

trance slits and with several adjustments of the

P channel. Calibrations of beam monitors and time-

of-flight studies of beaa> compositions are being

done concurrently with the spectrometer tests.
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Spallation-Yield Distributions from Pion

Interactions with Complex Nuclei (Exp. 103)

(BNL, LASL)

This experiment is a study of pion-nucleus reac-

tions through measurements of the yields of radio-

active products resulting from IT and IT" bombard-

ments of copper, niobium, and higher Z target ele-

ments. Despite the low pion beam intensities avail-

able, a few preliminary irradiations of copper tar-

gets O 1.5 g/cm ) with 190-MeV ir and 7r" beams

from the P channel have been obtained. The forma-

tion cross sections for numerous high-yield spalla-

tion products were measured by Ge(Li) y-spectrometry

techniques. Crc i-section values are put on an abso-

lute basis by comparison with the pion beam monitors,
12C 5" n c or 27A1 5" 1 8 F , as determined absolutely

in Exp. 67.

Two proton bombardments of copper and niobium

have been performed for direct comparison of proton-

induced spallation product yields with those induced

by pions. The incident proton energy was chosen to

be 349 MeV, approximately the sum of the pion kinet-

ic and rest mass energies. Preliminary results in-

dicate that the yields of all 19 y-emitting products

from the 190-MeV ir+ bombardment are higher than

those from the 349-MeV proton irradiation.

Yields of the residual products from the reac-

tions Cu + TT+ (200 MeV) and Cu + p (340 MeV) have

also been calculated through the use of the VEGAS

intranuclear cascade plus evaporation codes. Calcu-

lated yields are in fair agreement with the prelim-

inary ir experimental results and with the proton

results. A much more comprehensive study of these

complex pion-nucleus reactions will be carried out

when substantially higher pion beam intensities be-

come available.

Nuclear Spectroscopy Studies of Proton-

Induced Spallation Products (Exp. 105)

(Idaho National Engineering Lab., LASL)

A number of short-lived neutron-deficient nu-

clides, some of which are rather far from B-

stability, have been produced for off-line study by

means of spallation reactions induced by high-energy

(500-800 MeV) proton bombardment of heavy element

targets. Some of the bombardments have been carried

out using a target facility ahead of the Line A beam

stop in the switchyard; others have been made at a

target station installed in front of the Line B beam

stop. Average beam currents as high as 30 yA have

been utilized in the Line A bombardments, but the

maximum intensity available thus far at the Line B

station is ^ 1 uA. Integrated target exposures

have ranged up to 20 uA-h. The targets most common-

ly used have been tantalum or praseodymium metal

foils, 200-300 mg/cm2.

The bombarded targets are either transported to

LASL Group CNC-11 or are shipped by air to a team

at Idaho Falls. Specific nuclides are then isolated

for study through a combination of chemical purifi-

cation and isotope separation procedures, "sable

quantities of over 100 isotopes are typically pro-

duced in a single bombardment, the production cross

sections for individual species being in the range

of 1-100 mb.

Most of the species selected thus far for

spectroscopic studies are barium, lanthanum, and

cerium nuclei in the mass region A = 128-137, and

gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, and erbium nuclei

with A = 146-158. In these regions, the nuclear

equilibrium shape is changing from spherical to

deformed, and the nuclear coupling scheme is not

yet well-defined. Detailed analysis of the numer-

ous high-resolution 0- and y-ray spectra that we

have recorded should lead to an improved under-

standing of these transitional nuclei. In our work

to date, many new energy levels have been found.

For example, in Gd five new energy levels have

been established and seven of the previously pro-

posed levels have been shown not to exist.

Emphasis has been placed on the determination

of total decay energy (Q.) values, which yield nu-

clidic masses. Work on "58Er(2.4 days) •*• 158Ho and
128Ba(2.4 days) -»• 128Cs(4 min) + 128Xe is essen-

158
tially complete. In the case of Er decay, we

have established that Qg is >300 keV less than the

literature value. Also, no evidence can be found

for 8 emission, in conflict with previous reports
128

from the USSR. For Ba, we measured for the

first time values of Qg. The mean value is ̂ 370

keV less than the semiempirical estimate of Wapstra

and Gove,

Other results include the observation, for the

first time, of weak 6+ emission from Ce(9 h),
153Tb(2.4 days), and 1568Tb(S.l days), all of which
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decay predominantly by electron capture. An impor-

tant consequence of these observations is that

experiments can now be devised to determine the Qg

values.

Search for New Neutron-Rich Nuclides

Produced by Fast Neutrons (Exp. Ill)

(Texas ASM, Baylor Univ., Univ. Oklahoma)

It is difficult to produce neutron-rich nuclei

with Z <32 or Z >64 by conventional means (charged

particles), but it might be possible to produce such

nuclei (outside of the fission region) using large

fluxes of high-energy neutrons generated at the

LAMPF beam stop A. The reactions (n,2pn), (n,2p)

and (n,3pn) would be very useful in producing new

neutron-rich species.

The yields of the above reactions were measured

in the mass region below A = 142. Targets of suita-

ble materials were encapsulated in polyethylene and

irradiated i»i the "rabbit line" adjacent to the beam

stop at 90 to the beam's direction and 203 mm from
in

the center of the beam line. In each run, ' Mg
31 28

(21.1 h) from the P(n,3pn) Mg reaction was used

as a yield standard. The yield of the above reac-

tion was measured relative.to that of C in
12 11
C(n,2n) C. Typical beam currents were 4 uA of

800-MeV protons at the beam stop. Gamma rays from

isotopes of interest were measured using a Ge(Li)

detector. In most cases postirradiation radiochem-

ical separations were necessary because of the high

yield of neutroii-deficient species. Chemical sepa-

ration yields were measured by neutron activation of

the carrier and a standard at the beam stop.

The following reactions were observed:
31P(n,2pn)29Al
45Sc(n,2pn)43K
75As(n,2pn)73Ga

133Cs(n,2pn)131I
142Ce(n,2pn)140Ba

45Sc(n,2p)44K
89Yln,2P)88Rb

1 3 3Cs(n,2P)1 3 2I
139La(n.2P)138Cs

31P(n,3pn)28Mg
41K(n,3pn)38S
7<Z 17

As(n,3pn) Zn
115In(n,3pn)112Pd

If one assumes a cross section of 10 mb for the

C(n,2n) C reaction, the following trends are evi-
31 29

dent. The cross section for P(n,2pn) A.I is 5.8

mb. As A decreases, the cross section for (n,2pn)

falls slowly, about a factor of 30 over the range

studied. Cross sections for the (n,2p) reactions

also decrease slowly with increasing A and are

typically a factor of 10 smaller than the correspond-

ing (n,2pn) cross sections. The cross section for
31 28

P(n,3pn) Mg is 0.3 mg but (n,3pn) decreases rap-

idly with increasing A. As an example we could not

detect 135I (6.7 h) from the 138Ba(n,3pn)135I reac-

tion.

A study of the decay chain 200Pt (14 h) ->• 200Au

(48 min) •+ Hg is being made using Ge(Li) detec-

tors. The 200Pt was produced by the 204Hg(n,on)200Pt
204

reaction using a separated Hg target. The plati-

num was chemically separated from mercury, gold, and

fission-product impurities. A new half-life of 14 h

for Pt is longer than the old value of 12 h.

Gamma decay of Pt has been observed for the first

time but the 6 feeding to excited states in Au is

weak (<10%)
202

A search for the undiscovered nuclide Pt is

under way using the hc,T"',2pi0 Pt reaction.

Since the half-life of Pt is expected to be <20

min, a fast radiochemical procedure was developed

that separates platinum from mercury, gold, and

fission products in about 5 min. Searches for Pt
204

using separated Hg targets have been inconclusive

due primarily to the present low proton beam cur-

rents (̂  5 uA} at the beam stop. Searches for this

and other neutron-rich nuclides will continue when

higher neutron fluxes become available.

Fragment Emission from Pion Interactions

with Complex Nuclei (Exp. 118) (Purdue

Univ., LASL)

This experiment is a study of the so-called

"fragmentation" process, whereby a large chunk of

nuclear matter is ejected from a heavy nucleus by

the interaction of a very energetic incident pro-

jectile. Specifically, the yield of lS-h 4Na from

the interaction of 100- to 400-MeV pions .(+ and -)

with targets of copper, silver, gold, and uranium

wilj be measured and compared with !the yields from

proton interactions. Since substantially higher

pion beam intensities than presently available are
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needed to do the pion study, the proton counterpart

was started. Targets of high-purity gold were bom-

barded with 800-, 597-, 398-, and 197-MeV protons in

Line B and Line A Direct and the Na was radiochemi-

cally separated and measured by Ge(Li) Y-counting.
24

The cross sections for the Na in aluminum beam

monitor foils are shown in Fig. IX-10. The yields
24

of Na from pion-induced reactions are expected to

provide some insight into the mechanism of this com-

plex nuclear reaction.

Nuclear Structure Effects in Pion-Induced

Nuclear Reactions (Exp. 123). (Carnegie-

Mellon Univ., Reed Coll., LASL)

Since this study is based on a comparison of

pion and proton reactions on a collection of target

systems whose detailed nuclear properties vary in a

known way, it was important that the proton experi-

ments commence while waiting for adequate pion beam

intensities. A series of 11 proton-activation ex-

periments were carried out at 800 MeV in the Area B

Nuclear Chemistry Cave on the enriched medium mass

target isotopes: 90Zr, 962r, 96Mo, 96Ru, and 102Pd.

Yields of the spallation nuclides are being deter-

mined from analysis of Ge(Li) •y-spectrometry data.

200 300 400 500 600
Proton Energy (MeV)

700 600

A pair of exploratory pion irradiations (190-

MeV 7r on normal zirconium and molybdenum target

foils) was recently carried out on the P channel.

The experiences with these initial bombardments will

be of inestimable benefit in planning and executing

the more complete pion study planned for the high-

intensity pion beams.

Neutron Spectrum froin + p

(Exp. 124). (Univ. New Mexico, Temple

Univ., LASL)

Experiment 124 has been set up and run in the

Nucleon Physics Laboratory (NPL) neutron beam line

with hydrogen in the neutron production target, al-

though it is planned to operate in the EPB to permit

detailed exploration of the forward neutron spectra

as a function of angle. The collimators now in-

stalled permit measurement at 0°, 14 , and 27°. Two

major run cycles in September and October have been

completed, the first at 0° and 14° and the second

primarily at 27°.

Since this experiment uses time of flight

for a direct measurement of neutron energies, a beam

chopper was developed to select every sixteenth

micropulse at the injector, thus giving an 80-ns

interval for the measurement. This procedure would

severely curtail beam intensity for all users so a

method was developed to limit the chopping to the

first \0% of the macropulse. The chopper has worked

satisfactorily with careful tuning of a pair of rf-

dri 'en deflectors using both vertical and horizontal

deflection.

During the runs in September and October, "V.

50 000 neutrons have been measured at each angle

from the hydrogen target. In addition, neutron

spectra have been obtained from beryllium, carbon,

and aluminum targets. A TOF spectrum for neutrons

from hydrogen at 14° is shown in Fig. IX-11, and a

beryllium spectrum is shown in Fig. IX-12.

When the spectra are converted to missing-mass

distributions, the effect of the A++(1232-MeV) reso-

nance is clearly in evidence at 0 and 14 but is

greatly reduced at 27°, as expected. The behavior

of the A peak vs angle will be studied and the

contribution of alternative pion production proc-

esses investigated in future runs in the EPB.

Fig. IX-10. Cross sections for the 1 7Au(p,x) Na
reaction.
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Fig. IX-11. Time-of-flight spectrum for neutral
particles from the liquid-hydrogen
target.

INCIDENT ENERGY ;800MeV
TARGET :BE

L SCATTERING ANGLE: 14°

TIME
Fix. IX-12. Time-of-flight spectrum for neutral

particles from a beryllium target.

The IT + d -*• p + p (Exp. 131). Univ. of

South Carolina, ORNL, Virginia Polytech.

Inst., LASL)

The initial phase of data-taking for the experi-

ment was completed during October 1974. Angular

distributions and absolute normalizations for the

reaction ir + d •* p + p were measured at pion ener-

gies of 40, 50, and 60 MeV. We intend to extend

the measurement to lower energies when the accelera-

tor beam intensity is increased.

Data at each energy were taken for 10 laboratory

angles between IS and 110 , giving almost complete

coverage in cos 8, the appropriate parameter for

this reaction. Statistics of better than 3% were

accumulated at each angular setting. Analyses of

the data and of several small corrections are pro-

ceeding which will yield absolute differential cross

sections with an accuracy of better than 5%.

A new pion-beam monitor, utilizing the (T ,pp)

reaction, was installed and successfully used. It

consisted of a pair of proton detectors, viewing the

CD. target at right angles to the scattering plane,

with a large angular acceptance of ̂  0.5 sr. Coin-

cident protons were detected from (IT ,pp) reactions

on both deuterium and carbon in the target. The

monitor system worked as expected, and data were

taken at the highest intensity pion beams consistent

with resolution requirements.

Parity Violation in p-p Scattering [Exp.

137 (A)]. (LASL, Univ. Illinois)

A paper has been published in Phys. Rev. Lett,

giving our current result of (1 ± 4) x 10" for the

parity-violating asymmetry in p-p scattering at IS

MeV. During one run in September a preliminary re-

sult of (4 ± 7) x 10" has been obtained for p-d

scattering. This result indicates a parity-viola-

ting effect two orders of magnitude smaller than

reported by Lobashov for np •+• dy. Problems en-

countered when using targets with a large analyzing

power (carbon, deuterium) have shown the need for

better polarization alignment.

Parity Violation in p-Be Scattering [Exp.

137 (B)3. (LASL, Univ. Illinois, Univ.

Chicago)

A 10-day experimental run at the ZGS has just

been completed. Preliminary results ' indicate that

the goal of measuring the parity nonconserving part

of the p-Be cross section at 6 GeV to an accuracy

of <10 has been attained. A preliminary "on-line"

result was obtained of (-3 + 12) x 10" for the

parity violating effect in p-Be. As far as we know,

this is the first measurement of the strength of

weak hadronic interaction at high energy.

The e:. ̂ eriment essentially measured the change

of the transmission of a beryllium absorber as a

longitudinally polarized proton beam was changed

from the plus to the minus helicity state. The

geometry of the detectors has been changed from that

originally planned.
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Scattered Beam

Fig. IX-13. Arrangement of detectors for parity
violation experiment, P, I, T," and Y
are four scintillation detectors, split
as sheen, each being viewed in four
directions by individual photomulti-
pliers.

The scintillation detectors shown in Fig.

IX-13 now consist of two position-sensitive detec-

tors, P and Y; an incident flux monitor I; and a

transmitted flux monitor T. The detectors were con-

structed to 0.5-mm tolerances. The scintillators

were viewed by 16 photomultipliers selected to elim-

inate the effects of nonlinearities and hysteresis.

The anode currents were then processed by 16 voltage-

to-frequency converters having a linearity of >5 x

10" . These data were accumulated by an on-line

computer which performed analysis and wrote the raw

data on magnetic tape for future processing. The

technical design goals of this system were to: 1)

eliminate the effects of nonlinearities and hyster-

esis to the 10" level; 2) eliminate the effects of

beam motion to the 10" level; 3) record sufficient

data on each beam pulse to allow the further reduc-

tion of systematic errors by off-line data analysis.

The first and second goals have been attained,

and the third awaits data analysis.

Muon Number Conservation (Exp. 149)

(State Univ. New York-Geneseo, LASL,

Oregon State Univ.)

A feasibility study of a muon number conserva-

tion experiment has been set up in the parasite

beam. The chambers, magnet, electronics, and com-

puter program for this experiment are operational;

preliminary data taken in the parasite mode are

being analyzed at Oregon State.

Search for Condensed Nuclear State and

Study of High-Momentum-Transfer and Low-

Energy-Transfer Nuclear Interactions

(Exp. 189)

(Univ. Pennsylvania, Temple Univ., LASL)

This experiment was proposed to LAMPF on June

14, 1974, received immediate approval to proceed in

parasite status, and was set up by July 13, follow-

ing airlift of most of the apparatus from the Univ.

of Pennsylvania. Since that time, a considerable

volume of interesting data has been accumulated even

while tune-up proceeds awaiting scheduled beam time

in November and December.

The proposed experiment is to survey the region

of maximum momentum transfer, e.g., 180° backward

scattering of protons from various nuclear targets.

Topical interest to this investigation was added by

the suggestion of Lee and Wick that supercondensed

nuclear states might exist with hundreds of MeV/

nucleon binding energies. In the limit of a super-

condensed nucleus with many extra neutrons, 180°

scattering at nearly full incident momentum would

occur. The experimental scheme conceived was to use

a regular LAMPF beam-bending magnet upstream from a

suitable target location to bend backscattered pro-

tons out of the beam line into a detector system.

Use of a primary proton beam was considered essen-

tial to obtain adequate sensitivity.

The apparatus as set up is sketched in Fig.

IX-14 showing the scintillation counter telescope

adjacent to LB-BM-05. The telescope accepts posi-

tive particles backscattered from downstream tar-

gets, such as the Nucleon Physics D- target, at

momenta determined by the telescope angle and parti-

cle charge. A special beam box, fabricated by the

Univ. of Pennsylvania group, has a thin exit window

to the open side of the C-magnet.

Also shown in Fig. IX-14 are three angular posi-

tions corresponding to the backscatter trajectories

of protons from targets of atomic mass 2 = A2, A4,

and A-infinity; that is, target nuclei or nuclear

clusters of deuterium and helium weight and "condens-

ons" or superheavy nuclei. The corresponding momen-

tum of a singly charged particle is also shown.
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TARGET

U3-HP-O5

LB-BM-05
TITANIUM WINDOWS

HAVAR EXIT WINDOW

FRONT COUNTERS

BACK
COUNTERS

Fig. IX-14. Exp. 189 set up in the LB tunnel.
Backscattered protons and other nucle-
ar fragments are momentum dispersed by
LB-BM-05 and their TOF and ionization
are measured in a scintillator-counter
telescope.

Multiply charged nuclear evaporation fragments will

have the same trajectories for multiples of the

single-charge momenta; for example, at the A4 angle,

an He++ fragment would have P = 1374 MeV/c.

Instrumentation development at present is

concentrating on suppressing background at the

condenson angle. The primary background is under-

stood to be electrons converted near the apparatus.

These are to be discriminated against by TOF, in an

extension of the counter telescope, by their prompt

arrival time vs the 201-MHz beam rf, by a gas Cer-

enkov counter signal, by removal in absorber plates,

and through sweeping with a weak magnetic field

(it is assumed that the electron spectrum is soft).

Data have been taken so far at several tele-

scope angles using three sources of backscattered

particles. The obvious choice of target locations

is the LD2 location, equipped with several metallic

targets as well as the hydrogen-deuterium dewar.

Due to solid angle, however, the few micrometers of

titanium in the vacuum windows just past LB-BM-05

provide a comparable counting rate, but unfortunately

poor momentum resolution. It is planned therefore

to remove these windows during the scheduled data

runs. In the meantime, useful data at the low-

momenta telescope settings have been taken from

backscattered particles from the titanium windows.

Figure IX-15 shows the TOF spectrum over the 1.86-m

telescope length at the A6 angle. The peaks from

left to right are electrons, protons, deuterons, and

tritons. Multiply charged fragments are separated

from singly charged particles of similar TOF by

ionization (counter pulse height), which is also

recorded for each event.

The 80-ns micropulsed beam provided for several

experiments has been most useful in separating the

downstream particle origins as well as improving

momentum resolution by TOF.

More recently a selection of targets of our

choice has been mounted on the actuator in the LB-

HP-05 location (see Fig. IX-14), a preferred loca-

tion for solid-angle and momentum resolution, and

data have been taken with the copper target at this

location and the telescope at the A7 angle.

In addition to the goals initially proposed in

this experiment, it is expected to be able to tie

the observed cross sections for nuclear fragment

evaporation to those measured at this Laboratory

and elsewhere, and hopefully to extend the measure-

ments to higher fragment energies.

Cluster Effects in Nuclear Pion Capture

(Exp. 35)

(Univ. Virginia, Florida State Univ.)

The 183-cm scattering chamber was set up in

the ETL building and tested for vacuum leaks and

mechanical performance. The experiment is now wait-

ing to be moved to the LEP channel for preliminary

runs.
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Excitation Functions of Simple Pion-

Induced Nuclear Reactions (Exp. 102)

(LBL)

Excitation functions for TT - and ir -induced

reactions through the (3,3) pion-nucleon resonance

on the light elements N, 0, and F were deter-

mined by activation techniques. The primary pur-

pose of this study was to investigate simple pion-

nucleus reaction mechanisms, with particular empha-

sis on the O~,irN) reaction. The reactions

C(Tr",ir"n) C, for which cross sections have been

accurately determined in Exp. 67, were used to moni-

tor pion fluxes aud thus to obtain absolute reac-

tion cross sections in this work.

Average pion fluxes of 3 x 10 /s were found to

be sufficient to study the reactions of interest.

Assay of all radioactive product nuclei in this

work was achieved by counting the 511-keV annihila-

tion radiation from $ decay in coincidence using a

pair of 76-x 76-mm Nal(Tl) detectors. Subsequent

decay curve unfolding identified the radioactive

components and provided their yields. The preli-

minary results obtained to date lead to the follow-

ing conclusions:

(1) The (3,3) resonance is preserved in the

excitation functions for (ir"",irn) reactions

on 1 4N, 1 6 0 , and 1 9F.

(2) The rati.o of cross sections a(ir",n"n)/

a(7T+,TTN) at resonance (y 180 MeV) for all

targets is M . 7 and 1.0 as reported in

prior activation studies. Both values are

still at variance with the simple impulse

approximation ratio of 3.

(3) The (3,3) resonance appears in the excita-

tion functions of more complex spallation

reactions, such as N(7T,x) C.

(4) The cross sections for the 14N(77±,7rN)13N

reactions are much lower than the other

(TT.ITN) reactions studied in this work,

and also significantly lower than that

previously reported. This observation is

consistent with the instability of excited

residual N states with respect to parti-

cle (proton) emission.
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Fig. IX-16. The experimental points of the 4f-3d transition in muonic holmium, with the best-fit curve

calculated from a Dirac program with a deformed Fermi charge distribution.

Precision Determination of Electric Quad-

rupole and Hexadecapole Moments of

Deformed Nuclei Using Muonic X Rays

(Exp. 166)

(Calif. Inst. Tech., Univ. Wyoming)

Measurements of muonic x-ray spectra of rcuonic

atoms of 61Dy, 65Ho, and Ta have been taken

on the west leg of the LAMPF muon channel. The

energy spectra from a high-resolution Ge(Li) coun-

ter in coincidence with the muon stop signals from

a counter telescope were recorded with the help of

thir CalTech PDP11/40 system. The stopping rates

were 35 000 u"/s.

The aim of the experiment was to study the

hyperfine splittings of the 2p3.2, 3d,,-, and 3dr/2

levels of these muonic atoms, as well as the abso-

lute transition energies in order to explore the

parameters of the nuclear charge distribution,

particularly the static electric moments.

The observed hyperfine spectra were analyzed

in terms of a magnetic dipole splitting, a static

electric quadrupole splitting, and a hexadecapole

splitting. Figure IX-16 shows a comparison of the

experimental points of the 4f-3d transition in

muonic holmium, with the best-fit curve calculated

from a Dirac program with a deformed Feijni charge

distribution. Because of vacuum polarization. Lamb

shift, screening, and nuclear polarization, correc-

tions were required.

From a fit of the 3d3<2 splitting, the quadru-

pole moment has been obtained with an accuracy of

1%. While the 3dj.^ level is sensitive only to

quadrupole interaction, the 3d_.2 level is affected

by both quadrupole as well as hexadecapole inter-

actions. Both moments, therefore, can be derived

from the data. The present measurements represent

the first direct determination of nuclear hexadeca-

pole moments with the help of muonic atoms.

Finally, a simultaneous fit with the 2p hyper-

fine splitting (the 2p level being sensitive to the

nuclear charge shape) alijwed us to derive the var-

iation of the skin-thickness parameter with the

polar angle 8 in a nuclear coordinate system.

For Ho, the static quadrupole moment appears

to agree to within 1% with the moment derived from

coulomb excitation assuming the rotational model

of nuclei.
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Proton- and Pion-Induced Fission of Light-

to-Medium Mass Nuclides (Exp. 104)

(Simon Fraser Univ.)

The purpose of the experiment is to study the

fission of target nuclides covering the mass range

from below silver up to uranium bombarded with pro-

tons and pions of intermediate energies. The meas-

urement technique involves nuclear track detectors

of glass and of mica, disposed in a sandwich ar-

rangement (by which two or more fission fragments

are measured in coincidence) and in single detector

measurements (by which individual fragments are

measured by with greater precision in regard to

track length and angle of emission).

Progress has been in three general directions:

(1) Preparation for experiments: The response

of individual track detectors to ions of known mass

and energy has been studied in calibration experi-

ments. Calibration of mica detectors was conducted

at SFU " via irradiations at the Orsay heavy ion

linear accelerator; calibration of glass detectors
18

was conducted by others entirely at Orsay. Addi-

tional studies have demonstrated the effectiveness
of the mica sandwich technique in fission fragment

19spectroscopy while the capabilities of single mica
detector measurements have been studied in a fur-

ther publication.

Additional experiment preparation has involved

the fabrication of a scattering chamber for inser-

tion in Line B. The necessary techniques for the

preparation of thin targets for this scattering

chamber have been developed and targets of Ag, Au,

and UF. for the scattering experiments are being

produced at thicknesses of 100 to 400 ug/cm .

(2) Exploratory experiments: Mica sandwiches

containing targets of silver and gold were irrad-

iated with 2 x 10 1 4 and 6 x 10 1 1 protons of 647 and

447 MeV, respectively. The purpose of the experiment

was to check on the exposure needed to give satis-

factory track density (track density being found in

both cases to be satisfactory) and also to explore

the seriousness of the background of small tracks

produced by passage of the beam through the detec-

tors, against which scanning for fission tracks must

be effected. In the case of the gold irradiations,

the background problems were found to be minor. In

the case of the silver bombardment, the background

problems were more severe. They were not, however.

expected to constitute a major impediment to scan-

ning of the micas from such experiments. A preli-

minary scanning of the tracks from the two experi-

ments led to measurement respectively of average

track lengths of 9-10 um (approximately as expected

for fragments from the symmetric fission of gold)

and of 4-6 um (likewise roughly as expected for

silver symmetric fission). Fragment average kinet-

ic energies extracted from the data are also approxi-

mately in accordance with expectation. More de-

tailed scanning of micas from these bombardments is

proceeding.

A preliminary bombardment of gold mica sand-

wiches with IT and TT~ over a range of energies is

currently under way in a parasitic experiment. The

purpose of this bombardment is to explore the same

background problems as before as they may be pro-

duced by a pion bombardment.

The scattering chamber referred to above was

inserted in Line B, with a dummy target of aluminum

foil mounted in place of the Ag, Au, and UF4 targets

from which data were ultimately to be taken. The

assembly was irradiated with 800-MeV protons for

appropriate periods, and the target subsequently

subjected to autoradiography via high-speed Polaroid

film. The purpose was to explore the position of

the beam spot within the scattering chamber in rela-

tion to the beam spot position recorded on a scin-

tillating screen mounted downstream of the scatter-

ing chamber, also in Line B. In these experiments,

techniques were developed for the successful align-

ment of the beam on the axis of the scattering cham-

ber. It was further determined that the beam halo

extended further than anticipated and resulted in

irradiation of the aluminum target frames. Fission

fragment production from heavy element impurities

in the aluminum is not expected to be serious in

the case of experiments with gold and uranium tar-

gets. Such is not the case, however, in the case

oJ£ silver bombardments, where fission cross sections

are much smaller, and, in the light of this infor-

mation, fabrication is proceeding of frames from

high-purity graphite for the mounting of silver tar-

gets.

(3) Initiation of the irradiation program:

Recently mica sandwiches containing Ag, Au, and UF.

targets were irradiated in Line B with protons of

800-MeV energy. Integrated intensities were adjusted
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to optimum values in accordance with the data ob-

tained in the preliminary bombardments. Experiment

parameters were monitored to permit analysis of

the data recorded in the detectors and the extrac-

tion of the fission parameters of interest. Scan-

ning of the detectors from these experiments will

soon be started.

Search for Polyneutron Systems (Exp. 150)

(Univ. Chicago, Purdue Univ.)

The summer wnrk consisted of three preliminary

stages of this experiment:

(1) Two short experiments were performed to

study the high-energy halo about the main beam in

Area B. Activation techniques were used. It was

established that a halo (of high-energy neutrons or

protons) amounting to about 0.6% of the main beam

was present at distances 1.6 cm below and above the

nominal beam center.

(2) Direct irradiation of a sample of lead ni-

trate was performed to study background effects for

the experiment. No background effect was found, al-

though the sensitivity of the experiment was some-

what reduced below that expected because of melting

of the lead nitrate in the direct beam.

(3) A preliminary full-scale run (Ml pA-h)

was performed using a boron carbide main target sur-

rounded by lead nitrate (M).5 kg lead). The irradi-

ation went smoothly except for a several-hour inter-

ruption. The chemical processing of the lead ni-

trate ran into some difficulties, partly due to the

unexpected levels and types of radioactivity. The

halo in this run may have been higher than indicated

in the earlier study. Good experience was obtained

in finding out which radioactivities were important

and which chemical steps were efficient. Not very

significant results (M0~ ) for the limits on hexa-

neutron formation can be extracted from this run.

We hope to achieve a sensitivity of approxi-

mately 100-fold better in the next run by use of

larger amounts of lead detector and more efficient

chemistry and counting. We are planning to use the

semihot facilities in the Merrimac area to enable

us to work up the radioactive detectors with less

loss of time.

Investigation of In-FIight Pion and

Proton Reactions on Nuclei (Exp. 153)

(Carnegie-Mellon Univ.)

The first part of Exp. 153, the search for

reaction products resulting from target bombardment

with 800-MeV protons, has been completed. Thirty-

five shifts of beam time on EPB during June and

August were allocated for this purpose. Copious

production of gamma rays and charged particles was

observed at 90° in the lab frame using the CMU

dual-crystal intrinsic germanium detector system.

Gamma-ray spectra were obtained from the target
co en

nuclei Mg, °Ni, Co, V, and Ag. For the first

three targets, lines characteristic of nuclei light-

er than the target by one or more nucleons were ob-

served in the spectrum. Gamma cross sections as a

function of gamma energy have been obtained [e.g.,

Mg (Fig. IX-17), 58Ni (Fig. IX-18)J.

Fig. IX-17. Spectrum of y rays obtained when Mg is
bombarded with 800-MeV protons. Iden-
tifications are preliminary.

58Fig. IX-18. Spectrum of y rays obtained when Ni
is bombarded with 800-MeV protons-
Identifications are preliminary.



Fig. IX-19. Energy spectra of some particles emit-
ted when Ag is bombarded with 800-MeV
protons.

With the addition of a thin (500-um) silicon

solid-state detector to the two-crystal germanium

system, and operating the three detectors in a part-

icle identification mode, unambiguous identification
3 4

of protons, deuterons, tritons, He, and He emanat-

ing from targets of Mg, Al, Ni, Co, Y, Ag was made

[e.g.,Ag (Fig. IX-19)].

For each reaction product from each target, the

cross section for production at 90° vs particle kin-

etic energy has been obtained. Table IX-II below

shows the range in particle kinetic energy over which

the cross sections have been measured.

On the high-energy end we have been limited by

the fact that the range of the various particles

exceeds the stopping ability of our detector; on the

low-energy side the cutoff occurs because the parti-

cle cannot travel as far as the second detector with

kinetic energies below the cutoff valve.

For the Ag and Ni targets, runs at 25° were also

made, with varying thicknesses of copper absorber

between target and detector. The purpose of these

runs was to obtain cross-section information at en-

ergies higher than allowed by the stand-alone detec-

tor.

Plans are under way to execute the same set of

measurements for both gamma rays and charged parti-

cles using pions of 300 MeV as incident projectiles.

For this part oi the experiment, a collaboration

with an Oregon State group has been arranged. They

will supply a Ge(Li) detector and multichannel an-

alyzer which will facilitate the collection of gamma-

ray data. In addition, it is hoped to extend to

lower energies the ability to measure the particle-

production cross sections.

When finished, this research will provide an

interesting and useful comparison between produc-

tion rates for pions and protons as fast projec-

tiles, and will hopefully yield information about

their respective interactions with nuclei.

Heavy Fragment Formation Following the

Absorption of Negative Pions in C

(Exp. 167)

(Univ. Virginia)

Following some preliminary runs during August,

a six-shift data run in September yielded the raw

data shown in Fig. IX-20. The curves in the scatter

plot (E vs TOF) correspond to (from the top) He,

He plus "̂ H, H, and H; scattered pions show up in

the left-hand corner. The energy was measured with

a totally depleted silicon surface-barrier detector.

Above a certain mass-dependent energy, the parti-

cles penetrated the detector. These events were

RANGE

Particle

P

d

t
3He
4He

TABLE IX-II

IN PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY

Low E
(MeV)

10

15

19

35

40

High E
(MeV)

110

160

190

400

460

1
tu

Fii

24

18

12

40 80 120 130

Tine of Flight (ns)

Fig. IX-20. Energy vs TOF for 1H, 2H, 3H plus 3He,
4He produced by ir on 12C.
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vetoed by a scintillation detector leading to the

sharp upper limit in the proton and deuteron branch.

In the mass-3 branch, an upper limit applying to

most of the events can be seen. Above this limit,

He events are visible. An attempt to separate H

and He through the insertion of a thin foil in

front of the detector fell victim to an accelerator

breakdown at the critical time. We are now in the

process of extracting energy spectra for the indi-

vidual particles from the measured distributions.

Valence Electron Orbital Distortion

Models which allow for distortion of the orbit-

als of valence electrons in a collision between an

atom and a slow meson are being investigated. The

method of Perturbed Stationary States should provide

an adequate description of this distortion; however,

this method is difficult to implement since it re-

quires a complete set of electron orbitals for each

meson or nucleus separation. The previously formu-

lated photo-absorption model allows for distortion

of valence electrons through the use of photo-detach-

ment cross sections. The internal consistency of

this model is being tested and its relationship to

more exact methods is being studied.

Recombination between the muonic helium ion

(He u~) and electrons ejected during the slowing

down and capture of muons in liquid helium is being

investigated as a possible mechanism for enhancement

of the external Auger effect and for depolarization

of the muon. The probability that an ion pair will

escape recombination is given by P(r ,T) •=

exp(-rc(T)/rQ), where rc is the separation at which

thermal energy is equal to the coulomb potential

energy, and r is the separation of the ion pair

when thermalization at the temperature T has been

achieved. The thermalization radius, r , for elec-

trons ejected in slowing down and capture is esti-

mated to be ̂ 200 mean free paths. With a total

one obtains
-15 2

scattering cross section of 10 cm ,

r /r ^20 in liquid helium at T M O K.

To have an effect on Auger transitions in the

cascade, recombination must take place on a time

scale £ 10" s. To effect depolarization the time

scale must be ̂  10" s. In pure liquid, electron

attachment is unlikely and in this case recombina-

tion may take place in times of the order of 10 s.

A small concentration of impurity (e.g.. A' or O-)

would result in a predominance of electron attach-

ment and consequently the time scale of recombina-

tion would be increased to "\> 10" s.

The above discussion assumes that recombination

occurs subsequent to thermalization. If the density

of ionization is large, then the probability of pre-

thermal recombination can be significant. Recombina-

tion by this mechanism may occur on time scales of

the order 10 s and hence might contribute to

enhancement of Auger transitions.

Below-Resonance Scattering of Pions from Nuclei

Work is in progress on a theory of scattering

(both elastic and inelastic) of pions from nuclei for

energies below resonance. A theory of the interac-

tion of pions with nuclear matter was constructed,

with unitarity included properly for pions in the

medium. There are now no singularities in the theo-

ry, in contrast to some other theories. Also includ-

ed were effects of the Pauli principle and finite

nucleon mass; correlation effects were not included

but are being investigated. The.nuclear matter

results were applied to scattering from finite nuclei

in the local density approximation. Semiquantitative

study of elastic scattering gives reason to believe

that the excess neutron distribution in Ca can be

seen by comparison of IT and TT cross sections.

Quasi-elastic scattering provides a measure of the

pion momentum in the nucleus if the recoil nucleon

is detected. Other physical consequences have also

been investigated, including the down-shift of the

resonance.

Atomic Capture of Negative Mesons

Calculations on the atomic capture of negative

mesons are continuing. Work on the Fermi-Teller

model has been completed. The predicted meson dis-

tributions are remarkably impervious to changes in

the atomic parameters. In contrast to previous

findings some change in the distribution is found as

the meson deexcites through the electron cloud.

Work on the Fuzzy Fermi-Teller model is well

advanced, now including the effect of an energy gap.

Some calculations have been performed in connec-

tion with proposed experiments to detect the pres-

ence of weak neutral currents in muonic atoms. One

possibility is using the asymmetry in the 3d ->• Is

radiative transition for medium- and high-Z atoms,
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but detailed computation shows that even in the best

cases the asymmetry is too small to detect at pres-

ent. The most promising possibility remains the

2s •* Is transition in muonic helium, but even that

case does not yet appear to be feasible.

Somewhat related to this is an attempt to under-

stand the observed disappearance of the muon polari-

zation in helium, and the large enhancement of the

external Auger rates needed to fit the observed

muonic x-ray spectrum.

Calculations on the E2 nuclear resonance effect

in pionic atoms have been performed, and several

promising cases found. An experiment to detect the

effect was proposed and for one case has been run

successfully at the biomedical line. This consti-

tutes the first observation of a nuclear resonance

effect for hadronic atoms.
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X. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF LAMPF

(Summarizes work being performed under auspices of

USAEC Division of Research, USAEC Division of Bio-

medical and Environmental Research, National Cancer

Institute, and USAEC Division of Military Applica-

tion.)

Radiobiology and Therapy Research Facility

During the past quarter, major emphasis has

been placed on preparing the facility for human bi-

ology trials with negative pions. The first expo-

sures were given on October 21. Other tasks includ-

ed the maintenance of existing systems, routine

checking, and equipment maintenance. All pending

new hardware tasks (design and fabrication) have

been itemized, along with estimated times to perform

them. The list at present is estimated to require

slightly over one /ear to complete with present man-

power. This list will be entered on a computer disk

file within the next few weeks to allow easy up-

dating.

Specific tasks accomplished in the past quarter

include expansion of the building communications sys-

tem and installation of a patient communication sys-

tem; installation and checkout of the 300-kVP x-ray

therapy machine acquired from the U.S. Public Health

Service; installation of pion flux rate meters and a

computer-readable meter for recording elapsed target-

in time; installation of a second TV camera in the

treatment room and a TV camera and monitor for the

300-kVP x-ray therapy room; installation of four

additional TV monitors to display computer-generated

displays at the reception desk, the 300-kVP x-ray

control panel, the conference room, and in the treat-

ment planning room; installation of a computer stor-

age display terminal in the physics counting area;

installation of a new 27.9-cm electrostatic printer-

plotter in the control room; check out of a digital

multiplexer to read the clocks and flux counters;

implementation of several minor changes in the inter-

lock system; interfacing of the graphics digitizing

tablet for treatment planning; coordination of many

activities for preparation of the building for human

biology trials; preparation of part of a review for

the final safety analysis report on the biomed facil-

ity; and assistance in establishing a PERT chart for

the work planned at biomed during the accelerator

shutdown effort in the first half of 1975.

Biomedical Pion Channel Development

A permanent helium bag for the last five beam-

shaping quadrupoles has been designed, fabricated,

and installed. A second-generation pion beam colli-

mator has been designed and fabricated, and is cur-

rently in use for the human biology experiments.

This collimator was designed with Monte Carlo calcu-

lations utilizing the measured phase-space charac-

teristics of the biology beam. The collimator diam-

eter can be varied from 2-5 cm. Extensive dosimet-

ric and radiobiology experiments have been carried

out to determine the performance of the collimator;

the results are in good agreement with predictions,

and the isodose contours beneath the collimator are

quite satisfactory for radiobiological applications.

Data-Acquisition Computer

The MP-3 computer system is now essentially

operational. Minor problems remain associated with

the tape-drive interface, line printer, and area air

conditioning.

Biomed Tuning

Channel tuning has continued to receive consid-

erable effort. The behavior of the beryllium wedge

is well-understood for present tunes. The combined

momentum resolution of the first part of the channel

and the BM03 spectrometer is Ap/p = 1.6% (rms) which

agrees well with predictions. Topics currently

under experimental study include air-scattering

effects, solid-angle variation with momentum and

angle at the wedge, and investigation of the design

fan beam tune.

The program PIFLUX was used to study how the

acceptance solid angle of the pion channel and phase

space of the pion beam would be affected by removing

different combinations of brass shielding pieces

from the bend-magnet gaps. PIFLUX showed minimal

changes in the phase-space distribution and, at most,

a 15% increase in the channel solid angle through

the third bend if all the brass were removed.

Pion Posimetry Program

During the last quarter, a great deal of beam

time on the biomed channel has been devoted to radio-

biological studies, including ~ 50 h of human radio-

biology (M. Kligerman, principal investigator).

Much effort was expended prior to and during these

experiments to insure that the needed dosimetric

data were accurate and reproducible.
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The new 40-cm transmission chamber was com-

pleted, tested, and installed directly under the

base plate under QM08. It is being used routinely

as the primary dose monitor for all radiobiology

experiments. In addition, the 20.32-cm monitor has

been installed directly under the 40-cm chamber,

and is used as a back-up monitor. Output from both

monitors is integrated, and recorded by sealers.

Computer software has been provided which monitors

the output from both chambers. The target is auto-

matically pulled after a preset dose (sealer count)

is reached, or whenever the computer detects a mal-

function in one of the chambers.

Using the system described above as a monitor,

dosimetry was done under the new collimator with a

0.1-cm tissue equivalent (TE) dosimeter. These

measurements were made with the new beryllium wedge

and helium bag in position and reproduced the condi-

tions used during the radiobiology experiments.

The collimator consists of four interchangeable

cones of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-cm diam. Representative

depth-dose curves and isodose plots are shown in

Fig.;. X-2-6. Peak dose rates of 0.63 rads/min/uA-

protons were observed under the 5-cm cone. From

these figures, it is evident that the beam is asym-

metric in x by several millimeters. The fact that

such small deviations can be observed is due to the

great improvements that have been made in chamber

alignment procedures since the last report. Align-

ments are made by means of a pair of transits.

During the human radiobiology experiment, dose

rates through the collimator had to be checked prior

to each irradiation. In order to make these checks

quickly and accurately, special jigs were fabricated,

which fit into the bottom of the collimator. Holes

were drilled in these jigs to allow accurate place-

ment of the 0.1-cm dosimeter. With this new system,

the entire calibration procedure takes less than

10 min. Two of the dosimeters were calibrated

against a standard at Memorial Hospital, New York

City, just prior to the human radiobiology runs.

Linear-Energy Transfer (LET) Program

During this last quarter, microdosimetry mea-

surements have been continuing. Spectra have been

taken at water depths of 2, 11, 17, 18, 75, 20, and

24 g/cm . Results are being analyzed on the CDC

7600.

All recent measurements have been taken with an

improved system shown in Fig. X-7. The first stage

of the preamplifier and all electrical connections

to the Rossi chamber have been incorporated into a

small Lucite cylinder to the right of the chamber.

The gas leads have also been modified, and the Am

alpha source (used for calibration purposes) has been

miniaturized. This new system introduces a very

minimal perturbation into the pion beam, and is a

vast improvement over the previous system. Efforts

are now under way to further miniaturize this system.

The LET chamber described above has also been

used to measure the neutron background in the treat-

ment room, under conditions similar to those used
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Fig. X-l. Depth-dose curve under 2-cm collimator.
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during the human radiobiology experiment. The LET

chamber was used in its normal mode (ac-coupled) to

measure the LET spectrum of the neutrons (and

gammas), and from this the absolute neutron dose was

later obtained. The neutron dose rate was found to

0.9, 0.8, 0.7 Isodose Curves
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Fig. X-2. X-Z plot for 2-cm collimator.
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Fig. X-3. Y-Z plot for 2-cm collimator.
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Fig. X-4. Depth dose curve under 4-cm collimator.

be 30-60 mR/h at various positions in the room. The

dose in phantom, at 40 cm from the center of the

stopping region, was also measured (this geometry

simulates the whole-body neutron dose to the pa-

tient) and found to be 10.8 mR/h, or 0.0045% of

the peak dose. These results agree quite well with

measurements taken with a Bonner sphere.

Additional film dosimetry has also been done,

including several exposures under the new collimator.

Analysis of these films is still under way.
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Fig. X-S. X-Z plot for 4-cm collimator.
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Fig. X-6. Y-Z plot for 4-cm collimator.

Fig. X-7. Photograph of LET chamber.

Dose Calculations

The dose due to neutrons produced in pion

stars during pion radiotherapy was calculated for

various locations within the human body for two

idealized treatment plans using the multigroup,

general-geometry, Monte Carlo transport program

ANDY. The head, neck, and torso were modeled using

combinations of spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids, and

planss. The spinal column, rib cage, and skull

were included for bone; the brain, lungs, and heart

for specific organs. The neutron source was taken

as the region of stopped pions with the starting

position and oirection of the neutrons being ran-

domly and uniformly distributed. The treatment

volumes were chosen to illustrate rather different

cases: (1) a medium-large (1-liter sphere) tumor

located in the abdominal region; and (2) a small

(0.01-liter sphere) tumor located on the left sur-

face of the neck. In the first case, the whole-

body dose was determined to be 0.8% of the treatment

dose; the region of the spine closest to the tumor

receiving 1%, and the heart and lungs 0.2% of the

treatment dose. In the second case, the doses to

specific sites were generally lower by 2 orders of

magnitude due to the smaller treatment volume; how-

ever, the neck received 0.1% dose. These theoreti-

cal results will be checked against experiments in

water phantoms being carried out at the biomed

facility.
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Practical Applications Experiments

Quality of Meson Radiation Fields (Exp. 84)

Utilizing microdosimetry techniques, particle-

specific LET spectra for the pion beam at the LAMPF

biomedical facility are being measured. The experi-

mental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig.

X-8. Specific LET spectra are obtained by making

LET measurements coincident with a TOF particle

identification (ir,u,e) prior to incidence on a liq-

uid TE phantom. A typical TOF spectrum at the pion

momentum of 171 MeV/c is displayed in Fig. X-9. The

channel tune used here is that developed for human

therapy.

Figures X-10 and X-ll show pion-specific spec-

tra which cover a range of energy deposition along

the track of the particle of 0.2 to 2.0 keV/um and

1.7 to 17 keV/yiii, respectively. These data were

taken at the pre-Bragg peak full-width at half-maxi-

mum point in the TE phantom. When properly joined

in their overlap region and combined with segments

covering higher ranges of energy deposition, such

sets of spectra yield a complete LET curve. The

analysis of the data is being performed.

Particle-specific spectra will be measured at

six points along the central axis of the therapy

beam: the Bragg Peak, the two FWHM points of the

peak, the plateau near the surface, the plateau near

the tail of the peak; and the post peak.

Tissue Chemical Analysis with Mu-Mesic X Rays

(Exp. 100)

The apparatus for Exp. 100 was completed in

June and has been used in three experimental runs

since then. One more run, before the accelerator

shutdown, is scheduled in November. The apparatus

consists of a muon telescope comprising four scintil-

lation counters, a muon stopping target of dimensions

8- x 10- x 2-cm thick, and a 12.5-eru intrinsic ger-

manium detector placed 6.5 cm from the center of the

target. The target tissue samples are kept frozen

in a thin-walled cold box.

Most of the measurements have been of mesic x-

ray spectra from normal tissue specimens obtained

from pig and dog. Spectra have also been obtained

from TE plastic, liquid, blood, and bone.

Lines from less abundant tissue elements such

as phosphorus, sulfur, and potassium are not evident

in most of the runs although the spectrum from a long

run with TE liquid showed weak Lft and

potassium.

lines from

Fig. X-8. Schematic drawing showing the arrangement
of Exp. 84 in the biomedical channel. SO
and SI are the TOF scintillators, P is
the TE phantom, D is the microdosimeter.

Fig. X-9. A TOF spectrum showing the ir, u, e peaks.
Time increases right to left.
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Fig. X-10. A pion-specific spectrum covering the
range of energy deposition 0.2 to 2.0
keV/um.

Fig. X-ll. A pion-specific spectrum covering the
range of energy deposition 1.7 to 17
keV/um.

The data obtained so far, along with that to

be obtained in November, will be used to character-

ize the spectra from several types of animal tissue

and to gain a measure of the magnitude of the varia-

tions of line yields from one tissue specimen to

another.

Analysis of the data is proceeding with most of

the affort directed toward proper subtraction of

background and corrections for detector efficiency

and the absorption of x rays in the tissue samples.

Visualization of Stopping Pion Distribution

(Exp. 196)

A short experiment was performed during the

last quarter to evaluate the potential of using

decay products of stopping positive nions to visual-

ize the stopping distribution. Such a method could

be employed in TT radiotherapy by reversing the

polarities of the channel magnets before or after

treatment. Positrons were detected with MWPCs and

the data were computer-analyzed in real time to pro-

vide particle directions and consequently the two-

dimensional representation of the object in which

the pions stopped. Pictures were obtained of a

brass plate and a slice of a Rando phantom. The

data are currently being analyzed to determine spa-

tial resolution of the visualization technique.

Technology Transfer - Univ. of New Mexico School of

Medicine and Univ. of Arizona Medical College

Localized RF-Current-Field (LCF) Tumor Therapy

Treatment of spontaneous animal tumors is con-

tinuing at UNM School of Medicine. Only two new

tumors have been treated since the last progress

report; a feline squamous cell carcinoma of the

nostril, and a growth, which may not be malignant,

on the trunk of an elephant. Both subjects currently

show no evidence of tumor and will be watched for a

long period for possible recurrence. The animal re-

ferral rate has always been very uneven, and the

scarcity of recent referrals probably reflects a

temporary effect. In any case, a presentation is

planned for the Albuquerque Veterinary Society in

December for the purpose of increasing the referral

rate.

Treatment of a transplanted mouse tumor for the

purpose of obtaining a thermal dose response will

begin very soon. Tumor volumes will be measured by

a liquid displacement technique which appears to

have errors of ~ ±0.02 cm . During the past several

months, a technique has been developed for homo-

geneous heating with LCF. The tumor (transplanted

on the foot) can be heated to 42-45°C with a total

variation in temperature < 0.5°C throughout the

treatment volume.

Differential Breast Temperature Recording

Five Temperature Difference Integrator (TDI)

units are being tested by the Univ. of Arizona

Dept. of Radiation Oncology. Data to date indicate

that "normal" subjects may have a AT of at least 0

to 0.5°C. No subjects with proven malignancy have

been tested, but this should occur within a few

weeks. The units now in Tucson suffer from an
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instability in electrochemical cell silver plating

which was mentioned in the last progress report. A

new circuit design appears to minimize this effect.

The new design is in the printed circuit shop and

should be available for testing by December 1.

Two hypodermic thermistor mounts were construc-

ted here and loaned to the Univ. of Arizona for

precise measurement of tissue temperatures.

Radiofrequency Tissue-Heating Calculation

The first phase of the heating calculations was

completed. This phase comprised calculations for

four electrode configurations:

1. Two external electrodes in a geometry simi-

lar to that used for treating near-surface implanted

tumors on mice.

2. One external and one implanted electrode

simulating a case in which one heats an internal

organ such as the liver.

3. Two implanted electrodes with a nearby

region of relatively low conductivity. This case

was studied Jn order to determine the effect of bony

regions in the vicinity of the electrodes.
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XI. MANAGEMENT

General

Starting with this report, there will be a

section devoted to management concerns, administra-

tive policies and procedures, and information of

primary interest to LAMPF users. This section will

specifically address personnel levels, budgets,

safety topics, schedules and related matter, e.g.,

titles of internal reports and of mailings "will be

listed so that interested users will know about

them. This will supplement but not displace the

LAMPF users Newsletter.

A succinct report on the technical status of

the accelerator is given in an invited paper prepared

by R. Jameson for presentation at the IV Ail-Union

National Conference to be held in Moscow in November

of this year. A preprint is attached as Appendix A.

A bibliography of LAMPF-related publications is

included in this report as Appendix B.

Budget

During the first four months of FY-75, accrued

operating costs were 4% less than the budget fore-

cast. However, this is a resul1" of late deliveries

rather than to lack of diligence in placing of or-

ders.

The fiscal year financial plan was not fully

funded by the AEC until late in October; approxi-

mately 40% of the capital equipment allocation has

been obligated or committed. The average number of

employees—full time equivalents (FTEs)--is about

2% less than forecast at the start of the fiscal

year.

Safety

With the emergence of LAMPF as a production fa-

cility, and with the increasing use of beam facili-

ties, the safety program has expanded and become

better formalized. During the past year, many new

safety policies, plans, and procedures have been de-

veloped for the use and operation of LAMPF. As

LAMPF continues to develop and as more experience

is gained the safety program will be revised and ex-

panded to meet the new requirements. Future reports

ill describe these activities and significant safe-

ty-related matters, including safety experience.

Safety Organization

The safety of all personnel at LAMPF, including

users, continues to be of prime concern to the LAMPF

administration. Since its organization in 1965, MP

Division has maintained an active safety program to

establish a high degree of safe practices and safety

consciousness among personnel. Fig. XI-1 shows the

safety organization which has been developed to man-

age and promote the LAMPF safety program. The func-

tions and responsibilities of the LAMPF Safety Of-

ficer, LAMPF Safety Committees, and support groups

are described below.

LAMPF Safety Office. The LAMPF Safety Office

provides the focal point for all safety matters at

the TA-53 site. The LAMPF Safety Officer is respon-

sible for all aspects of operational safety, physi-

cal security, and the overall safety program, in-

cluding: radiological, electrical, cryogenic, and

physical safety; OSHA compliance; and fire protec-

tion. For special problems, assistance can be ob-

tained from the engineers, scientists, and safety-

oriented specialists within the Laboratory. The

personnel of the LAMPF Safety Office includes the

LAMPF Safety Officer (Assistant MP-Division Leader

for Safety}, the Deputy Safety Officer, a part-time

specialist, and a secretary.

LAMPF Safety Committee. The LAMPF Safety Com-

mittee consists of all MP division and group lead-

ers, and senior representatives of associated LASL

groups. The LAMPF Safety Officer serves as chair-

man of the committee. The committee determines the •

general safety policy for LAMPF, reviews special

problems, and establishes procedures concerning all

phases of the LAMPF safety program.

LAHFF Director • Louie Roecn
Safety Officer • I . H. Putnam

LAKFF
Safety Coaalttee

Radiological
Safety Coaalttee

Hydrogen 6 Cryogenic
Safety Comilttee

LttfPF D.sr.
Safety Representative

•ealth DtTUlon
Support

Group Safety Officer*
Covlttee

Electrical
Safety Committee

Experimental Areaa
Safety C-mmltteea

LMirp
•ealth Ptayalca Section

Fig. XI-1. LAMPF Safety Organization.
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LAMPF Radiological Safety Committee. The LAMPF

Radiological Safety Commi-.tee has the responsibility

for coordination and supervision of radiological

safety operations and for the review and development

of radiation control and safety procedures.

LAMPF Hydrogen and Cryogenic Systems Safety Com-

mittee. The LAMPF Hydrogen and Cryogenic Systems

Safety Committee is responsible for the safety as-

pects, on-site review, operational coordination, and

supervision of hydrogen and cryogenic systems. This

committee establishes written general procedures and

guidelines for the use of hydrogen in the experi-

mental areas of TA-53. Also, the committee reviews

each experiment in which the use of hydrogen and/or

a cryogenic system is proposed. This review includes

design, adequacy of operating procedures, and safety

protection.

LAMPF Group Safety Officers Committee. The

Group Safety Officers Committee has been established

to further strengthen the LAMPF safety program, to

provide training in specific topics, and to encour-

age discussions of safety problems. Each MP-Divi-

sion group and each group with a significant program

at LAMPF have appointed group safety officers to

serve as members of this committee. Their primary

responsibilities are to assist the group leader in

carrying out his responsibilities for safety within

the group's operation, and to maintain and promote a

high degree of safe practices and safety conscious-

ness among the group's personnel, and assist in the

safety training of new personnel.

LAMPF Electrical Safety Committee. The nature

of the LAMPF accelerator and its varied research ac-

tivities expose personnel to many combinations of

electrical equipment and unique applications. Con-

sequently, extra efforts are required to minimize

the risks encountered at LAMPF by assuring that ade-

quate safety measures are developed and followed in

the design, construction, operation, and maintenance

of the vast amounts of electrical equipment. The

LAMPF Electrical Safety Committee has been estab-

lished to continually review the adequacy of elec-

trical safety measures provided throughout the pro-

ject. It is responsible for reviewing and updating

the Electrical Safety Guides, for reviewing and rec-

ommending changes in electrical s&.fety procedures,

and for coordinating and supervising the electrical

safety aspects of the LAMPF safety program.

LAMPF Users Safety Representative. The LAMPF

Users Safety Representative is appointed by the

Chairman of the LAMPF Users Group. He serves as a

member of the LAMPF Safety Committee and the LAMPF

Group Safety Officers Committee and provides conti-

nuity between experimentalists and the LAMPF Safety

Office.

Safety Procedures

Considerable effort was spent this quarter on

the following written safety procedures.

LAMPF Radiological Safety Procedures. The LAMPF

Radiological Safety Procedures were completely re-

vised to reflect operating experience and current

operating procedures. Two changes in policy have

been made which will aid in limiting personnel ex-

vosures to the lowest limits practicable:

1. A written operational plan is required be-

fore beginning any work in which the total exposure

to personnel is reasonably expected to approach 0.3

man-rem, and any operation involving personnel en-

try into any target-cell or beam-stop area. This

written plan must include a detailed plan of the

operation, use of special equipment and tools, ex-

pected time involved, and predicted exposure. Fif-

teen plans have been prepared and used since the

beginning of the quarter, with significant reduc-

tions in personnel exposures.

2. No person is exempt from working in radia-

tion areas on tasks he is qualified to perform.

This will spread radiation exposures among all

qualified personnel.

Personnel Safety System Procedures. Procedures

for operation of the personnel safety systems for

the Low-Energy Pion (LEP), Stopped Muon Channel

(SMC), and High-Energy Physics (P ) channels were

prepared. These procedures specify steps that must

be taken to clear personnel from a channel and se-

cure its personnel safety system, and to make rou-

tine or restricted entries while permitting unin-

terrupted beam to other Line A channels. These

procedures reflect the philosophy that for routine

entry to a channel a minimum of two independent

methods of removing beam from the channel shall be

used, e.g.: inserting two beam plugs, inserting a
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beam plug and adjusting a magnet to deflect the

beam, etc. With present accelerator operating con-

ditions, restricted personnel entry is permitted in-

to certain channels during channel operation. The

new procedures specify the precautions and special

actions to be taken for such entries.

Standard for Magnet Warning Lights. After

studying a number of magnet warning-light techniques

and the electrical circuits to activate these lights,

a standard was chosen. A red light or each magnet

will be activated when the magnet power supply is

turned on by actuating a 24-V dc relay with the 24-V

dc control voltage that operates the contactor for

turning on the magnet power supply. When the relay

is actuated, 110-V ac are applied to the light

through the relay contacts. The 110-V ac supply

will be hard-wired from a breaker to the relay con-

tacts, with no intervening disconnects. A neon

light mounted below the warning light indicates the

presence of 110-V ac for actuating the warning light.

The warning light will be 100-W, 220-V ac and, being

operated at 110 V, should last indefinitely. The

system is not completely fail-safe, e.g., the warn-

ing light can be burned out, the relay can fail,

etc., leading to a situation where the warning light

can be out and the power supply on. However, the

purpose of the light is not to indicate that it is

safe to begin work on, or very close to, the magnet.

Standard lockout and tag procedures are to be used

before beginning such work. Because all magnet ter-

minals will be covered, no direct electrical hazard

should be present. Thus, it is concluded that the

system will provide an adequate margin of safety in

alerting knowledgeable personnel as to the on/off

status of magnet power supplies, with a reasonable

degree of confidence.

Sew magnet systems will be equipped to conform

to the standard, and existing systems will be

changed as time and funding permit.

Tritium Experiment. An experiment was con-

ducted in the LEP-East channel to study radiative

pion capture in light nuclei. This required special

safety considerations because of the large quantity

(̂ 80 000 Ci) of LT2 used as a target. The steps

taken to minimize possible hazards are described be-

low:

An enclosure equipped with a forced exhaust
svstem wa« constructed for the entire tritiuia-

containing apparatus, including the target cell.
The exhaust duct was vented above the roof of
Building A and contained tritium detectors to
provide early leak indication. Tritium detectors
were also placed at selected occupied locations
in the experimental areas.

Detailed written procedures were developed
that specified the operation of the LT? target
dewar system, operational restrictions and regu-
lations, personnel access and control, physical
surveillance, etc. Emergency procetiures covered
situations involving potential or actual release
of tritium.

Personnel directly involved in the operation
of the tritium apparatus were trained in the use
of plastic suits for entry to the enclosure in
case of an emergency.

An information session was held for personnel
whose work normally required them to be in the
experimental areas. Contractor personnel were
briefed by their supervisors on emergency pro-
cedures .

Training. The use of fire control equipment

was demonstrated by personnel from the Los Alamos

Fire Department at a division-wide safety meeting.

pirst-aid classes are being conducted for all

interested personnel. Fifteen have completed the

course this quarter and more than fifty others are

scheduled for training.

Personnel Levels

During this quarter, 41 full- or part-tine per-

sonnel joined MP Division, while 19 terminations or

transfers took place, bringing the number of FTE

employees in MP Division, as of October 31, 1974, to

319. Seven of these employees are long-terra visit-

ing staff members; three of the terminations this

quarter were staff in this category.

Guests

During this report period 120 users wore re-

ceived at LAMPF and 135 users were checked out.

Currently, there are 7S users at LAMPF. In addi-

tion, there are more than 50 guests on long-term

visits to the facility.

Among the services that are provided to LAMPF'

guests are the following:

1. Secretarial and typing services.

2. Travel arrangements, and housing and lodg-

ing reservations.

3. Housekeeping services are provided for

those running experiments and using on-site over-

night accommodations.

4. Guest mail center seivices.
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5. Stationery stock and photographic darkroom

are maintained.

6. Scheduling for after-hours terminal opera-

tors for 7600 computer.

7. Liaison activities between LAMPF guests

and other LASL support offices for such items as re-

imbursement for travel, subsistence, fees, etc.; se-

curity clearances, if required; visits by non-U.S.

nationals; medical services; library services.

LAMPF USERS GROUP, INC.

Liaison Office

The annual election of the Board of Directors

of the LAMPt-" Users Croup, Inc.,was conducted by

mail ballots sent to the 1021 members of the group

on September 23, 1974. A .dominating Conraittee con-

sisting of Kenneth M. Croue (LBL), Chairman; Peter

Carruthers (LASL); Paul Todd (Pennsylvania State

Univ.); .'id V. Hungerford (Univ. of Houston}; and

J/arvey B. t'.'illnrd (Case Western Reserve Univ.) pre-

pared a slate of candidates. An additional candi-

date was placed on the ballot by petition. Follow-

ing is the slate of candidates:

Chairman-Hlcct:

David A. l.indc Univ. of Colorado

Board of Directors:

Lewis Agnew, LASL

John C. AUred, tlniv. of Houston

Kap.il K. fieth, Northwestern Univ.

The two candidates for Board of Directors receiving

the most votes will replace Robert J. Macek (LASL)

and Stanley !":. Sobottka (Univ. of Virginia), who

arc completing their two-year tern of office. The

deadline for the return of ballots to the Liaison

Office is November 4, 1974. Uesults of the ballot-

ing will be announced at the Eighth LAMPF Users

Meeting.

Preparations for the Highth I.AMJT Users Meet-

ing to be held at Los Alamos on .November 11-12,

1974, are being reide by Chairman Vcrnon I1.'. Hughes

(Yale Mniv.) and the Liaison Office. Preliminary

programs, reservations forms, and other raeetinp. in-

formation were nailed to all members on September 25,

1974. The program will consist of femarks by RieMrd

F. Taschck, LASI. Associate Director for Research;

LAMPP Status Reports by Louis Rosen, Director of

J.AMPF, and Donald C. llagerman, Associate Division

Leader for Operations; Annual Users Group Report by

Vemon I1.'. Hughes; a general business session; and

reports on results of LAMPF experiments. Invited

talks are scheduled by Roger Hildebrand, Univ. of

Chicago, "New Opportunities in Medium Energy Science";

Brncst M. Henley, Univ. of Washington, "Parity Viola-

tions"; Alfred S. Goldhaber, State Univ. of .'.'ew York,

"Relativistic Heavy Ions"; and H.-J. Gerber, ETII and

SIN, "Report on Research at SIN." In addition, all

Working Groups will hold meetings on Tuesday after-

noon, November 12, except the Biomedical Working

Group, which plans an all-day meeting starting at

8:30 a.m. The Tumor Localization Subcommittee of

the Biomedical Steering Committee plans to hold its

meeting on November 10-11, 1974. A reception at the

Community Building followed by a banquet at the Los

Alamos Inn will be held Monday evening, November 11.

The banquet speaker will be Stirling A. Colgate,

President of New Mexico Inst. of Mining and Tech.,

who will speak on "Scientific Literacy and Astro-

physics."

The N'otice of Annual Meeting and Call for

Nominations and Amendments to By-Laws, mailed

August 9, and the 1975 membership-renewal forms,

mailed September 25, were sent to the entire mem-

bership of the LAMPf Users Group, Inc., in compli-

ance with the by-laws. A ballot for the election of

Chairman of the LAMPP Bionedical Users Steering Com-

mittee was prepared and mailed to the biomedical

users.

The LAMPP Users Handbook was completed and

sent to press. It is expected to be ready for dis-

tribution early in November.

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of the LAMPF Users

Group, Inc.,will meet at convenient times during

the LAMPF Users Meeting. The newly elected officers

for 1975 will be invited to attend these meetings.

Agenda items include the following; 1) appointments

to the Cryogenics Targets Subcommittee, 2) pictures

of LAMPF users, 3) taxi service for LAMPF users,

4) telephones in the LASL-administered kitchenette

apartments during the Great Shutdown, 5) membership

or institution fees, and 6) set date for next Board

meeting (January or February 1975).
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Technical Advisory Panel (TAP)

The Technical Advisory Panel of the LAMPF Users

Group, Inc.,will hold its meeting on November 13,

1974. The three main agenda items will be: 1) a

report from Morton M. Kligerman, M.D. (LASL/Univ.

of New Mexico School of Medicine) on the radio-

therapy treatment program and its effect on the

LAMPF facilities, 2) discussions of the priorities

associated with the FY-75 budget, and 3) status

report on the EPICS and IIRS channels.

The New Facilities Subcommittee of the TAP,

chaired by Stanley E. Sobottka (Univ. of Virginia),

will hold a meeting in Los Alamos on November 3 to

discuss progress on the EPICS and HRS channels.

Statistics

Listed below are statistics of the LAMPF Users

Group, Inc.,as of October 1, 1974.

Membership

Total

.Von-LASL

LASL

Fields of Interest

1. Nuclear and Particle Physics

2. Nuclear Chemistry

3. Biomedical Applications

4. \'ot Specified

5. Other (including administration,
facilities, operations, coordi-
nation, theory, data acquisition,
and miscellaneous applications)

6. Isotope Production

7. Radiation Damage

8. Weapons .Veutron Research

846

130

1026

76?

173

36S

20

440

120

132

113

Institutional Distribution

1. Membership by Institute

LASL 180

Other National or Government

Laboratories 133

U. S. Universities 421

Industrial 50

Foreign 140

Hospitals and Medical Centers 102

Total 1026

2. Number of Institutions

National or Government Labs 29

U. S. Universities 112

Industry 34

Foreign 66

Hospitals and Medical Centers _S7_

Total 298
Regional Breakdown

East (PA, .\'J, DE, Wash DC, MA, .\'Y,
CT, VT, RI, >JH, ME) 161

Midwest (OH, MO, KS, I\', WI, MI, IL,
ND, SD, NE, IA, MM) 130

South (MD, VA, T.\\ AS, IW, KY, NC,
AL, MS, LA, GA, FL) 86

Southwest-Mountain (MT, ID, tIT, WY,

AZ, CO, >JM, OK, TX) 190

Far West (AK, HI, ,W, IVA, OR, CA) 136

Foreign 143

LASL 180
Total 1026

("ote: These nunbers do not add to total
membership because there are duplicate
interests.)
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Experimental Program

Operational Experience

During this quarter 39 different experiments

received beam for a total of 1058 eight-hour shifts

experiment is given in "able XI-I. This tabulation

does not include parasite use of beam during produc-

tion nor does it include the beam used in facility

development activities. Experiments 26, 165, and 175

and a total of 30 729 yA-h. The beam supplied to each have been completed.

TABLE XI-I

QUARTERLY REPORT OF BEAM PROVIDED FOR EXPERIMENTS

Proposal
No.

25

27

32

34

37

44

56

60

67

81

84

86

96

99

100

102

103

104

105

106

Channel

LEP
EPB

P3-W

P3-E

SMC-S

Biomed

AB-Neutrons

SMC-K

P3-E

LEP

EPB

Biomed

TTA

LEP

P3-W

SMC-K

LEP

P3

P3-E

AB-Nucchem

AB-Nucchem

AB-Nucchem

Shifts
(8 h)

11

50.5

48

65.5

80.5

4

32

17.5

16.5

11

69

4

60

85

12

36

0.5

0.6

0.3

0.5

2.5

0.85

UA h

470

1897

3426

3870

162

102

848

815

635

90

2992

5016

666

834

0.9

23

0.8

17.5

4.9

Proposal
No.

Ill

118

123

124

125

131

143

148

150

151

153

161

163

166

167

174

189

195

196

Channel

BSA-RAD

SWY-LABS

AB-Nucchem

P3

AB-Nucchem

AB-Nucchem

AB-Neutron

LEP

Biomed

Neutrino-A

AB-Nucchem

Biomed

EPB

BSA-RAD

SMC-K

SMC-W

Biomed

BSA-RAD

AB-Neutrons

Biomed

Biomed

Shifts
(8 h)

10

0.1

?

0.75

29.5

25

18.5

109.5

35

1.5

1

16

15

21

13.5

11

1

57

3

3

UA h

389

0.5

122

2.2

70

105

1X26

3137

1072

12

32

1

552

847

631

411

23

139

104

85
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APPENDIX A

LAMPF PROTON LINAC PERFORMANCE

by

Robert A. Jameson
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA 87544

ABSTRACT

The present status of work directed toward bringing the LAMPF
proton linear accelerator to design intensity and accelerating both
H and H~ beams simultaneously is described. An overview of the
performance is given, and then the transverse and longitudinal phase
space investigations are covered in more detail, covering the tech-
niques used for measurement, the results to date, and discussion of
the work remaining. The program for measuring and improving long-
term stability and reliability of the accelerator facility is briefly
described.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since completion of construction of the LAMPF

proton linac and its initial commissioning at 800

MeV in June 1972, much of our effort has concentrated

on completion of the experimental areas and beginning

the experimental program. One reason for this ap-

proach was o allow all aspects of the facility to

then share in the learning that would accompany the

increase in beam intensity toward the design goal.

The beam switchyard became operational in late 1973,

and a broad experimental program began in early 1974.

At present, the shielding in the experimental area

limits production operation to 10 uA average current.

For machine development work, a carbon beam-stop on

the straight-ahead line in the switchyard allows

testing to a few hundred uA average current for short

periods of time. The shielding is to be brought to

full capability during the spring of 1975.

Accelerator development work concentrates on two

areas: simultaneous acceleration of H and H~ beams

and tuning for higher intensity. Dual beam accelera-

tion has been demonstrated, but beam losses were

unacceptably high. The main difficulties were in

the alignment of accelerator components and in the

reduction of longitudinal acceptance of the 805-MHz

linac from errors in the side-coupled structure.

These problems are elaborated below. It is import-

ant to note that no exotic phenomena which would

preclude dual beam operation have been observed.

For experimental physics production work up to the

20-uA average level, it is adequate to accelerate

only the H beam in the linac and use various strip-

ping stations to generate and tailor both H and H~

beams. The present H~ ion source is capable of 1-mA

peak current, giving 60 uA average, of which 33 uA

can be accelerated with one buncher. A prebuncher

is planned, which will increase the captured current

to 45 uA.

Exploration of the high-intensity frontier pro-

ceeds in two directions. The full H+ peak current

of 16 mA has been accelerated to 211 MeV and 10-mA

peak current to 800 MeV, in pulses 100 us long at

low duty factor. Figure A-l shows the 10-mA-peak

beam-current pulse shape at 800 MeV. No evidence of

beam instabilities has been seen. This mode of op-

eration is primarily a test of the rf and field
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Fig. A-l. Beam-current pulse shage at 800 MeV for
a 10-raA peak current II beam.

Fig. A-2. Beam-current profile along linac from in-
jector to 800 MeV. Vertical scale is
from 3 mA to 5 mA. Upper trace is 4-mA
peak current bean at low duty factor.
Lower trace is at 5% duty factor, giving
200-uA average current. Difference is
not spill, but only a change in ion-
source output due to heating. Jagged
trace is due to current-monitor system.
Spill is substantially less than 1%.

Fig. A-3. Wire-scanner beam profiles in the last 8
modules, from 647-800 MeV, for 2-mA peaV
H beam. The total emittance at 800 MeV
is 0.14ir mrad-cm and the rms emittance is
0.02STT mrad-cm.

Fig A-4. H beam profiles for a 2-mA peak current
around the switchyard bend, reading from

bottom up. The dispersion is ~ 2.26 cm/%-
momentum at the fourth scan from the bottom.
Total scanner stroke is 5 cm.

control systems. At lower peak currents and higher

duty factor, average currents of 200 uA at 800 MeV

have been achieved for very short time periods. Fig-

ure A-2 shows the beam-current profile along the ma-

chine. Measurements using wire scanners in the lin«

ac, the switchyard spectrometer, and the EPICS chan-

nel indicate that essentially all of the beam enter-

ing the switchyard has been accelerated to the full

800 MeV. The most accurate momentum-spread measure-

ment to date, made at 497 MeV, gives Ap/p <̂  0.14%

FWHM. Figures A-3 and A-4 show beam profiles for a

2-mA-peak-current beam from 647-800 MeV and around

the switchyard bend; the total emittance of this beam

at 800 MeV is~0.14ir mrad-cm, and the rms emittance

is 0.025TT mrad-cm.

The following paragraphs outline in more detail

the factors underlying these achievements and areas

of present and future work.

II. TRANSVERSE PHASE SPACE

The alignment of the accelerator rf and magnetic

elements is a crucial factor in the acceleration of

simultaneous beams and also for high-intensity work,

especially if the output energy is varied, because

the required steering is a function of energy. The

original alignment during construction did not meet

the tolerances {*_ 0.125-mm random in uniform distri-

bution on magnetic elements) due to problems with

diffraction, the laser equipment used, and the data-

analysis techniques. The transition region joining
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the 201.25-MHz and 805-MHz linacs, the 805-MHz linac,

and parts of the switcnyard were realigned during the

last year. The resulting alignment, which achieved

a reproducible accuracy of ± 0.178 mm peak-to-peak,

is shown in Figure A-5. Because it would have in-

volved retuning, the accelerator structures were not

moved to a straight line; instead, the magnets were

positioned on a smooth curve fitted to the tank

positions. The alignment technique used a self-

adjusting level for vertical measurements and a taut

wire as the reference for horizontal measurements.

Careful attention was paid to eliminating systematic

errors in the use of the instruments. Repeated sur-

veys were made, followed by complete data analysis,

until consistency was achieved.

(Inches)
0.020

" ' " s / v i o •;• \ y 25 30 ,35 : .

t
°.i pyJV , , 20. ¥ \ .Module No., •

—-.,'•'/ i> \ ' - \
. ("'Points which were \ S --

I 'adjusted but not _N. \ —

~ 0.050
/--verified

_ Least-squares T —
approximation showing ,\\ 1 I

inadequacy of 2nd-order\\_-_ L_l "*
f i t to entire linsc \ \ ~

Figure A-5. Vertical and horizontal
alignment of 805-MHz linac
quadrupole doublets
through modules 39 and 30,
respectively.

Data from ModiJes
21-39 with
-O.OlO-in./module j [ H _ _
removed to b e t t e r ^ — ' — • * ~

of alignment —i • \\-

• Upitream end of doublet
x Downstream end of doublet
• Adjustment set point

nfiitttif ' i "ft | rl-j-j iti
14 ; 15 ' I* . 17 ' I" ' IS : JO ' I I ! 32
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A concerted attempt was made to find settings

for the 201-MHz linac transition region which would

allow operation without realignment. However, var-

ious factors indicated that such a solution, if it

existed at all, would be very sensitive. It has been

decided to realign the 201-MHz tanks and drift tubes

and to bring the injectors, transport lines, 201-MHz

linac and transition region into smooth line with the

effective axis of the 805-MHz linac. This will be

done during the early months of 1975. Various align-

ment techniques are being explored. Three will prob-

ably be used. The first would be a completely opti-

cal alignment; the second detects the impulse impart-

ed to a taut, current-pulsed wire if it does not lie

on the magnetic axis of a quadrupole; and the third

uses the cross generated when polarized light

is passed through a colloidal suspension of fexrcso-

ferric particles under the influence of a quadrupole
A

field. Both of the latter methods indicate the mag-

netic axis directly.

The emittances (100% of beam) at the injector

column exit for H and H~ are ~ 4IT and 5ir mrad-cm,

respectively. The beams proceed through long (~13 m)

transport systems to the linac. Numerous criteria

must be satisfied in the transport, including gener-

ally minimum size and similarity of x and y profiles,

small size and double waists at the bunchers, size

constraints at the beam chopper locations, and a match

into the linac. Close agreement between theory and

experiment for the H beam is hampered by space charge

and neutralization effects. Experimental emittances

near the linac entrance are shown in Figure A-6 for

p

Fig. A-6. Experimental total emittance of 22-mA peak H beam near linac entrance equals 3.29TT mrad-cm in
horizontal and 4.07TT mrad-cm in vertical.

Fig. A-7. Experimental total emittance of 800-uA peak H~ near linac entrance equals 4.85ir mrad-cm in hori-
zontal and 4.73ir mrad-cm in vertical.
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the H beam. A standard 2-mA peak beam is produced

for tuning purposes by scraping with a variable ap-

erture at one upstream location. The emittance is

thereby reduced to O.7-O.8tr mrad-cm in both planes.

The H" line is further constrained by requiring ach-

romatic bends to minimize dispersion of the tnrse

primary varieties of H~ ions derived from different

reactions, and the requirement for matching to the

final set of quads which are set for the H team.

Figure A-7 shows H~ emittances at the same location.

The beams then proceed through the 201.25-MHz

linac and the transition region. The number and lo-

cation of steering and position-sensing devices in

the 201.25-MHz linac is insufficient for correction

of simultaneous beams, hence the need for realignment.

Wire scanners are used in the 805-MHz linac to

obtain transverse data. Emittance can be calculated

from a series of wire scanner profiles. For peak H

and H~ currents of 2 mA and 400 uA, respectively, the

rms emittance at 100 MeV is ~0.05-0.06IT mrad-cm,

damping at 800 MeV to ~0.015-0.02ir, consistent with

the transverse BY damping factor of 3.3. The pres-

ent switchyard optics require accelerator emittances

at least this good for low-loss transport. Studies

are now in progress to apply systematic scraping at

various locations to remove halo and tail components.

This tailoring of the phase space prior to 100 MeV

will substantially aid the achievement of reproduci-

ble high-intensity beams. The absence of fast, non-

interfering position and profile monitoring equipment

along the accelerator is a significant hindrance to

tuning procedures. The effective steering of simul-

taneous beams in the strong-focusing 805-MHz linac

requires the proper symmetries in the steering di-

poles.

III. LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE

The H* beam consists of two main components

differing in energy by ~3 keV, and a smaller third

component separated by ~10 keV which may be scraped

off in the transport system. The H beam is about

65% protons at full design current of 36-niA peak with

the present aperture. The injectors are operated at

fixed settings as much as possible, with peak current

variation achieved by scraping in the transport

system. Intensive work over the past year has re-

sulted in much improved long-term stability of the

energy of both injectors and in the minimisation of

the number of and time to recover from arcciowns,

The phase and amplitude of the rf fields in the

201.25-MHz linac are adjusted by varying the phase or

amplitude of the rf and observing the amount of cur-

rent accelerated to the proper energy, as determined

by an absorber and collector at the end of each mod-

ule. The curves so generated are compared to corres-

ponding analytical curves derived from computer mod-

els, and amplitude or phase is adjusted until satis-

factory agreement is achieved. The method, while not

absolute, contains many correlations and yields con-

sistent results. Tuning with the li beam is the most

precise, since it contains only one energy component.

The longitudinal dynamics and associated instru-

mentation in the 805-MHz linac have received major

attention in the last year. Operational awkwardness

and calibration problems make the switchyard spectrom-

eter useful only as a secondary check during tuneup.

The primary tuneup of phase and amplitude is now ac-

complished with a time-of-flight (At) method. Loops

are placed between modules, and the phase of beam-

induced signals is measured. With the module accel-

erating, the amplitude is set to produce agreement

with the major features of an analytically derived

energy gain vs phase curve such as that shown in

Figure A-8. The phase is then set more precisely by

measuring with the beam alternately accelerated and

coasted through the module. The apparatus is com-

pletely electronic, fast, and very precise. It is

also being used to monitor the machine during produc-

tion use to aid in eliminating drifts and other shifts

in the beam characteristics.

Fig. A-8. Analytical energy-gain vs rf-phase curve
for module 8, which accelerates from ~139
MeV to ~153 MeV, shown in MeV and degrees
as deviation from design value.
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Analysis of discrepancies observed in the At

measurements has led to the discovery of the probable

major cause of longitudinal beam loss in the 805-MHz

linac. The acceptance of the design linac is shown

in Figure A-9. Length tolerance buildup during the

manufacturing of the accelerator and length errors

introduced by faulty tuning procedures in the low-

energy modules resulted in severe distortions in the

longitudinal acceptance and a general reduction in

area by a factor of two, as shown in Figure A-10.

-10 »M> -70 "60 -30 -40 -*> -30 -10 0 10 3b 30

4 -«O -M -70 -«0 -90 -40 -JO -30 -10 0 10 30 »

If thp structure errors had been absorbed by the

intramodule drifts so that if the module length were

exact, there would be no problem; however, the drift

spaces also have errors. As an indication of the

sensitivity of the effect, a length tolerance of

about ±0.3 mm on the module length (~20m) is required

to maintain the ±1° rf phase tolerance that is ex-

pected between tanks and between modules. A proced-

ure has been devised to partially alleviate the

problem. First, each module is analytically
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Fig. A-9. Original design linac. Fig. A-ll. Compromise linac design, with original
design rf amplitudes.
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Fig. A-10. Including measured errors in physical
lengths, but with original design rf
amplitudes and phases.
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Fig, A-12, Compromise linac design with rf ampli-
tudes raised 5%, and synchronous phase
shifted to -35°.
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"redesigned" using its measured lengths to find an

input energy and phase which minimize the errors

within that module. Then a fit is made along the en-

tire linac to achieve the best compromise for module-

to-module tuning. The resulting admittance is shown

in Figure A-ll. A general increase in the design

field level of 5% can then increase the area as shown

in Figure A-12. Subsequent tuneup of the accelerator

using these new settings was substantially raors suc-

cessful in eliminating spill and in lower sensitivity

to parameter shifts. Studies are now in progress to

determine the best way to physically correct the most

important length errors during the 1975 shutdown.

Other studies of the At method have led to increased

understanding of the effects of various errors and

the way that errors can propagate along the machine.

IV. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

The development of consistent operating and

maintenance procedures is vital if consistent and

stable operation at higher intensities is to be

achieved with minimum downtime, and work has begun

in these areas. Computer-based tools will be used to

measure machine performance over long time intervals.

The central control system can monitor many signals

and show deviations from standard settings, correla-

tions between signals and so on. This capability has

only begun to be exploited, but will serve as a prim-

ary tool in finding the source 01 drift and other

long-term effects.

An inventory has been made of all machine equip-

ment, and systems reviewed for prdper documentation,

spares and stock inventory, needed improvements, and

other support factors. The information accumulated

is stored in a computerized data-base, from which it

can be retrieved in various formats. For instance,

the data-base can be asked which items in the rf sys-

tem are still deficient in spare parts, or schedules

for preventative maintenance can be generated each

week. A daily reporting system has been initiated in

which equipment malfunctions are reported on small

cards. Each morning, a list is made, with the aid of

the computer data base, and sent to the support per-

sonnel. The information is also stored in the data

base, and equipment operating history can be studied

over a period of time. Figure A-13 shows a composite

graphical history of the rf and vacuum systems over

the past year. Planned extensions to these programs

include various reliability and availability estimates.

SYSTEM TIME GRAPH BY SYSTEM SYSTEM VACUUM
TMtOUGM t « MONTH 0' AM W «

TJKE
TMOUGU

GRAPH BY SYSTEM
1«C HOOTH Dr «UG l«14

wmu OF ntwmt

OMPHEO >r WCOOE
DFOROD«OTIIC
r ron nx'iw

w

o FIH
N FOR CRAPHCO Or OPCOOE

Fig. A-13. RF and vacuum system histories from August 1973 through August 1974, showing .the total number of
trouble reports filed, and downtime and man hours associated with the repair; The initial up-
ward trend for rf reflects the starting of the reporting system as more and more equipment was
included. Vacuum work was high again in September 1974, reflecting maintenance on pumps nearing
the end of pumping element lifetimes.
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